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PREFACE

I am grateful to the University of California, Berkeley, for the invitation
it graciously extended to me to deliver the Thomas JeVerson Memorial
Lecture in the spring of 2000. The invitation gave me the impetus to
complete this manuscript; my lecture was based on one of the chapters.
I must admit that the world I describe in the book, the world in which
international organizations play an important role in establishing connections among diVerent parts of the globe, is not exactly a JeVersonian
one. Thomas JeVerson’s world, both in reality and in his vision, was very
diVerent, where only a handful of international organizations existed—
and, we could add, only a small number of independent nations as well.
How he would view the contemporary international situation and the
role of the United States in it is an interesting question. But I am not
attempting to answer it. My aim here is to trace the historical evolution
of international organizations, both governmental and nongovernmental, since the nineteenth century, in particular during the last Wfty years,
and to show how they have contributed to the making of the contemporary world. That world, it seems to me, is an arena for an increasingly
complex interplay of states and nonstate actors, including multinational
corporations, religious organizations, regional communities, transnational private associations, and even stateless persons. It is in many ways
vii
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a chaotic world, but at the same time many of these actors are making
eVorts to establish interconnections among nations and peoples so as to
develop a sense of global community. Forces encouraging global interconnectedness on one hand and local identities on the other exist simultaneously, but if universalism and localism can come together to contribute to the development of a stable world order, international
organizations will play an important role in the process, for many of
them express the aspirations of people everywhere for peace, justice, and
interdependence.
In that very broad sense, international organizations may exemplify
some JeVersonian principles. Thomas JeVerson’s ideas about foreign
aVairs are often characterized as isolationist, eschewing international
complications and giving priority to the cultivation of the American pastoral utopia. Yet he was never a parochial thinker. Not only did the
Declaration of Independence that he authored address the aspirations of
the whole of humanity, to such an extent that many countries have
copied it in their own struggles for freedom, but his personal writings
were sprinkled with references to “the opinion of the world,” “the reason and freedom of the globe,” and other concepts that are also the
guiding principles of many international organizations. For they are
founded on the assumption that there are such things as world public
opinion and common human values, and they see themselves as manifestations of this global consciousness. When JeVerson insisted that
“between society and society the same moral duties exist” as between
individuals, he was anticipating the philosophy of the international organizations that would be founded precisely on the same idea.1 How to
connect the United States with the rest of the world was as keen an issue
in JeVerson’s age as it is today, and it would not be too far-fetched to
argue that he would have preferred international connections to be
made out of shared interests and values, as those organizations do, and
not out of self-centered ambitions and dogmas. In United States foreign
aVairs today, among the most crucial questions are Wrst, whether there
exist international norms that guide the conduct of nations, and second,
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what role the nation should play in the development and implementation of those norms. With regard to both questions, it behooves us to
recall the JeVersonian tradition as well as the manifold activities by international organizations.
It has taken many years to complete this small volume. It does something I have not attempted systematically before: to focus on nonstate
actors in a study of international relations. I have written about formal
aVairs among certain states and about transnational cultural relations in
general. But this is my Wrst attempt at examining international organizations as an integral part of modern world history. The presentation is
necessarily impressionistic; I have been arbitrary in choosing a small
number of examples from hundreds of thousands of organizations, many
of which have published their own histories and have made available
through the Internet descriptions of their current activities. I have not
tried to summarize such information, even with respect to the few organizations that I do mention. My purpose has been not to catalogue international organizations but rather to try to understand their role in the
making of the world today. Since this is essentially my Wrst plunge into
new territory, I have relied on the work of the pioneering scholars in this
Weld, as well as the advice of professional colleagues with whom I have
been privileged to exchange ideas. As always, I have been a beneWciary of
contributions by my current and former students. Frank Ninkovich in
particular has been a most valuable critic of my ideas, and Robert David
Johnson has saved me from a number of errors at the Wnal stages of the
manuscript’s preparation. Hugh McNeil and Lee Hampton have been
tireless and conscientious research assistants at the beginning and at the
end of this project, respectively. For providing me with Japanese material on nongovernmental organizations, I am grateful to Professor
Gen’ichi Saito of Kokushikan University. For the errors of fact or judgment that I am sure still remain in the book, I alone am responsible. I am
eager to hear comments and criticisms from readers, as I hope to continue studying the subject as part of a reexamination of the history of the
modern world.

Introduction

This book seeks to examine the roles that international organizations
play in modern world aVairs. There are three principal reasons for
undertaking this task. First, there is the obvious fact that international
organizations have steadily grown in number and in the scope and variety of their activities since the late nineteenth century, to such an extent
that the contemporary world would be incomprehensible without taking
them into consideration. Second, most writings on modern world aVairs,
especially by historians, have nevertheless almost entirely ignored this
fact. This scholarly void somehow must be Wlled. And Wnally, a focus on
international organizations, rather than nations and states, as units of
analysis provides a fresh perspective on the evolution of international
relations and enables us to reconceptualize modern world history. For
example, the phenomenon known as globalization might be better
understood if we examined the ways in which international organizations have for decades been seeking to establish transnational connections, politically, economically, and culturally.
Roughly speaking, there are two types of international organizations:
intergovernmental organizations and international nongovernmental
organizations. The former category consists of institutions that come
into existence through formal agreements among nations and represent
1
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their respective governments. The United Nations is the best-known
example, but several thousands of them exist today. The latter, in contrast, refers to associations that are established by private individuals and
groups. According to the Economic and Social Council of the United
Nations, any international organization that is not established by an
agreement among governments is an international nongovernmental
organization.1 This, however, is too broad a deWnition, and in this study
a nongovernmental organization will be more narrowly construed as a
voluntary nonstate, nonproWt, nonreligious, and nonmilitary association.
The voluntary nature of these organizations—that is, their openness to
all those who wish to join—distinguishes them from others that are
restricted to certain categories of people, whether nationality, gender,
religion, class, region, or any other division. Business enterprises in most
countries are, of course, nongovernmental organizations, but their
proWt-seeking nature distinguishes them fundamentally from the rest.
Churches, synagogues, cemeteries, and other religious bodies are also
mostly nongovernmental institutions, but for the sake of analysis, this
book will mention them only when their activities are secular, such as
humanitarian relief and cultural exchange, rather than confessional or
evangelical. The distinction is a tenuous one, but to include a discussion
of religious institutions would make the study of nongovernmental organizations, at this stage of scholarship, unmanageable. Last, it seems to
make sense to exclude the consideration of terrorist societies and other
armed gangs; a nongovernmental organization by deWnition will not
have its own military force, given that, in theory at least, the state is supposed to monopolize arms and “violence.” In reality, there are nonstate,
indeed antistate, groups with their own arms that engage in violent
activities. Although the relationship between such groups and unarmed
organizations is a serious question in some parts of the world, this book
will touch on the issue only in a few instances, focusing instead on activities by nonmilitary organizations.2 Thus rather narrowly deWned, international nongovernmental organizations constitute only a part of non-
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state actors. Even so, there are almost thirty thousand of them today, and
one purpose of this book will be to trace their evolution over time.3
It would be neither feasible nor meaningful to try to be comprehensive or to generalize about the activities of thousands of international
organizations, intergovernmental or nongovernmental. Instead I focus
on six types of organizations: those dealing with humanitarian relief, cultural exchange, peace and disarmament, developmental assistance,
human rights, and environmentalism.
The choice of these six categories is arbitrary, for many other organized activities exist in the world, as well as alternative ways of categorizing them. Harold Jacobson divides international organizations into
three broad types: those concerned with security and peace, with trade
and other economic aVairs, and with “social welfare and human rights.”4
Evan Luard classiWes international organizations by the functions they
perform, such as sea transport, energy, and development; altogether
Luard lists Wfteen diVerent types of functions.5 Lyman Cromwell
White’s seminal work on international nongovernmental organizations
enumerates twelve Welds of activity such organizations are engaged in,
ranging from “communications, transport, and travel” to “pursuit of
peace.”6 A recent book by Lester M. Salaman and Helmut K. Anheier on
nonproWt organizations suggests twelve “major activity groups”: culture
and recreation; education and research; health; social services; environment; development and housing; law, advocacy, and politics; philanthropic intermediaries and voluntarism promotion; international activities; religion; business and professional associations and unions; and
groups “not elsewhere classiWed.” These categories deWne domestic nongovernmental organizations except for “international activities,” which
involve cross-national functions and eVorts. Within this category
Salaman and Anheier include seven types of activities and organizations:
exchange/friendship/cultural programs; development assistance associations; international disaster and relief organizations; international
human rights and peace organizations; multipurpose international orga-
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nizations; support and service organizations; auxiliaries, councils, standard setting and governance organizations; and international organizations not elsewhere classiWed.7
These are all useful classiWcatory schemes. Since, however, this book’s
main goal is not to be comprehensive but to illustrate the roles that
international organizations play in shaping the contemporary world, I
focus on those organizations whose activities in the six areas mentioned
earlier seem to have made a signiWcant diVerence in international aVairs.
However limited in scope, an examination of some of these organizations’ agendas and activities seems worthwhile, if only because historians
have not paid them the attention they deserve.
Scholars have written volumes on the history of the contemporary
world, or more speciWcally of modern international relations, but few
such volumes seem to contain more than a passing reference, if at all, to
international organizations.8 This lack of scholarly attention by historians is puzzling, given that political scientists have carefully studied international organizations since at least the 1970s.9 Such scholars have produced important surveys and case studies of international organizations,
and some writers have incorporated these studies into international
relations theory. At the same time, however, the bulk of the political science literature remains nonhistorical. Most writings by nonhistorians on
international organizations tend to focus on very recent developments
or current phenomena. Even when discussing some episodes from the
past, political scientists appear to be more interested in drawing policyrelevant conclusions from them than in placing them in a historical context. While all such work is valuable, historians may have a diVerent perspective and wish for a more systematic examination of the historical
development of international organizations, their activities, and their
possible impact on world aVairs. In this book I attempt to provide such
an examination.
One basic and obvious reason why historians of international relations have not been paying suYcient attention to international organizations is their preoccupation with state-centered activities: political,
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diplomatic, military, and economic. States and their activities constitute
geopolitical “realities,” and historians have been examining these realities as they have changed over time through interstate interactions and
clashes. Writers have focused on such themes as “diplomacy,” “the rise
and fall of the great powers,” “the causes of wars,” and “the origins of
the First (or the Second) World War,” to cite a few examples from books
with these titles.10 So long as one continues to be fascinated by these
topics—and of course they remain legitimate objects of scholarly
inquiry—it will be easy to neglect international organizations, dismissing them as irrelevant to the diplomatic and military dramas being
played out by the states. The same thing may be said of those works that
have focused on the economic aspect of international aVairs. Apart from
a few that present the movement of goods, capital, and labor as worldwide phenomena, most studies by historians seem to retain their
national frameworks, examining foreign economic policies of various
countries or exploring trade, banking, and other issues among them.11
A fundamental assumption seems to underlie the study of international relations through an examination of diplomacy (political and economic) and war: international aVairs are seen as a sum of activities of
nations as they try to safeguard their respective interests and enhance
their power positions in the world while engaging in negotiations and
preparing for possible clashes of interest. This is a conXictual (or “anarchical”) view of the world, whether conXict is seen as latent or real.12 In
such an anarchical situation, international organizations will be of no
importance except as means for promoting national interests. But these
organizations will make a diVerence if one construes world aVairs in a
diVerent way. If, for instance, one is to explore possibilities for world
order rather than anarchy, one will have to take the activities of international organizations more seriously, simply because the majority of these
organizations are by deWnition oriented toward seeking international
order, cooperation, and interdependence. Of course, sovereign states
may also cooperate with one another to establish some sort of international system, and historians have written volumes on “the Westphalian
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system,” “the Vienna system,” “the Versailles system,” “the Yalta system,” and the like.13 These systems could be so deWned as to exclude any
participant except states. But that would be a narrow view of the international system and ignore the fact that international organizations have
existed side by side with the states for over a century and have contributed to the making of the contemporary world.
It is true that state-centered approaches to the study of war and diplomacy have begun to be challenged by historians who stress the social,
ideological, and cultural bases of a country’s foreign aVairs and conceptualize international relations as intercultural relations.14 Excellent
monographs have been published on the eVect of social relations
(involving issues of gender, class, and ethnicity), ideology, and culture
(such as historical memory) on foreign policy.15 While these studies
elaborate how such nonstate, nongeopolitical factors have aVected the
processes of foreign policy decision making, others have examined nonstate, nonoYcial dealings across national boundaries, such as missionary
activities and cultural exchange programs.16 All these writings have
enriched our understanding of international relations by broadening the
scope of inquiry beyond the state. Nevertheless, most of them still take
nations as units of analysis; their inquiry may go beyond the formal governmental apparatus and embrace society and individuals, but they
assume that social and cultural phenomena, just like diplomatic and military aVairs, are comprehensible within a national framework. International organizations have, therefore, little room in such analyses. The
world consisting of societies and cultures may be diVerent from one
made up of sovereign states, but it is still a world with national and territorial boundaries.
International organizations, on the other hand, assume that there is
yet another world, one that is produced by forces that cut across national
frontiers. These forces create networks of shared interests and concerns
that go beyond national interests and concerns. The transnational
migration of people and the deterioration of the natural environment
are but two of the most obvious examples. These are transnational phe-
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nomena to be addressed as much by intergovernmental organizations
and nongovernmental organizations as by independent states. And to
the extent that international organizations eVectively reXect transnational concerns and in turn strengthen the sense of global, human interdependence, they may be said to be creating an alternative world, one
that is not identical with the sum of sovereign states and nations.
The emergence of such a world has been noticed by an increasing
number of observers, who have given it various names: “the society
world” (to distinguish it from the world of nation-states), “international
society,” “transnational civil society,” and “the global public.”17 These
terms describe a global arena in which individuals and organizations
other than sovereign states come together and engage in activities separate from those pursued by national governments. That is why terms
such as “global civil society” and “transnational civil society” have
gained in popularity.18 “Civil society” is a term that has been long in use
to describe domestic nonstate actors, including business enterprises and
religious organizations as well as private associations, and it may be
diYcult to postulate an exact analogue to it in the global context, where
there is no super-entity corresponding to the state apparatus. Nevertheless, “international civil society,” like “the society world” and similar
terms, suggests the existence of a world community that is not interchangeable with the world consisting of independent nations. International organizations may be viewed as one among the many ingredients of transnational civil society, one of many forces that have linked
diVerent parts of the world. These forces are, in that sense, more properly called “global,” or even “human,” than “international.” International history may have been in existence only since the seventeenth
century, but global history has had a longer life, and human history a
longer one yet.
Thus conceived, the study of international organizations may be
viewed as one way of examining the phenomenon known as globalization. The scholarly literature on globalization is rapidly growing.19 A
number of sociologists and anthropologists, as well as political scientists
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and economists (although as yet very few historians), have undertaken to
explore the evolution and contemporary characteristics of what has been
called “the new realities that mark the last decades of the [twentieth]
century.”20 The transformation of human life brought about by global
economic and technological linkages has been closely examined, as have
the Werce local loyalties and identities that have arisen in opposition to
globalizing tendencies.21 Few studies of globalization, however, have
paid attention to the roles that international organizations have played
in promoting globalization, in seeking to steer it in a desirable direction,
or, though more rarely, resisting aspects of the globalizing force. I hope
that the discussion in this book will serve to clarify the relationship
between international organizations and globalization.
I have chosen to call this book Global Community as a way of describing the role of international organizations in a world that has been
increasingly globalizing or becoming globalized. (That the word “globalize” may be used both as a transitive and an intransitive verb is interesting and is a useful reminder that globalization is at once an inexorable
material development and a conscious human process.) However,
“global community” is not meant to be synonymous with “globalization”; the following chapters do not discuss crucial features of globalization such as technological innovations and the expansion of international Wnancial transactions.22 Rather, the term suggests the building of
transnational networks that are based upon a global consciousness, the
idea that there is a wider world over and above separate states and
national societies, and that individuals and groups, no matter where they
are, share certain interests and concerns in that wider world. This consciousness has to be given some institutional form if it is to become
eVective—hence the role of international organizations. By examining
their history, we shall gain an understanding of one aspect of the phenomenon of globalization and of the historical process that has created
transnational, global, and human forces and movements deWning the
world today.

Chapter 1

The Origins
of Global Community

How did the global community, both as an idea and as a reality, emerge
and develop? This question may be examined in many ways, but one
possible approach would be to look at the creation, growth, and activities of international organizations, both governmental and nongovernmental. The number and functioning of these organizations may be
taken as a good measure of the degree of “globality” at a given moment
in time, a circumstance that contributes to establishing transnational
connections and to shaping a world community existing in conjunction
with the international order made up of nations. In this and the following chapters, I examine how intergovernmental and international nongovernmental organizations have interacted with each other and with
the existing states, in the process transforming the nature of international relations.
For both intergovernmental organizations and international nongovernmental organizations to emerge, nations and peoples had to be
strongly aware that they shared certain interests and objectives across
national boundaries and that they could best solve their many problems
by pooling their resources and eVecting transnational cooperation,
rather than through individual countries’ unilateral eVorts. Such a view,
such global consciousness, may be termed internationalism, the idea that
9
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nations and peoples should cooperate instead of preoccupying themselves with their respective national interests or pursuing uncoordinated
approaches to promote them. A characteristic of nineteenth- and twentieth-century history was that internationalism grew in strength, as
exempliWed by the increasing number of nonstate organizations, even as
states and nations developed as important deWners of people’s lives and
of world aVairs.
Internationalism in the sense of cooperation among states and among
governments had always existed, of course, in the shape of alliances,
treaties, and agreements. Most of these, however, were temporary measures to ensure the security and interests of the parties involved and did
not necessarily presage the construction of a global community with
shared concerns and objectives. Through treaties and agreements, the
nations of the world periodically sought to establish an international system, however fragile and temporary it might prove, but much more
would be involved if they were to organize a global community, what
Hedley Bull terms an “international society.”1 Such a community would
arise only if nations and their people recognized that some issues
aVected them equally and that to cope with them, institutions had to be
created to establish common rules and to protect their shared interests.
This sort of internationalism was reXected, for instance, in various conventions the nations of the world entered into during the nineteenth
century to standardize weights and measures, to adopt uniform postal
and telegraphic rates, and to cope with the danger of communicable
diseases.2 Some of these conventions led to the establishment of international organizations such as the Universal Postal Union, the International Telegraph Union, and the International Sanitary Council.3
These institutions were among the earliest intergovernmental organizations. It is a measure of the maturing of international relations during the nineteenth century that according to one count, their number
increased from just one at the beginning of the century to eleven by
1900.4 The institution that is usually viewed as the Wrst modern intergovernmental organization, the Central Commission for the Navigation
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of the Rhine, established at the Congress of Vienna in 1815, was limited
to participation by central European (mostly German) states, whereas a
Superior Council of Health founded in 1838 in Constantinople to deal
with the spread of communicable diseases included both Ottoman and
European delegates.5 That inclusiveness was becoming the trend;
increasingly, international organizations came to involve members from
other parts of the globe in addition to those from Europe.6 Together
with such parallel developments as the codiWcation of international law,
the establishment of international courts of arbitration, and the convening of international conferences to discuss ways to prevent war, these
organizations attested to awareness that nations existed not simply to
provide for the security and interests of their citizens but also to promote the well-being of all of them collectively, and that in the modern
world more could be gained through international cooperation than
through unilateral action.
It was against the background of these developments that international nongovernmental organizations began to be created in the second
half of the nineteenth century. Although a small number—one survey
mentions Wve—of such organizations may have existed prior to 1850,
most studies agree that it was in the last decades of the century that
many more (numbering about ten every year during the 1890s, for
instance) were established.7 It is not diYcult to understand why. For one
thing, technological developments, such as the locomotive, the steamship, the telegraph, and the telephone, were bringing peoples of the
world into ever closer contact. While such proximity periodically produced friction and conXict, it also gave rise to global consciousness, the
idea that eVorts should be made to ensure peaceful interactions among
peoples of the world through transnational initiatives.
The growth of these initiatives is an important theme in international history at the opening of the twentieth century. Most accounts of
that history still tend to be presented in the framework of “the road to
war” or “the origins of the World War,” as though nothing else mattered. Apart from the fact that there were many roads to the war that
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erupted in 1914, things might have developed in such a way that one
would not even be talking about a road to war. Alternatives to war, and
paths to peace, also existed, thanks to the eVorts by individuals and
organizations that were dedicated to peace. International organizations,
particularly of the nongovernmental variety, played a crucial role in this
story.
The growth of international nongovernmental organizations was also
greatly facilitated by the development of worldwide networks of goods,
capital, and labor at the end of the nineteenth century, and at the beginning of the twentieth, the phenomenon known as economic globalization. The relationship between economic growth and the development
of such organizations is clear. As more wealth was generated, corporations and individuals were able to Wnance various private initiatives, best
exempliWed by the philanthropic organizations that made their appearance in the United States. International nongovernmental organizations
could be funded by these foundations as well as by individual donors.
Without a Xourishing world economy at the beginning of the century,
those organizations might have been much slower to develop.
It might be tempting to go a step further and assert, as some do, that
nongovernmental organizations were agents of global capitalism, that
they promoted the interests of European and American capitalists by
forging closer links among distant lands and by spreading certain uniform (i.e., Western) rules and standards of behavior. But that would be
ignoring the fact that nongovernmental organizations, at least of the
kind that this book describes, were nonproWt bodies engaged in activities
that were sometimes at odds with the interests of global capitalism.
Globalization contained many elements: technological, economic, organizational, intellectual, artistic, and psychological. To pick just two of
these elements and establish a causal connection between them would be
a gross oversimpliWcation. Globalization as a state of mind (global consciousness) was always a key ingredient of international organizations,
and that cannot be equated with capitalist acquisitiveness.
In an ideological sense, however, capitalism and nongovernmental
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institutions may be said to have had something in common. Liberalism,
the body of thought that emphasized individual rights, initiatives, and
freedoms against state authority, provided an ideological underpinning
both for entrepreneurs and for philanthropists, both for traders and for
organizers of humanitarian endeavors. While liberal ideology had
emerged earlier, against eighteenth-century absolutism and mercantilism, it gained new signiWcance toward the end of the nineteenth century,
the period that witnessed the emergence of modern states such as Germany, Italy, Russia, and Japan that joined the more established nationstates in Western Europe to constitute the civilized world. (The United
States became a modern state after the Civil War.) Precisely because the
tendency of these states was to strengthen central governmental authority, there were forces that sought to preserve the autonomy of business
activities or to protect the rights of citizens, and quite often such forces
fortiWed themselves through establishing contact across national boundaries. The growth of international nongovernmental organizations was
one clear manifestation of this phenomenon.8 Liberalism in the age of
global capitalism was becoming internationalized.
This does not mean, however, that from the beginning international
nongovernmental organizations were conceived as antagonistic to state
agencies. Most such organizations in fact worked closely with governments. Perhaps the most conspicuous example was the International
Red Cross. At Wrst, it was more an intergovernmental than a nongovernmental organization. As is well known, the impetus for its founding came from a Swiss doctor, Jean Henry Dunant, whose Un souvenir de
Solferino (1862), an account of what he had witnessed at the Battle of
Solferino (1859) between Sardinia and France on one side and Austria
on the other, appealed to his government to convene an international
congress for improving the treatment of the war-wounded.9 By the time
the Swiss government organized such a conference in 1864, a Red Cross
had been established in Geneva through private eVorts, and similar
organizations had begun to appear elsewhere. The governments that
were represented at the conference signed a treaty, endorsing the activ-
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ities of these Red Cross societies, which now formed the International
Red Cross with its headquarters in the Swiss city.
The initiative that the Swiss government took, and the fact that an
international treaty ratiWed the establishment of the International Red
Cross, suggest that even such a nongovernmental humanitarian agency
was intimately connected to existing national governments. This could
complicate the operation of such a body. For instance, in 1906, when the
Swiss government convened another international conference to consider revision of the 1864 treaty to bring it up-to-date, the Japanese government was adamant that Korea not be invited. Although the Korean
government had ratiWed the original convention, in 1905 Japan had
established its protectorate over Korea, and Tokyo now insisted that
Japan would henceforth handle Korea’s diplomatic aVairs. Switzerland
relented, and the Korean Red Cross came under the jurisdiction of the
Red Cross of Japan. Even the fate of an international nongovernmental
organization dedicated to humanitarian assistance could thus be aVected
by power politics.10 Besides, national Red Cross societies tended to be
“integrated into the plans of both armies and their medical authorities,”
as John F. Hutchinson notes.11 The line between the state apparatus and
a nonstate organization was never clear-cut.
The same thing may be said of international nongovernmental organizations in the Weld of cultural and intellectual exchange. The late nineteenth century saw the creation of many such organizations aiming at
the exchange of scientists, artists, musicians, and others across national
boundaries, thereby establishing what today would be called “epistemic
communities”—groups of individuals sharing ideas and interests. But
the state was never remote from those undertakings. To cite a typical
example, when a world congress of historians was planned for 1898 to be
held in Amsterdam, invitations were sent out in the name of the Dutch
government and communicated to foreign governments through their
ambassadors and ministers in The Hague. Various countries’ political
leaders were listed on the program as honorary chairmen.12 In most
instances, a foreign government in receipt of the invitation transmitted
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it to an appropriate agency, such as the ministry of education, and the
latter in turn contacted universities, academic societies, and individuals
to inform them of the opportunity. Some governments selected scholars
to attend The Hague gathering and funded their travels. Similar
episodes could be duplicated in the gatherings of geographers, artists,
musicians, and others that became more and more numerous in the
period preceding the World War.
Likewise, in sanitation and health care, a number of international
conferences were held and organizations established around the beginning of the century, such as the Pan-American Sanitary Bureau and the
International Central Bureau for the Campaign against Tuberculosis,
both founded in 1902. These were international nongovernmental organizations but were closely connected with national medical and health
care societies, which in turn were under state supervision in many ways.
Thus nongovernmental organizations were never completely independent of national governments. The two often cooperated, and it may be
argued that without the support and encouragement of the states, many
of the incipient organizations might not have been able to function at all.
Nevertheless, the existence and growth of those organizations, as well
as of the international gatherings they sponsored, were not simply
another aspect of international relations deWned by the interaction of
sovereign states. The activities of the nongovernmental organizations, as
well as of intergovernmental organizations, were adding a new element
to world aVairs. This can be seen particularly well in some organizations
that functioned quite independently of governmental agencies. For
instance, the Esperanto movement grew rapidly at the beginning of the
century: there were three Esperanto clubs in 1890, twenty-six in 1900,
and eighteen hundred by 1914. Neither these clubs nor the Universal
Esperanto Association, created in 1908 as the Wrst international organization of Esperantists, was connected to governmental agencies but
instead sought to promote international peace and understanding
through cross-national communication.13
Another signiWcant development, the growth of international wo-
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men’s organizations, was also independent of state authorities. As Leila
J. Rupp has noted, it was toward the end of the nineteenth century that
women’s associations in the United States and Europe—those “in
trades, professions and reforms, as well as . . . those advocating political
rights,” according to the initial letter of invitation—recognized the
need to come together to form an international body. The International
Council of Women was established in 1888, followed by a number of
similar organizations that, at least in principle, included as members
women “of whatever race, nativity, or creed.”14
As a third example, we may consider the International Olympic
Committee, established in 1894 in Lausanne as “the supreme authority”
over the holding of the Olympic games. First held in 1896 (as a revival
of the sporting event that had taken place in ancient Greece), the games
were initially a rather casual and informal aVair in which athletes from a
small number of countries, mostly European, participated. The concept
of sport, as distinguished from games and gymnastic exercises, was a
product of late–nineteenth century Western society where people began
to have leisure and resources to devote to athletic competition.15 And
there was unquestionably a nationalistic basis to the encouragement of
physical strength: to prepare a nation’s youth for war. As Kristin
Hoganson suggests, nations were stressing manliness as a way to survive
in the modern world, and sport was one way to cultivate it.16 But the key
in our context is that the International Olympic Committee from its
inception was a nongovernmental organization that made up its own
rules about the Olympics, including their location and timing as well as
the qualiWcations of the competing athletes. These rules were to be
applied to all countries, and as more and more of them came to participate, the Committee grew into a major international organization that
established universal standards quite independent of national governmental authorities.
At the beginning of the century, various religious organizations began
to engage in international activities that were social and cultural. Of
course, these activities were religious in the broadest sense, but they were
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not just extensions of the traditional proselytizing eVorts but reXected an
awareness of the importance of establishing close links with various parts
of the world at a time when the globe was becoming smaller. The
World’s YWCA, founded in 1894 to coordinate activities by national
Young Women’s Christian Associations, deWned one of its objectives as
the fostering of “Christian principles of social and international conduct
by encouraging the development of a right public conscience such as
shall strengthen all those forces which are working for the promotion of
peace and better understanding between classes, nations, and races.”17
Such language suggests that religious organizations were becoming
interested in international social issues, not just in purely evangelical
work. Just as the Social Gospel movement was making headway in the
United States domestically in an eVort to turn the attention of Christians
to the consequences of rapid industrialization and urbanization, internationalization of Christianity was taking place, in which secular endeavors
in Welds such as education, medicine, and social welfare became objects
of the new organizations. In this sense, they fall within our deWnition of
international nongovernmental organizations.
The growth of international organizations, both intergovernmental
and nongovernmental, became so conspicuous that in 1910, some of
their leaders came together in Brussels to found a center for international organizations: OYce Central des Associations Internationales. It
was intended as the headquarters for those organizations, a clear indication that they had become too numerous to be ignored. As the editors of
La vie internationale, the organ of the OYce Central, declared in its Wrst
issue (1912), the movement of ideas, events, and organizations had come
to constitute “international life,” penetrating all activities of people, who
were no longer conWned to their villages, provinces, or countries, and
was enveloping “the entire terrestrial globe.”18 The Brussels center,
though it functioned more as a clearinghouse of information than as an
advocate of particular agendas, showed that the “entire globe” was
indeed being covered with ideas and forces that found their expression
in international organizations.
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Globalization, as a state of mind and as an institutional expression,
was dawning. Indeed, some economists argue that global markets and
capital transfers were even more extensive in the years before the Great
War than today.19 This was also the time when imperialism—one state’s
control over other states, lands, and people—became truly global, covering all corners of the earth. Whether the imperialistic states were “the
most powerful agents of globalization,” as some scholars argue, economic globalization and territorial imperialism undoubtedly reinforced
each other.20 Improvements in transportation and communications technology facilitated the governance of distant lands, while overseas
colonies and spheres of inXuence created networks of interdependencies.
In the age of imperialism, aspects of modern civilization, exempliWed by
hospital facilities, hygienic programs, sewage systems, schools, roads,
and the like, began to spread throughout the world, as did the consciousness of human diversity.
Imperialism, however, did not generate internationalism, the sense of
global community in which all nations and people shared certain interests and commitments. That had to come from international organizations. The awareness that the constantly increasing number of such
organizations reXected the coming of a new age—that of global interdependence—was perhaps best expressed by Leonard Woolf, whose
International Government (1916) was a remarkable statement of institutional internationalism, not least because it was written and published
during the European war. Despite the tragic conXict, Woolf was convinced that “in every department of life the beginnings, and more than
the beginnings, of International Government already exist.” By “International Government” he did not mean a world government but the
conventions, committees, and organizations that nations had set up to
serve international interests. According to him, the “recognition of
international interests, and that national interests are international interests, and vice versa, was the great social discovery of the last 100 years.”21
Against this background, the coming of war in Europe in 1914 must
be seen not merely as yet another story in the drama of power politics,
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or as some inevitable development proceeding along a predetermined
“road to war,” but also as an instance when forces of globalization came
to serve destructive purposes of nations, rather than being steered in a
constructive direction. It had been the task of international organizations to ensure that this latter path would be followed, but in the end it
was not. Globalizing forces and global consciousness, which had
emerged before 1914, proved inadequate to overcome parochial interests and ambitions of states and peoples. Whatever the intensity of the
new global awareness, or however large the number of international
organizations, these were powerless to prevent the nations from behaving traditionally, in pursuit of their national interests and concerns.
With a few exceptions—perhaps the most notable was the Women’s
International League for Peace and Freedom, which convened a congress of women in The Hague in the middle of the war—both intergovernmental organizations and international nongovernmental organizations stopped functioning during the war, and many domestic
nongovernmental organizations devoted their energies to the war eVort.
(The Red Cross societies of the belligerent nations worked closely with
their armed forces to care for the wounded.)
Nevertheless, the war, which became global with the participation of
Japan, China, the United States, and other extra-European states,
aVected globalization in complex ways. At one level, all the combatants
developed weapons (aircraft, submarines, tanks, and larger and faster
warships) that could traverse distances much more quickly than ever
before. These were used for destructive purposes, but the technology
was bound to be utilized for peaceful ends once the conXict stopped.
Economically, the World War disrupted patterns of international trade
and shipping, especially in Europe, but elsewhere the movements of
goods and capital continued, and some countries began to undertake
industrialization. As for global consciousness, the war may have
strengthened it, even amid the unprecedented mass slaughter. As Leon
Trotsky noted in 1917, the war seemed to raise “to new heights the feeling of ‘universality,’ of awareness of the indissoluble tie between the fate
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of an individual and the fate of all mankind.”22 Even more important, the
Great War never wholly discredited or discouraged internationalist
movements. Actually, to an observer such as Woolf, the conXict was “just
a little sagging to one side, to violence and stupidity and barbarism,” but
the fact that international institutions had been created long before the
war would ensure that “in ten or Wfteen or twenty years’ time there will
be a sagging to the other side, to what we dimly recognize as progress
and civilization.”23
The task after the war, then, was to continue globalization but to
steer it in a more peaceful, constructive direction. And the key, it seemed
to Woolf and numerous others, lay in rejuvenating and strengthening
international organizations. The renewed faith in the power of international organization was clearly expressed by Mary P. Follett, an
American political scientist, who wrote shortly after the United States
entered the war against Germany that “the contribution of America to
the Great War will be told as America’s taking her stand squarely and
responsibly on the position that national particularism was in 1917
dead.” Nations, she noted, “have fought for national rights,” but these
“are as obsolete as the individual rights of the last century.” What Follett
was suggesting was that interdependence of individuals and of nations
had become a feature of contemporary life. The war, because it was a
product of a contrary (and therefore obsolete) force, was certain to reinforce the commitment to “organized cooperation” in international
aVairs. This was so because all “interests,” “destinies,” and “movements”
were becoming “internationalized.”24
In such a perspective, the growth of international organizations in the
aftermath of the Great War was not so much a reaction against the brutal and senseless Wghting as a resumption of an earlier trend that had
been momentarily suspended. According to one source, the number of
intergovernmental organizations declined from thirteen before the war
to nine in 1920, but during the following ten years, it increased to thirtyone. Even more impressive was that there were more international nongovernmental organizations in 1920 than in 1910: 214 compared with
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135. By 1930 the number had reached 375, almost triple the Wgure on
the eve of the war.25
Among the new intergovernmental organizations, the League of
Nations was the most dramatic example, an embodiment of the prevailing “group psychology,” according to Follett.26 Organization was taken
to be the key to postwar international (and national) aVairs, so the
League was the most conspicuous institutional expression of “the community of nations.” It was an international organization with global
interests, concerning itself not just with security matters but also with
labor, health, cultural, and other issues throughout the world. For these
larger tasks, the League established a number of aYliate organizations
such as the International Labor Organization and the League of Nations
Health Organization, many of which would continue to function
throughout the postwar decades until they would become part of the
United Nations after the Second World War.
Some of these bodies were not new creations but postwar incarnations of earlier organizations. For instance, the League of Nations
Health Organization expanded on the work of a prewar entity, the
OYce International d’Hygiène Publique, which had been founded in
Paris in 1907 to oversee the quarantining of ships and ports aVected with
plague and cholera.27 And some of the prewar activities that the International Bureau for the Suppression of TraYc in Women and Children
(established in 1899) and other organizations carried out became part of
the agenda for the newly established International Labor Organization.28 One of the most interesting aYliates of the League was the International Committee on Intellectual Cooperation, established in 1922 to
promote cultural and intellectual exchanges among nations. This body
was envisaged as a committee of intellectuals from all over the world
who would represent “a small group of men and women” in each country “who have the means of inXuencing opinion,” as a British spokesman
said.29 Such thinking was hardly new. Before the war, as noted earlier, a
number of epistemic communities had come into existence to bring
together intellectuals and artists from various parts of the world. In the
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aftermath of the war, they were more determined than ever to help create a global community transcending national egoisms and interests. A
sister organization, the International Institute for Intellectual Cooperation, was set up in Paris in 1926 with initial Wnancial support from
the French government. Many other countries from Europe, Latin
America, the Middle East, and Asia contributed funds to the institute
and created their own national committees on intellectual cooperation.
The membership in both organizations of so many countries was typical of postwar internationalism. As was suggested by the fact that the
League of Nations started with thirty-two member countries, more
than half of which were outside Europe, international organizations now
were far more global in scope than before the war.
The same thing can be said of the new intergovernmental organizations that came into being in the aftermath of the Great War. To bodies
that had long been in existence, such as the International Telegraph
Union and the Universal Postal Union, were now added organizations
that reXected the technological changes that were further narrowing
temporal and spatial distances among nations: air navigation, long-distance telephones, radio transmission, and the like. The war heralded the
coming of the age of the airplane, and the widespread prediction was
that peacetime air travel would provide an increasingly important mode
of transportation. Already at the Paris peace conference, several nations
were able to agree upon a draft “convention for the regulation of aerial
navigation,” and after its ratiWcation the International Commission for
Air Navigation was set up. At this stage, this commission did not internationalize air travel regulations; the 1919 treaty speciWed that “every
Power has complete and exclusive sovereignty over the air space above
its territory.”30 Nevertheless, the creation of the International Commission was important, as it worked assiduously throughout the postwar
years to establish a uniform air code for all countries. The Commission’s
eVorts would bear fruit during the waning years of the Second World
War, when a Chicago conference of 1944 would produce a muchstrengthened system for regulating air navigation. In the meantime,
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long-distance telephone systems had vastly improved during the
European war, and after the conXict an international body, the International Consultative Committee for Long-Distance Telephony, was
created as the principal body that would recommend the establishment
and maintenance of international telephone cables and would conduct
joint experiments for technological improvement.31
Also at this time, the question of allocating radio frequencies among
nations arose. The radiotelegraph had proved vitally important during
the war, and the need for expanding and regulating frequencies was well
recognized by the victorious powers, which tried to set up an international commission to deal with these matters as soon as the conXict was
over. The idea was to assign certain frequencies to each country for
radio broadcasting, an ambitious attempt even in the prevailing atmosphere of postwar internationalism. No worldwide governmental agreement was reached at this time, but a nongovernmental organization, the
International Broadcasting Union, was established in 1925 as a voluntary institution to make suggestions, some of which were to become the
bases for oYcial agreements.32
As this last example shows, the relationship between national governments and international organizations, and between intergovernmental and nongovernmental organizations, was already becoming
complex. Yet all these organizations tried earnestly in the postwar years
to work together to solve problems that faced the whole world. That
may be one way of characterizing international relations during the
1920s. Whatever the tensions created among states by such issues as
German reparations, inter-Allied debt to the United States, or Soviet
propaganda—themes that are stressed in most accounts of the decade—
internationalism was being fostered through international organizations
working cooperatively among themselves and with state agencies.
To be sure, a lack of cooperation sometimes plagued their work. John
F. Hutchinson’s recent study of the International Relief Union, created
in 1927, oVers a good example.33 Representatives of forty-three countries met in Geneva to establish this organization, which was dedicated
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to the relief of victims of natural disasters, especially earthquakes. The
inspiration came from Giovanni Ciraolo, president of the Italian Red
Cross, who naturally expected that the International Committee of the
Red Cross would support the initiative. But another international Red
Cross organization, the League of Red Cross Societies, had come into
existence in 1919, and an often acrimonious rivalry existed between
these two organizations. Some national Red Cross societies stood aloof
or actively opposed Ciraolo’s internationalist agenda. As a result, despite
the lofty language that heralded the founding of the organization, it
accomplished little in international disaster relief. Such a story suggests
that institutional rivalry and personal jealousies were just as conspicuous
among international organizations as within governmental institutions.
Despite such frustrations, however, the number of international organizations never stopped growing, and they continued to engage in an
increasing variety of activities during the decades after the war.
More successful instances of collaboration among diVerent types of
organizations may be seen in air navigation and shipping. The previously mentioned International Commission for Air Navigation, an
intergovernmental body, was paralleled by the establishment of a nongovernmental organization, the International Air TraYc Association, to
study and propose standardization of international traYc rates, timetables, and other services.34 The Association frequently met to discuss
these issues, and its recommendations were then submitted to the
Commission for its approval and adoption by nations. In international
shipping, the League of Nations was instrumental in promoting agreements on maritime labor, safety, and commerce, but in this work the
world body was assisted by the nongovernmental International Shipping
Conference, created in 1921.35
Nature conservation was also beginning to attract the attention of
international, not just national, organizations at this time. “International
protection of nature” had been attempted a few times before the war, but
the founding of the League of Nations made it possible for private organizations as well as some concerned states to work through the world
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organization to arrive at speciWc agreements on conservation of wildlife.
Most notably, the League, various national committees, and governments cooperated to produce a convention in 1930 to prohibit killing
certain kinds of whales.36 One of the most enduring of nongovernmental organizations concerned with nature conservancy, the International
Council for Bird Preservation, was established in 1922 in London
through the initiative of an American ornithologist, T. Gilbert Pearson,
a major Wgure behind the founding of the National Audubon Society.37
In the meantime, irrespective of intergovernmental conferences and
agreements, international nongovernmental organizations were pursuing their own agendas, enriching the world arena with networks of
interdependence. Cultural and social internationalism best describes
their activities, since they were all founded on the assumption that cultural and social questions knew no national boundaries and that they
required an international framework for solution. A few examples illustrate the impressive variety of their activities. Several nongovernmental
organizations were established right after the war to deal with crossnational educational issues. Promoting exchanges among teachers, students, and philosophers of education of diVerent countries appeared to
be one important way to prevent another calamitous war in which young
men of school and university age had suVered the bulk of casualties.
Thus in the immediate aftermath of the war, the International
Confederation of Students was organized in Brussels to “create bonds of
esteem and friendship between students throughout the world,” the
International Federation of University Women in London to “promote
understanding and friendship between university women in all countries,” and the World Association for Adult Education, also in London,
to promote “continuing education” among workers, prisoners, and
many others.38 A large number of scientists, mathematicians, and geographers, on their part, created an International Research Council in
1919 in London to “coordinate international eVorts in the diVerent
branches of science and its applications.”39 Several of their members
were to play important roles in the creation of the International Council
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of ScientiWc Unions, organized in 1931 to bring together the world’s
scientiWc community.40 Virtually all of these organizations were initiated
by Europeans and had their headquarters in European cities, obviously
reXecting the sense of urgency felt in the wake of the war to promote
mutual cooperation and understanding. From the beginning, however,
these associations included members from other parts of the world, and
their periodic conferences typically attracted participants from the
Middle East, Asia, the PaciWc, North America, and Latin America.
Comparable in importance to educational institutions were the new
service organizations, which, together with those established before the
war, focused on international relief work. In 1919, for instance, the Save
the Children Fund was established in Britain, which became the Save
the Children International Union in the following year, to coordinate
eVorts at providing help to starving children in various parts of the
world. The Union’s philosophy was unmistakably internationalist; as
one of its statements declared, “In relief of suVering neither national nor
political distinctions are to be taken to account.”41 Also in 1920, a
French paciWst, Pierre Ceresole, founded Service Civil International, to
organize work camps in France and other countries to help with community development and to diVuse wartime hostilities.42 A paciWst organization in the United States, the American Friends Service Committee,
had been established in 1917 to engage in nonmilitary service during the
war, and after the conXict ended, it continued to engage in international
relief and educational activities. Although more “a national organization
having international activity” than an international nongovernmental
organization, it worked closely with Quaker societies throughout the
world. More international, perhaps, was the European Central Bureau
for Interchurch Relief, established in 1922 as a result of a meeting of
American and Swiss church members in Copenhagen. They continued
the eVorts that various Christian organizations began right after the war
to help rebuild churches destroyed during the Wghting.43 By the end of
the decade, postwar relief programs had given way to a new emphasis on
social work, to develop welfare policies and programs in various coun-
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tries. But it was widely recognized that this, too, was an item that called
for cross-national cooperation, and in 1928 the Wrst “international conference on social work” was held in Paris, in which nearly twenty-Wve
hundred delegates from thirty-four countries participated.44
One of the most interesting nongovernmental organizations at that
time was the Institute of PaciWc Relations, Wrst launched in Honolulu
through the initiative of YMCA-linked Christian leaders to bring
together “men and women deeply interested in the PaciWc area, who
meet and work not as representatives of their governments, or of any
other organization, but as individuals.” From the beginning, the international and nongovernmental nature of the organization was apparent.
In preparation for its founding, in 1923 the YMCA in Honolulu created
an executive committee consisting of American, Chinese, and Japanese
residents of Hawaii, and an international advisory body with members
from Australia, Canada, China, Japan, Korea, New Zealand, the
Philippines, and the United States.45 Moreover, despite the YMCA initiative, by the time the Institute was formally created in 1925, it had
become less a religious than a secular organization committed to a
cross-national exchange of ideas on a broad range of issues such as interracial relations and security in the PaciWc. These countries established
their own national committees of the Institute of PaciWc Relations, analogous to the national committees on intellectual cooperation and similarly promoting the cause of internationalism. As Frank Atherton, one of
the Honolulu leaders, stated at the opening meeting of the Institute,
“each nation has its contribution to make to the family of nations and
each should take an active and constructive part in working out that plan
which shall be for the welfare of all.”46
That the Institute’s members, especially those from China and Japan,
were not always mindful of “the welfare of all” but began to engage in
often acrimonious debate, especially after the organization was moved to
New York in 1927, does not detract from the historic signiWcance of this
multinational experiment. After all, this was the Wrst international nongovernmental organization devoted to continuing dialogue on Asian and
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PaciWc aVairs—what would come to be called “track two” dialogue
many decades later, bringing oYcials (participating in an unoYcial
capacity) and public opinion leaders from several countries together for
an intensive discussion of bilateral and multilateral issues. Delegates
from China, Japan, and the United States continued to participate in the
conferences organized by the Institute of PaciWc Relations throughout
the 1930s, thereby setting an important precedent for future track two
endeavors.
The number of international nongovernmental organizations grew so
rapidly that in 1929, when the League of Nations published the
Handbook of International Organisations listing 478 international organizations, over 90 percent of them were private.47 (A supplement to this
publication was issued in 1932, listing 82 additional organizations,
almost all of which were nongovernmental.) Lyman Cromwell White,
the pioneering student of international nongovernmental organizations,
noted in a study published in 1933 that most of these organizations in
existence at that time fell into the categories of “humanitarianism, religion and morals, arts and sciences, and labor.”48 John Boli and George
M. Thomas, among the leading scholars of the subject today, have
pointed out that most international nongovernmental organizations
before the Second World War were of a “universal” as opposed to a
“regional” type, open to membership from all over the world.49 This is
very signiWcant because internationalism had been primarily a European
and North American phenomenon before the Great War. It was now
becoming much more global, drawing members from the Middle East,
Africa, Asia, and Latin America and concerned with humanitarian, religious, cross-cultural, and labor issues all over the world.
The objection may be made that the term “universal” had limited
connotations at that time; not only did a large part of the globe remain
colonies of the imperial powers, but the Soviet Union often adamantly
refused to participate in international organizations, considering them
bourgeois institutions serving the interests of capitalists. The colonial
population and the Soviet Union were tied together through the
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Communist International, or the Comintern, established in 1919 to
dedicate itself to propaganda and political work to overthrow imperialism. The Third International was not exactly a nongovernmental organization, and it shared little with other international organizations. It
was bitterly opposed by the Labor and Socialist International, founded
in 1923 as the true successor to the earlier Second International. The
extremely contentious relationship between the two Internationals,
however, should not obscure the fact that organizing across national
(and imperial) boundaries was now a universal phenomenon, going
beyond the prewar activities that had been much narrower in scope and
membership. Indeed, both socialists and communists were avid international organizers, bringing together workers, artists, and intellectuals for festivals and conferences. Among the most notable were the
Socialist Workers’ Sport International and the International Association of Worker-Peasant Organizations of Physical Culture (Sportintern), attracting athletes from all parts of the world under socialist
and communist auspices, respectively. They were workers’ counterparts
to the bourgeois Olympics, but as noted later, the line between the two
became increasingly tenuous. The belief that sport as well as art, scholarship, medicine, social welfare, and all other spheres for which there
were international organizations were really transnational endeavors
remained strong.
International women’s organizations illustrate this point, of which
there were three major ones in the postwar decade: the International
Council of Women, the International Alliance of Women, and the
Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom. Whereas prior
to 1919 their memberships had been almost wholly European and
North American, during the 1920s women in Latin America, the Middle
East, and Asia created their national sections and joined the international bodies. For instance, before the war China had been the only nonWestern country whose women participated in the activities of the
International Alliance of Women in promoting the cause of women’s
suVrage, but in the wake of the peace they were joined by women from
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such countries as Argentina, Brazil, Egypt, India, Jamaica, Japan, Syria,
and Turkey.50 The Alliance, together with the Women’s International
League for Peace and Freedom, whose membership also expanded to
include individuals from Haiti, Japan, and Mexico, successfully lobbied
the League of Nations to include a woman on its Mandates Commission, arguing that in countries “inhabited by races of diVerent
colours, the relations between the men of the governing race, and the
women of the other are a source of diYculty and often an actual hindrance to good understanding.”51
There were other examples of the successful mobilization of international women’s organizational pressure, to which the League of Nations
was particularly sensitive. Of course, instances of failure, or of disagreement among women, were just as numerous, especially on such contentious issues as birth control and eugenics. But even in those cases,
problems were frequently discussed at international gatherings, both
governmental and nongovernmental. The number of international conferences on population control, for instance, increased from seven during 1901–1910 (also during 1910–1920) to nineteen between 1921 and
1930.52 That at these gatherings some abhorrent (in today’s perspective)
policies, such as sterilization of the “feeble-minded,” were debated does
not detract from the fact that so many issues of the day were becoming
objects of worldwide concern and that international organizations provided the institutional setting for their discussion, if not always for their
satisfactory solution.
The signiWcance of international organizations did not dissipate even
during the 1930s when the world moved headlong toward another war.
Because we know the calamitous history of international relations during that decade that eventuated in the Second World War, it is tempting
to say that all the eVorts and activities that the international organizations carried out were of little or no importance. Would it not be possible to write a history of these turbulent years without paying the slightest attention to such organizations? What diVerence did they make
anyway?
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The answer to both questions depends on what is meant by
“diVerence.” If we are looking at international relations as interstate
geopolitical aVairs, obviously the international organizations, both governmental and nongovernmental, were powerless to stand in the way of
the seemingly inexorable march of events leading to another war in
Europe in 1939 or to prevent Japanese aggression in Asia and the PaciWc,
culminating in the global war of 1941–1945. Does this mean that international organizations were irrelevant, that they were a waste of nations’
and private associations’ attention and resources that might have been
better allocated to prepare for the impending world crisis?
That would be the conclusion only if we put everything in international relations during the 1920s and the 1930s in the context of “the
road to war” or “the origins of the Second World War.” If these were the
only frameworks for understanding this history, then the international
organizations must be seen as having been naïve exercises in idealism at
best, or misguided attempts to divert nations’ and citizens’ attention to
irrelevant pursuits at worst. But to deny the existence and activities of
these organizations is to prioritize one interpretation of the history of
that era and ignore everything else. After all, there was not just one
“road to war,” and there could have been “roads to peace.” To talk about
the “origins of the Second World War” is to assume that there was to be
a second world war, as if everything must be comprehended according to
its place in the “origins.” Obviously, international organizations occupied no signiWcant place in the origins, except insofar as they failed to
prevent such an eventuality. (The Comintern was one organization that
did try, in the mid-1930s, to coalesce forces throughout the world
opposed to fascist aggression. But it was much more a national than an
international body, expressing the interests and objectives of the Soviet
Union, and its activities, therefore, were more part of the story of interstate aVairs than of international organizations.) Perhaps the existing
international organizations could have tried harder to keep the nations
of the world at peace with one another. But if that were the only criterion for judging whether to pay attention to organizations and individ-
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uals, then very few of them would ever become objects of historical
inquiry.
If, on the other hand, we are looking for clues to other developments,
one of which was surely the survival of internationalism, we shall have to
give international organizations their due even during the 1930s.
Indeed, precisely because of the world economic crisis and totalitarian
aggressions, the need was greater than ever for international eVorts to
alleviate the suVering of people who were victimized by these developments. The best-known example is the World Jewish Congress, organized in 1936 to try to protect the rights of Jews in Germany and other
countries. But it was not alone. The diary of Victor Klemperer, the
German scholar of French literature who suVered under the Nazi
regime, is Wlled with references to various organizations that oVered
assistance to persecuted Jews. In May 1935, for instance, he wrote identical letters soliciting help from the Notgemeinschaft deutscher Wissenschaftler im Ausland (Association of German Scientists Abroad) in Zurich,
the Academic Assistance Council in London, and the Emergency Committee in Aid of German Scholars in New York.53 These were all nongovernmental organizations that were involved in international rescue
missions. During the Spanish Civil War, the Save the Children International Fund, originally established in 1920 to help young victims of
the war in Europe and the Middle East, sent relief workers to both sides
in the conXict to alleviate the suVering of children. The same organization held an international conference on African children in June 1931,
and two years later it adopted a resolution deploring the growing tendency of the time toward reembracing nationalism.54
It was not just in emergency situations, however, that international
organizations became active during the decade. Their roles were not
limited to the relief of victims of war, civil war, or totalitarianism but
were notable in another important development of the 1930s: national
uniWcation and strengthening in many parts of the world. Even the totalitarian dictatorships may be seen as having been examples (albeit
extreme) of the tendency on the part of so many countries to become
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uniWed and strong states. National uniWcation or reuniWcation was a
widely observed phenomenon at that time. For instance, the New Deal
in the United States can be Wtted into this theme; as Michael Sherry has
argued, economic reconstruction and social reform were means for
reunifying and strengthening the nation.55 China is another example; it
was not simply in response to Japanese aggression that eVorts were made
to reform its Wnancial institutions and to centralize its banking system.
These were part of the national reconstruction that had begun in the late
1920s and continued with greater urgency during the 1930s because of
the Depression. Likewise, Mexico under Lázaro Cárdenas developed
economic and social reforms, what historians have called a “cultural revolution,” through close cooperation among the state, labor unions,
teacher organizations, and many others.56 Similar eVorts were carried
out in Turkey under Mustafa Kemal, where hundreds of “people’s
homes” and “people’s rooms” were established to spread nationalist,
populist, and secularist ideas.57 In Spain two visions of nationhood came
into violent conXict, resulting in the establishment of General Francisco
Franco’s dictatorship. Elsewhere, in countries that were gaining independence, such as Iraq and Egypt, the military tended to come to control national politics. They, too, were trying to develop themselves as
strong, uniWed nations.
If, therefore, nation building or national reconstruction was an
important theme of the decade that has been obscured by the more dramatic phenomena of totalitarianism and war, then international organizations would have to be evaluated according to what roles they played
in that story. At a time when states were focusing on their domestic unity
and military strengthening, did international organizations try to preserve the spirit of cross-national cooperation? Or did internationalism
succumb to forces of renewed nationalism, not just of the totalitarian
variety but virtually in all states? These questions cannot be answered
without more monographic study. In its absence, all that can be mentioned here is the undeniable fact that international organizations did
not disappear but remained active, even growing in number. The
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League of Nations was a “failure” only with regard to its inability to stop
Japanese aggression in China or the Italian conquest of Ethiopia. This
did not mean, however, that the world organization stopped functioning. Its International Labor Organization, Committee on Intellectual
Cooperation, and Health Organization continued to carry on their
tasks.
As just one example, the Committee on Intellectual Cooperation and
its aYliate body, the International Institute for Intellectual Cooperation
in Paris, never let up their eVorts to organize exchange programs, conferences, art fairs, and the like. Japan, which had withdrawn from the
League, stayed in this committee and continued to participate in its
activities till 1940.58 The United States and Mexico, and over thirty
countries from Europe, the Middle East, and Asia were still, on the eve
of the war, represented in the organization. As for international nongovernmental organizations, Lyman Cromwell White’s useful survey,
published after the war, lists many of them that were active as of 1938.
Most had been established earlier and continued to carry on their tasks
during the 1930s. For instance, the International Migration Service,
organized in 1925 to “render service through cooperative eVort” to
migrants, had, by 1938, set up branches in Germany, the United States,
and many other countries. The World Federation of Education
Associations, founded in 1923 in Washington, continued to hold biennial conferences; it was convened in Tokyo in 1937, and even in the summer of 1939, when the scheduled gathering in Rio de Janeiro had to be
canceled because of the European crisis, over seven hundred nonEuropean members undertook a cruise to various countries in the
Caribbean and South America to engage in workshops and seminars.59
In the meantime, new organizations were being established. In 1930, for
example, the International Association of Children’s Court Judges was
created in Brussels to provide an opportunity for children’s judges from
various countries to come together to seek an international solution to
juvenile delinquency, child welfare, and other matters. The Florence
Nightingale International Foundation was founded in London in 1934
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under the auspices of the League of Red Cross Societies and the
International Council of Nurses for training nurses throughout the
world.60 These instances suggest that international eVorts did not abate
even in a decade characterized by nation-centered agendas and exclusionary orientations on the part of so many countries in the world.
Perhaps the most interesting instance of an international organization trying to promote friendly relations among states during the decade
of Werce nationalism was the work of the International Olympic
Committee that organized the Olympic games in Los Angeles in 1932
and in Berlin four years later. Despite the Depression, and despite the
aggressive behavior of Japan, Italy, and Germany, the International
Olympic Committee maintained its independence and imposed its standards and rules upon all participating nations, including these countries.
The Berlin Olympics were particularly notable because they showed
that despite Nazi racism, athletes of all races and countries competed
under the same rules. As Barbara Keys’s study shows, “sport internationalism” prevailed over totalitarianism and self-centered nationalism,
albeit for a brief moment, in 1936.61 Klemperer’s diary records that the
Nazis sought to draw the lesson from the games that “only hard training gets results,” but this was, after all, a universally valid idea. While the
diarist was disgusted with the Olympics, viewing them as “an entirely
political enterprise,” he also noted that at least during the duration of
the games, “Jew-baiting, bellicose sentiments, everything oVensive has
disappeared from the papers.”62 To that extent, the Olympics demonstrated the eVectiveness of an international nongovernmental organization in creating a world pursuing its own rules and internationalist agendas. That the goodwill generated in Berlin lasted only for a few weeks
did not prevent the International Olympic Committee from planning
for future games. Although the coming of the war made it impossible to
hold the games as planned, national Olympic committees as well as amateur sport federations continued to function during these years. Indeed,
the International Amateur Athletic Federation, originally established in
Sweden in 1912, increased its membership from forty-eight in 1930 to
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Wfty-one in 1938, and the Soviet Union tried very hard to join the organization, though it was not admitted until after the war.63
Such instances suggest that the internationalist spirit never disappeared in the 1930s. Indeed, precisely because many countries were
redeWning themselves along nationalistic lines, forsaking international
cooperation for the pursuit of national interests and military power,
internationalism, were it to survive, had to depend more than ever
before on the activities of international nongovernmental organizations.64 Writing just after the Second World War, Lyman Cromwell
White noted that while during the 1930s, “nationalism gained over
internationalism,” these organizations remained active; “not a single
organization which had attained any importance before the depression
failed to survive.” Some increased their membership. White cites the
example of the International Federation of Trade Unions, which added
to the number of its national units during the 1930s even as German
trade unions withdrew.65 International organizations, both governmental and nongovernmental, represented the conscience of the world when
individual states were destroying the peace and seeking to divide the
globe into self-contained empires, or else focusing on national uniWcation and strengthening. In a period when globalization of economic
and political aVairs, which had begun to resume its course after the war,
was being challenged by what appeared to be global militarism and anarchy, global consciousness was kept alive by the heroic eVorts of nonstate
actors that preserved the vision of one world.

Chapter 2

The New
Internationalism

Shortly before Germany’s spring oVensive began in 1940, Leonard
Woolf was reXecting on the meaning of the war and its possible consequences. He had been one of the Wrst writers to stress the theme of
global interdependence and, in particular, to note the growing importance of international organizations. He retained his faith in these organizations in the aftermath of the First World War, but as totalitarianism
arose and began waging aggressive wars during the 1930s, he grew less
and less optimistic about world trends. As another war began in Europe,
he was convinced, despite his continued paciWst leanings, that the
German oVensive must be resisted and that ultimately Britain and its
allies would be successful. But he was far less sanguine than he had been
during the First World War that the war’s end would lead to a saner,
more peaceful world. As suggested by the title he gave to the volume of
his autobiography that dealt with the prewar and war years, Downhill All
the Way (1962), Woolf was not sure if humanity was capable of drawing
the right lessons from these tragedies; instead, he saw nations and peoples repeating the same mistakes again and again. Unless they took some
drastic measures to reverse the trend—and Woolf was not optimistic
that they would—more wars would take place in the future. He con37
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cluded, “if, when this war is over, we continue to live under the threat of
yet another war . . . the black-out of civilised life will be permanent.”1
His pessimism seemed to prove justiWed when, no sooner than the
war ended, the victorious powers began to engage in a new conXict: the
Cold War. It was as if the world never knew peace, even of short duration comparable to the several years after the First World War. Somehow the Second World War seemed to inexorably lead to the Cold War,
threatening “yet another war.” In retrospect, however, “the black-out of
civilised life” did not quite come about. International tensions and
national upheavals would take place, but somehow civilization would
survive. How did it do so?
Many explanations are possible, including the widespread view that
the very Cold War, because it produced a nuclear arms race, served to
restrain the powers from waging another world war that would have
annihilated the whole world. This is the “long peace” thesis; the argument is that no third world war occurred because nuclear weapons provided a “balance of terror” that was more eVective than traditional balances of power in preventing the nations from starting a war that could
end up destroying all of them.2 But the avoidance of a total war is not the
same thing as the survival of civilization. “Civilised life” whose permanent “black-out” Woolf envisaged must be built not simply on the
absence of war but on cooperative human endeavors, on the willingness
of people to work together to create and preserve an environment conducive to promoting their material and spiritual welfare. The British
writer was not optimistic that such a development would take place if the
threat of war continued to hang over the whole world.
He proved wrong. In the aftermath of the Second World War, a burst
of activity occurred in many parts of the world as if to belie his pessimism. Indeed, even during the war, quiet eVorts had begun to be made
to ensure the survival of civilized life. As one example, within less than a
year after Japan’s attack on Pearl Harbor brought the United States into
war, representatives of several private organizations met in New York to
consider coordinating their activities to plan for postwar international
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relief and rehabilitation. They emphasized the role of private service
organizations in undertaking such programs, but they were also encouraged in their planning by the federal government, which established the
OYce of Foreign Relief and Rehabilitation Operations in November
1942. From these beginnings there emerged in 1943 the American
Council of Voluntary Agencies for Foreign Service.3
The story of international relief is certainly one of the most heartening in postwar history, but we shall not even notice it if we focus on the
origins and development of the Cold War when discussing international
aVairs during the several years after 1945. Besides relief and reconstruction, we can point to many other themes that have no place in a Cold
War–centered perspective but that were as signiWcant, if not more so,
than the geopolitical drama of U.S.-U.S.S.R. confrontation. For
instance, the democratization of Germany and Japan was a major theme
in world history right after the war, as was the economic aZuence in the
United States that heralded the coming of a “consumer revolution.”4 In
international relations, perhaps no development was more critical to the
future shape of the world than the steps already being taken to create a
European community. Equally important was the determination of the
United States to push vigorously for an open system of trade by lowering its own tariVs and negotiating for the return of economic multilateralism.5 Outside Europe and North America, a key theme in the early
postwar years was the struggle for liberation from colonial rule that was
bringing into question the basic framework of regional governance in
Southeast and South Asia as well as the Middle East and North Africa.
These developments had their origins long before the onset of the
Cold War and would have taken place even in the absence of the geopolitical conXict. Whether they would have taken diVerent shape in the
absence of the U.S.-U.S.S.R. competition for power is an interesting
counterfactual question. Forces of democratization, consumerism, economic integration, or colonial liberation might have produced a
diVerent kind of civilization in the absence of the Cold War. In reality,
the United States and its allies did promote these objectives—though
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not always consistently or enthusiastically—during the Cold War, but to
dismiss them as merely instruments for, or aspects of, Cold War policy
would be to privilege one phenomenon in postwar international relations over the others. The argument could even be made that the Cold
War was the means for the attainment of these goals, but that immediately raises the question of why it was necessary to prepare for nuclear
war and possible annihilation of humankind in order to construct an
interdependent world. Fundamentally, we must recognize that the Cold
War kept the globe divided, as can be seen in such concepts as “the Iron
Curtain,” “containment,” and “the socialist bloc” that informed Western
policy and strategy toward the Soviet Union, whereas democratization,
economic multilateralism, and other developments continued the
process of global interconnectedness. The objection may be raised that
the growing awareness of “the extreme dangers to mankind” inherent in
the superpowers’ nuclear confrontation was itself a global phenomenon.6 Even nuclear fear may thus have played a role in the further
growth of globalization after the war, but such global awareness alone,
without these other developments, would not have steered the world in
a constructive direction or ensured the survival of civilization.
That the U.S.-Soviet rivalry was only one of many urgent issues confronting the postwar world was clearly recognized at a conference on
United States foreign policy sponsored by the Brookings Institution and
held at Dartmouth College in August 1947. A document presented at
the gathering mentioned “the atmosphere of uneasiness and insecurity
which pervades the world” and pointed to three factors that contributed
to such a situation: absence of major peace settlements, economic dislocation and distress, and political maladjustment and social ferment. The
latter two problems had little to do with the Cold War as such, although
the international crisis atmosphere undoubtedly made their solution all
the more complex. But the paper also noted, in a hopeful vein, that
“suYcient machinery of international action and adjustment exists, if the
nations are willing to employ it, to provide the basis for a clear agreement on objectives in an area of a compelling common interest.”7
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It was to cope with all these issues—absence of major peace settlements, economic dislocation, and social ferment—that international
organizations, old and new, dedicated their energies in the immediate
aftermath of the war. They would explore international solutions to
these problems to counter the “growing tendency to think of the world
as already irrevocably divided into two parts that must inevitably clash,”
in the words of the Brookings seminar paper.8
The idea of “one world” had existed for a long time, but it had gained
fresh signiWcance during the war. In a celebrated essay published in the
spring of 1941, Henry Luce had written, “our world . . . is one world,
fundamentally indivisible.”9 He believed that American capital, technology, philanthropy, and idealism had striven for such a world and would
continue to do so once the war was over. Even during the world conXict,
Wendell Willkie, the Republican Party’s candidate for president in 1940,
promoted the vision by publishing an enormously popular book, One
World, in 1943.10 Even though in the aftermath of the war, the Allies split
into two contending blocs, both sides diverting their resources and energies to preparing for, and waging, Cold War, the ideal of an indivisible
world never disappeared. But the ideal had to be translated into action,
and this was the challenge the international organizations willingly
undertook. They had, after all, been engaged in precisely that task, and
although their activities had not been successful at preventing aggressions and atrocities, the tragic events of the 1930s and the war years had
not discouraged them. On the contrary, the very tragedies, because they
were truly global in scale, convinced the proponents of international
organizations everywhere that if another calamitous war were to be
avoided, they would have to redouble their eVorts. As they saw it, the war
had established connections among diVerent parts of the world that had
hitherto remained apart, and even while a full-scale carnage of unprecedented nature had gone on, the awareness of global interconnectedness
appeared to have grown. Such awareness could be mobilized to provide
the basis for postwar internationalism, a determination to strengthen
movements and institutions that would reunify the world.
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This determination was clearly stated in the preamble of the charter
of the United Nations, adopted at a meeting of delegates from Wfty
nations in San Francisco in the waning months of the war. “We, the peoples of the United Nations,” the preamble began, referring to the Allies
in the war, determined
to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war . . . [to]
reaYrm faith in fundamental human rights . . . [to] promote social
progress and better standards of life in larger freedom . . . [to] practice tolerance and live together in peace with one another as good
neighbors . . . [to] employ international machinery for the promotion of the economic and social advancement of all people,
have resolved to combine eVorts to accomplish these aims.

Although the document was signed by representatives of the governments constituting the wartime alliance, it is remarkable that both in the
preamble and in chapter 1, article 1, of the United Nations charter,
“peoples” are referred to as often as “nations.” Typical is the statement
in this article that one of the objectives of the new world organization is
the development of “friendly relations among nations based on respect
for the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples.” In
contrast to the League of Nations, whose covenant never once mentioned “peoples,” there was now greater emphasis on “peoples” whose
well-being was to be considered a matter for international concern and
solution. Although states and governments would be the primary agencies for deWning economic policies or implementing social programs,
ultimately the rights and interests of “peoples” would have to be safeguarded through cooperative international action.
Given such a perspective, it is not surprising that from the beginning
there was recognition that nongovernmental organizations would have
to play an important role in the functioning of the United Nations,
which formally came into existence in October 1945. Indeed, many nongovernmental organizations, mostly from the United States but a few
from elsewhere, sent their representatives to San Francisco to attend the
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conference that laid the groundwork for the establishment of the United
Nations. Those from as many as forty-two nongovernmental organizations were actually invited to serve as advisers to the oYcial U.S. delegation. These, and many others, would resume their tasks that the war
had interrupted, and in the meantime new organizations would be created. In a United Nations survey conducted in January 1951, altogether
188 international nongovernmental organizations had been oYcially
recognized by the world organization. Of these, 64 had been established
during and after the war.11 Each of the 188 bodies was aYliated with an
agency of the United Nations so that between intergovernmental organizations and international nongovernmental organizations, a close
partnership was developing—a partnership that would cover the globe
with networks of shared interests and concerns. This surely was a major
challenge to the geopolitics of the emerging Cold War that was threatening to divide the world.
For instance, the Economic and Social Council of the United
Nations, established for “the promotion of the economic and social
advancement of all people,” worked closely with such church-aYliated
nongovernmental organizations as the Catholic International Union
for Social Service, the Commission of the Churches on International
AVairs, the Consultative Council of Jewish Organizations, and the
Friends’ World Committee for Consultation. The International Labor
Organization, formerly part of the League of Nations, now became a
special agency of the United Nations, charged with the task of enhancing “social progress and better standards of life in larger freedom,” and
attached to itself a host of newly established organizations such as the
Inter-American Confederation of Workers, the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions, and the International Federation of Agricultural Producers. In the realm of public health, an international health
conference held in Geneva in 1946, in which sixty-nine countries were
represented, led to the founding of the World Health Organization as
another United Nations specialized agency. It took over the tasks hitherto performed by the OYce International d’Hygiène Publique and
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absorbed several older groups, meanwhile working in close cooperation
with various nongovernmental organizations, including the International Association for the Prevention of Blindness, the International
Committee of the Red Cross, and the International Council of Nurses,
as well as the recently created World Federation for Mental Health and
the World Medical Association.
No nongovernmental organization was aYliated with the Security
Council, which concerned itself with global security matters and was
soon to become an arena for bitter exchanges between the United States
and its allies on one side and the Soviet Union and other socialist countries on the other. This animosity, of course, is the familiar story of the
Cold War. However, most of the Soviet-bloc nations as well as the rest
of the world joined the other agencies of the United Nations as well as
the international nongovernmental organizations attached to them. At
these agencies, the measure of consultation and cooperation among the
nations belonging to the two camps in the emerging Cold War was far
greater than at Security Council meetings. To ignore this fact, which is
illustrated later through some examples, is to distort the history of the
immediate postwar years.
In those days, no international organization better exempliWed the
renewed faith in worldwide cooperation than the United Nations
Educational, ScientiWc, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). It
resumed the tasks that the League’s Intellectual Cooperation Organization had carried out so valiantly even during the dark years of the
1930s, an indication that the idea of cross-national cultural communication and exchange as a key to stable world order had never disappeared during the war. In the aftermath of the war, however, there was
a determination to broaden the scope of cultural internationalism, to
cover wider circles of people, and to engage in a greater variety of activities than the Intellectual Cooperation Organization and its aYliates.
Alfred Zimmern, one of the most energetic exponents of cultural cooperation between the wars, ruefully conWded after the Second World
War that despite all the eVorts through the League of Nations to pro-
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mote exchange programs, “the cause of intellectual freedom . . .
suVered a setback such as had not been experienced in the West for
many centuries.” The reason, he noted, was that these programs had
been preoccupied “with the tools of the intellectual and artistic life
rather than with the nature of that life itself.”12 What he meant was that
intellectuals and artists would now have to concern themselves with
much more than an ethereal pursuit of truth and beauty; they would
have to broaden the scope of their activities and embrace the mass of
people as well as civilizations other than that of the West. Despite such
self-criticism, however, Zimmern and his fellow cultural internationalists remained committed to the vision that had bound them together
for over twenty years, and they now redoubled their eVorts so that this
time they would bear fruit.
One obvious way of doing so was to stress the importance of education. Educational exchange had constituted an important part of prewar
cultural internationalism, and a number of international associations had
been established after the First World War to bring teachers and students from various countries together. Obviously, such programs had
not prevented the global conXagration, but far from being discouraged,
the internationalists believed they now had an opportunity to reeducate
the whole world through networks of cooperation and mutual understanding. First it would be necessary to eradicate the chauvinistic and
racialist educational system that the Nazis had created, producing a generation that blindly followed the leader and the state. The same was true
of Italy, Japan, and other totalitarian states. That was why the occupation authorities in the former Axis countries laid so much stress on
democratizing educational systems, school curricula, and teacher training. But that was not all. The widely shared belief was that the future of
the world would be determined by the kind of education young children,
teenagers, and adolescents would receive even in the victorious countries. Coming after the generation that fought the war, the next generation would in time have to assume the task of preserving the peace and
freedom in all countries. As Ambassador John G. Winant stated in a
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1944 memorandum addressed to Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden, “the
future of the world depends upon what happens to the youth of this generation,” and therefore international cooperation in education was of
utmost importance in reestablishing world order.13 Education was
becoming an issue of international concern.
Such were the forces behind the founding of UNESCO. While in
the beginning the United Nations’ Economic and Social Council was
charged with “economic, social, cultural, educational, health, and related
matters,” many considered such a list of its functions too wide-ranging
and succeeded in pushing for a separate organization speciWcally
for international educational and cultural aVairs. As a consequence,
UNESCO started in 1946 with the initial membership of thirty nations.
Each member state established its own national commission, analogous
to the prewar national committee on intellectual cooperation. Thus in
the United States, a national commission for UNESCO was appointed,
including such prominent Wgures as Archibald MacLeish, the poet and
former head of the Library of Congress, and William Benton, a businessman who served as assistant secretary of state for cultural aVairs.
The establishment of the U.S. national commission predated the passage of Public Law 584, which created what would soon come to be
known as the Fulbright program for student and scholarly exchanges.
The two shared a commitment to international understanding through
study abroad, and indeed many individuals served both on the national
commission and on the Board of Foreign Study, created in 1947 to oversee the Fulbright exchanges. This program was formally launched in
1948, when students and scholars were exchanged between the United
States, on one hand, and China, Burma, and the Philippines on the
other.14
Those were years Wlled with hopes that education did make a
diVerence in building an interdependent world community and that
internationalism must be the key to education. FortiWed by the vision, not
only states and intergovernmental organizations but also nongovernmental organizations devoted considerable portions of their resources to
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resuming and expanding educational exchanges. Already by 1951 such
nongovernmental organizations as the International Association for
the Exchange of Students for Technical Experience, the International
Association of University Professors and Lecturers, the International
Economic Association, and the International Federation for Organizations for School Correspondence and Exchanges had been established
and were carrying out their projects with the support of UNESCO.
Not surprisingly, exchange programs were promoted most vigorously
by private foundations and educational institutions of the United States,
where it was much easier than in other countries to resume such activities as soon as the war ended. Typical was the Rockefeller Foundation’s
funding of the Salzburg Seminar in American Studies that began in
1947.15 F. O. Matthieson, the Harvard professor of American literature
who played a leading role in the founding and operation of the Salzburg
Seminar, noted in a welcoming speech that only by bringing “man . . .
into communication with man” would culture Xourish and international
understanding be promoted.16 Somewhat more modest, but no less
reXective of the trend, was the American Field Service. First established
in 1914 to send American volunteers to France to serve the wounded in
the battleWeld, its mission was redeWned after the Second World War as
the promotion of mutual understanding through student exchanges.
Already in 1947, the Field Service sponsored the visit of Wfty-one high
school students from ten European countries.17 In the meantime, the
Institute of PaciWc Relations, which had not held a plenary meeting after
1942, convened its ninth conference in January 1945 to discuss “wartime
and post-war cooperation of the United Nations in the PaciWc and the
Far East,” and its tenth in September 1947 on the theme of “problems
of economic reconstruction in the Far East.” Here, too, “education and
technology” were among the topics discussed, along with “agricultural
improvement,” “industrial development,” and “international economic
problems.”18
Some international organizations promoted worldwide exchanges of
information. For instance, in 1947 a Washington conference of directors
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of meteorological institutions of various countries was held, resulting in
the founding of the World Meteorological Organization to serve as the
headquarters for the exchange of weather information in all parts of the
globe. (The Soviet Union provided Siberian meteorological data to
other countries as a matter of course.) The International Civil Aviation
Organization, whose initial founding went back to the 1944 Chicago
conference of aviation oYcials, likewise served as a channel of communication on the world’s geographical and climactic conditions along civil
air routes. In 1946 Moscow hosted a conference of sixty-six technical
experts and administrators on international telecommunication. They
were heirs to the organizations that had been created long before the
war to regulate cross-national telephone and telegraph communication,
but after the Second World War there was virtually universal recognition that much like aviation, distances among nations would continue to
narrow thanks to the spread of, and improvements in, telecommunications technology. The conference resulted in the establishment of an
International Frequency Registration Board that served as the clearinghouse of information regarding radio frequencies.19 All these instances
suggest that the exchange of information, broadly put, was among the
items on which a great deal of cooperation existed among nations in the
immediate aftermath of the war.
Any history of that period would have to take note of these developments, not just the more dramatic episodes of great-power confrontation. Despite the unmistakable signs of geopolitical tensions, individuals
and organizations from the United States and the Soviet Union, as well
as from other countries, were continuing to meet. They shared information and exchanged ideas, thereby conWrming the persistence of
transnational endeavors in the immediate postwar years.
Besides educational and informational exchanges, perhaps the most
impressive instance of organized international eVort at this time was in
the realm of humanitarian relief, a traditional goal of nongovernmental
organizations and international agencies but one that was more urgent
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than ever because of the scale of destruction and devastation that the
Second World War brought about. To care for the wounded, the homeless, the stateless, and additional millions of men and women who had
been deprived of an opportunity for normal, decent living, organized
international eVorts were considered essential. Already in 1943, the
Allies had established a United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation
Agency (UNRRA) to deal with victims of war, and in 1946, shortly after
the founding of the United Nations, this agency was transformed into
the International Refugee Organization. At that time the most urgent
task appeared to be the settlement of European Jews in Palestine, but
the subsequent founding of the state of Israel, and the Wghting between
Jews and Arabs, gave rise to the complicated question of Arab refugees,
those driven out of their homes and living in tents along the west bank
of the Jordan River in legal limbo. Without the heroic work of the
International Refugee Organization, their situation could have become
disastrous. (Jewish settlers were being provided with relief assistance by
the World Jewish Congress and other organizations.)20
In the meantime, the United Nations International Children’s
Emergency Fund (UNICEF) was created in December 1946, initially
intended for the care of children in war-devastated areas. Graphic
reports surfaced, in pictures and movies, of undernourished and starving
children in Poland, Czechoslovakia, and elsewhere, and the condition
was made even more acute during the severe winter of 1946–1947. The
need for food, medicine, and doctors was urgent. (One-half of Polish
doctors are said to have died during the war.) But when the United
Nations established the new agency, its goals went beyond saving
European children. Assistance was to be given to children of all countries, “on the basis of need, without discrimination because of race,
creed, nationality, status, or political belief.” This included children of
former Axis countries and of the colonial areas. Such an ambitious program required large-scale funding, something the United Nations itself
was not prepared to provide. Private donations had to be solicited from
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individuals and organizations, and not surprisingly, the bulk of those
donations was raised in the United States. Already in 1946, American
donors are said to have given $200 million to UNICEF.21
In response to urgent appeals from this and other bodies for funds for
humanitarian purposes, new nongovernmental organizations were
established in the United States that aimed at international rescue and
relief activities. Before and during the war, many such agencies had been
connected to Christian churches, but their number had proliferated to
such an extent that seventeen Protestant denominations came together
in 1946 to create Church World Service, to “do in partnership what
none of us could hope to do as well alone.” It was, according to a recent
history of the organization, “the Wrst inclusive, ecumenical, and coordinating instrument for overseas relief and reconstruction in the history of
the Protestant churches in the United States.” It took over work that
other church organizations had carried out, and already in 1946, it was
providing 80 percent of all relief goods shipped from nongovernmental
organizations in the United States to Europe and Asia. In 1947 Church
World Service began running a program of “friendship trains” that
would go through midwestern and southwestern states to collect wheat,
beans, and other agricultural products and then transport them to eastern ports, from which they were shipped abroad. The bulk of the relief
goods was destined for Europe, but after the Marshall Plan was launched
as the major undertaking for reconstruction and development of
European countries, church groups in the United States increasingly
turned their attention to Asia and the Middle East. For instance, Church
World Service sent penicillin and other medical supplies to India, where
one out of ten people was said to be dying of violence, sickness, or
hunger following the subcontinent’s independence in 1947.22
Outside the Protestant denominations, the religious charities in the
United States most active in postwar international relief were Catholic
Relief Services and the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee.
(The Lutheran Church established its own agency, Lutheran World
Relief, in October 1945.)23 From 1946 through 1955, Catholic Relief
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Services is said to have shipped the largest volume of goods abroad;
Church World Service was third and the Jewish Committee fourth.24
The second in rank was the Cooperative for American Remittances
to Europe (CARE), launched in the United States in December 1945. It
was the largest nonreligious agency sending relief goods overseas. The
initiative for its founding came from a group of voluntary organizations
in the United States whose representatives had begun considering a
nationally coordinated relief program for Europe even before the war
ended. The inspiration behind the founding of CARE was similar to that
of Church World Service, but because of its nonsectarian nature, it was
able to work more closely with the United Nations as well as with the
U.S. government. UNRRA transferred millions of the packages it had
collected to CARE for distribution in Europe, a process that involved
working closely with as many as nine U.S. government agencies that had
been involved in collecting and storing packages of foodstuVs and other
goods for use by the UN organization. Moreover, the War Assets
Corporation, a unit within the Reconstruction Finance Corporation that
had legal control over the packages, laid down certain conditions for
CARE’s work; for instance, the shipments had to enter a recipient country free of duties and other taxes, and families and individuals receiving
relief goods could not be denied their normal food rations as a result.25
These and other bureaucratic hurdles were overcome in time, and after
1947, CARE took over the whole program hitherto administered by
UNRRA. The organization’s initial focus on Europe was understandable, given that so many Americans had relatives and friends across the
Atlantic whom they wanted to help. But just as UNICEF aimed at helping children worldwide, so the “E” in CARE in time came to sand for
“Everywhere,” so that not just Europeans but also Japanese and Koreans
began to beneWt from such help.
Although most of the funds and volunteers for international relief
work came from the United States in the immediate aftermath of the
war, other countries were not far behind. In Europe, especially, organizations that had been created before and during the war continued their
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work. Among the most famous was the Oxford Committee for Famine
Relief, established in 1942 to send food to victims of war-related starvation in Europe. After the war, other countries were to create their own
“Oxfam” organizations. The International Red Cross, which had provided assistance to victims of the Spanish civil war, worked energetically
after the war to obtain and distribute information regarding missing persons. And Service Civil International resumed its work as soon as France
and the Low Countries were liberated in 1944. By 1949 it had established work camps in many parts of Europe, including Czechoslovakia,
Germany, Austria, and Italy. While modest, all these activities by international organizations were as much part of postwar international aVairs
as the emerging rivalry between the United States and the Soviet Union,
commonly known as the “origins of the Cold War.” Those activities had
their origins decades before the Cold War, and just as they had survived
many international crises and wars, they were now being carried out
with a momentum of their own. Intergovernmental organizations and
nongovernmental organizations, whether engaged in cultural exchange
or in relief work, were demonstrating that there were other themes in
international aVairs than the Cold War, that geopolitics deWned only one
aspect of the postwar world, and that visions of global community had
not disappeared.
This does not mean that great-power rivalries and tensions did not
intrude on the activities of international organizations. Numerous examples indicate that they did. As early as 1947, for instance, the American
Council of Learned Societies had to give up its program for U.S.-Soviet
scholarly exchange, and in the following year, Bulgaria and Romania
drove out representatives of UNICEF, CARE, and other humanitarian
organizations, accusing them of engaging in sabotage and spying.26 On
the U.S. side, some oYcials and politicians came to see cultural exchange
programs as an instrument of waging cold war. From selecting artwork
for exhibiting abroad that was considered to be the best representation
of democracy to bringing German intellectuals to the United States to
inculcate in them pro-American ideas, Washington was actively inter-
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ested in the work of nongovernmental organizations.27 Some of them,
including such giants as the Rockefeller and Ford Foundations, often
collaborated with the government, although their collaboration sometimes gave rise to Werce internal debate.28 There were even nongovernmental organizations that the state secretly funded; after its establishment in 1947, the Central Intelligence Agency covertly subsidized such
organizations as the Congress of Cultural Freedom and the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions. (This latter, consisting of
U.S., British, Dutch, and other trade union representatives, had split oV
from the World Federation of Trade Unions, established in 1945 as the
successor to the venerable International Federation of Trade Unions,
whose history went back to 1901. While labor leaders from all countries
had joined forces to seek to protect workers’ rights, the growing tension
between the capitalist and socialist countries made it impossible for the
organization to retain ideological uniformity.)29
Such examples, however, do not show that geopolitical factors alone
characterized postwar international relations. The equation could be
turned around; rather than Cold War calculations tending to threaten
the integrity of activities by intergovernmental organizations and nongovernmental organizations, it was frequently the latter that aVected, or
at least tried to aVect, Cold War developments. We can see this in the
eVorts of some organizations that were determined to keep alive the
vision of one world and to resist the growing tendency everywhere to
view international aVairs in bipolar fashion. For instance, a group of
American scientists, many of whom had been involved in the development of the atomic bomb, began a movement for international control
over nuclear and other weapons as soon as the war ended. In November
1945 they organized the Federation of Atomic Scientists to alert the
world about the danger of atomic warfare. In an inXuential book published in 1946, One World or None, these scientists, including Robert
Oppenheimer and Albert Einstein, warned that the only way to control
atomic weapons and to prevent nuclear war was through international
supervision. Even more crucial, from their point of view, was to renew a
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commitment to internationalism. As Oppenheimer noted, “The vastly
increased powers of destruction that atomic weapons give us have
brought with them a profound change in the balance between national
and international interests. The common interest of all in the prevention of atomic warfare would seem immensely to overshadow any purely
national interest, whether of welfare or of security.” Einstein agreed,
arguing that “real security” in the age of atomic weapons was “tied to the
denationalization of military power.” Only a “supranational army,” not
individual national armies, should be entrusted with the task of preserving the peace.30 Similar ideas had been expressed in the past—and had
proved helpless against forces of destruction. But that did not prevent
these scientists from trying yet again, believing that the fear of the
demise of civilization was now universally shared. And their strategy, to
get organized to spread the message, had also been tried before. While
these internationalist endeavors were not unique, their signiWcance lay in
the fact that the organizations created by these scientists and by others
who shared their views were part of an unprecedented scale of organizing that went on in the wake of the Second World War.
The Federation of Atomic Scientists was soon joined by many other
organizations, large and small, that were created in the late 1940s to promote the cause of nuclear disarmament or, at the very least, international
control over atomic weapons. As Lawrence Wittner, Paul Boyer, Charles
DeBenedetti, and others have chronicled, the “ban the bomb” movement was particularly noticeable in the immediate postwar years, which
suggests a serious attempt at deWning some order in a seemingly chaotic
world.31 Not surprisingly, many individuals and organizations believed
that the only solution was through some form of world government, and
those who did not consider the United Nations to be the answer pursued other alternatives. The United World Federalists, for instance, was
established in the United States in 1947 to serve as the headquarters for
world federalists throughout the globe.
But the peace-oriented organizations were not limited to those concerned with the danger of nuclear war. In 1946 the Inter-American
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Judicial Committee met to consider “rights and duties of war,” the idea
being that jurists in the Western Hemisphere ought to take the initiative
to reestablish laws of war and peace. Such initiatives led to the 1949
United Nations convention on new laws of war, banning certain categories of weapons and acts toward civilians during a war. In the meantime, the American Friends Service Committee began urging the superpowers to opt for coexistence rather than prepare for war. In 1949 it
published a report titled American-Russian Relations: Some Constructive
Considerations and argued that the United States and the Soviet Union
should be less confrontational toward each other and instead seek to
promote a relaxation of tensions through cultural exchange and other
programs.32
Such examples show that the movements to internationalize atomic
weapons, to establish a world government, and to promote cultural
exchange were all part of the growth of organized international activities
that characterized the postwar world. According to one source, the
number of intergovernmental organizations increased from 38 in 1940
to 81 in 1950, and that of international nongovernmental organizations
from 477 to 795 in the same decade.33 Various accounts give diVering
numbers, but they all agree that the decade, or more particularly the Wve
years between 1945 and 1950, saw the reintensiWcation of eVorts at
international organization. Just as impressive a rate of increase had
occurred in the number of such bodies during the 1920s, and yet no one
could have foreseen in 1950 that these Wgures presaged what was to
emerge as one of the most impressive stories in the history of the twentieth century: the continued and spectacular growth of international
organizations. Even during the late 1940s, however, an astute observer
would have noted the unprecedented variety, as well as number, of these
organizations.
The three types of activities thus far mentioned—educational and
cultural exchange, humanitarian relief, and peace—may be viewed as
renewals or continuations of eVorts begun earlier, though on a more
expanded scale. The years 1945–1950, however, also saw the beginnings
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of organized activities in many other areas as well. Particularly notable
were those that focused on human rights, the environment, and developmental assistance. The protection of human rights before the war had
been closely associated with providing relief to victims of wars, natural
disasters, or totalitarianism. The League of Nations had spearheaded an
international eVort to stop the exploitation of female and child laborers.
But the experiences of the Second World War, ranging from the strategic bombing of cities to atrocities committed against Jews, Chinese, and
other ethnic and national groups, served to develop a more comprehensive notion of human rights. From its inception, the United Nations
took it upon itself to serve as the international custodian of human
rights, establishing the Commission on Human Rights within the
Economic and Social Council. And human rights were now deWned
much more broadly than before, to include “protection of minorities” as
well as “prevention of discrimination on grounds of race, sex, language
or religion,” terms that were already in use at the San Francisco meeting in the spring of 1945 that prepared for the establishment of the
world organization.34
Three years later, the General Assembly gave such ideas its ringing
endorsement when it adopted the “universal declaration of human
rights,” which, according to Jack Donnelly, contained as many as twentyeight rights to which all people everywhere were entitled.35 (These
rights ranged from “the right to own property” to “the right to rest and
leisure.”) Together with the concept of “crimes against humanity,”
adopted at the international military tribunals trying Nazi war criminals,
the international sponsorship of such a broadened deWnition of human
rights meant that henceforth world aVairs would come to entail far more
than interstate relations. In reality, member states in the United Nations
were still considered sovereign entities, and they would not willingly
accept international meddling in their internal aVairs, even when apparent violations of human rights took place. Even so, the idea spread with
impressive speed, so that virtually all new constitutions of nations or
their subdivisions drafted after the war contained references to the prin-
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ciple.36 And some nongovernmental organizations were from the beginning actively involved in the work of the Human Rights Commission as
advisers and consultants. Soon, starting in the 1960s, these organizations
would seize the initiative and seek to implement the universal declaration on human rights in many corners of the globe.
The conservation of nature, too, had a prewar history. But it became
a sustained international movement only after 1945, although, as will be
seen, systematic worldwide activities to protect the environment did not
gather momentum till the 1960s. Lynton Keith Caldwell has chronicled
how in the immediate postwar years, various attempts were made to
revive the international movement to preserve the natural habitat that
had remained dormant during the 1930s and the war years. Already in
1946 the International Whaling Commission was established to safeguard “for future generations the great natural resources represented by
whale stocks.” The reference to “resources” suggests that at that time,
there was a serious concern with the depletion of the earth’s resources,
due in part by the devastation brought about the war and in part by the
realization that despite the scores of millions of people killed in the wars
of the twentieth century, the world’s population had almost doubled in
the meantime. What was needed, according to those active in organizing various conferences on conservation at that time, was a truly international eVort to use resources wisely. Conservation and utilization were
often pursued as twin aims. At the same time, however, others stressed
the importance of protecting the natural environment. In 1947 delegates
and observers from twenty-four countries and nine international organizations came together in Brunnen, Switzerland, and drafted a proposal
for the establishment of a worldwide body “for protection of nature.”
The result was the founding of the International Union for the Protection of Nature in 1948. (“Protection” in the name of the organization
was to change to “Conservation” in 1956.) An international conference
that the new organization sponsored jointly with UNESCO in 1949
was, according to Caldwell, a harbinger of the 1968 international biosphere conference.37 These developments were still very tentative, but
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one already sees here a far more concerted international movement for
nature conservation than that which had existed after the First World
War.
Organizations and conferences dealing with developmental assistance
in the years immediately after 1945 were even fewer than those concerned with the environment. Even so, the formal name for the World
Bank, established in 1945, was the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development. Reconstruction was clearly the priority item for
a few years after the war, but from around 1949, economic assistance to
poorer countries, many of them recently decolonized, came to claim the
Bank’s increasing attention. In 1948, the United Nations General
Assembly passed a resolution calling for the establishment of a technical
assistance program for these as well as other economically poorer
nations.38 In the meantime, President Harry S. Truman initiated the socalled Point Four program for technical assistance to newly independent
countries. Even so, at that time developmental assistance was very limited in scope, and few, if any, nongovernmental organizations devoted
themselves to this project. Indeed, even the term “development” does
not seem to have been widespread. True, the United Nations’ Economic
and Social Council had a “subcommission on economic development,”
but at that time economic development seems to have been discussed in
connection with the proposed establishment of an international trade
organization. At a series of meetings in Cuba in 1947 and 1948 to draft
the charter of the new organization, it was proposed that member states
were not to impose “unreasonable impediments that would prevent
other members from obtaining access to facilities required for their economic development.”39 In other words, developmental assistance to
“backward countries” was to be seen as an integral part of the system of
world trade that was to be set up. The United States and other “highly
industrialized countries” considered such a proposal as too ambitious,
and the proposed international trade organization was scuttled for the
time being. Consensus could not be reached that developmental assis-
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tance was an international obligation.40 All this was to change with dramatic suddenness after 1950.
For this reason, the following chapters include the discussion of
development-oriented organizations as well as those focusing on Wve
other types of issues that have been mentioned in this chapter: cultural
exchange, humanitarian relief, peace, human rights, and environmentalism. An examination of these six categories of international organizations, through an admittedly small number of examples, enables us to
see what their activities may have added to international aVairs, what
contributions they may have made, individually and collectively, to
developing global consciousness and a global community, and what
problems they may have encountered in the process.

Chapter 3

Beyond the Cold War

The 1950s are usually seen as a period when the Cold War intensiWed.
According to this view, during the second half of the 1940s, the confrontation between the United States and the Soviet Union had been
largely conWned to Europe, and the two sides had mostly employed nonmilitary means to combat each other’s inXuence, whereas between 1949
and the early 1950s, the Cold War became both more global and militarized. With China falling to the communists and a war breaking out in
the Korean peninsula, Asia now became a major theater of the superpower conXict. Other parts of the world, too, came to be seen as arenas
for the struggle for power between the two sides. With Germany and
Japan, the common foes of the United States and the Soviet Union in
the Second World War, now being rearmed and incorporated into the
superpowers’ global strategies, the postwar phase of international history was clearly giving way to a new era. Both the United States and the
Soviet Union reinforced their respective nuclear arsenals and built up
alliance systems so that by 1953, the year when Joseph Stalin died and
Harry S. Truman left the White House, a bipolar world had come into
existence, with both halves preparing for a third world war. And their
successors—Nikita Khrushchev in the Soviet Union and Dwight D.
Eisenhower in the United States—did not alter the basic picture. They
60
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employed various means for continuing to wage cold war, and their
nations increased their nuclear armament to such an extent that by 1960,
the American president was frankly admitting that a war with the Soviet
adversary would annihilate the whole world.1
In such a view, virtually all developments in the world during the
1950s tend to be seen in relation to this major drama. Every episode in
international aVairs is put in the framework of the Cold War and viewed
according to whether it added to, or subtracted from, the power of one
side or the other in this struggle. In domestic developments, too, the
politics, economy, society, and culture of each country have been pictured as having been shaped by, and in turn having contributed to the
further enhancement of, Cold War tensions. The bipolar confrontation
on a global scale is seen as having been reXected in domestic aVairs,
between forces and movements struggling for victory of one global
coalition or the other.
Inevitably, such Cold War–centered accounts stress the role of the
state: governmental agencies, the military, and segments of the society
that they co-opt for waging this war. The state, in this view, vastly
extended its scope and its power, and there was less and less room for
private initiatives apart from the national strategy of winning the Cold
War. In the case of the United States, such a development has been
termed a “national security state,” a nation where the energies of government and people are pictured as having been directed toward the
overriding foreign policy objective.2 President Eisenhower himself
referred to the “military-industrial complex” as something that had
developed in the nation as a result of its absorption with waging the
Cold War.3 Other studies likewise suggest that during the 1950s, if not
earlier, the Cold War came to deWne national educational endeavors,
scientiWc development, and popular entertainment as well.4 The obverse
of this picture, of course, is that civil society’s autonomy became jeopardized, as the state intruded upon private organizations with an unprecedented degree of power and determination. If such a phenomenon could
be said to be taking place in the United States, a nation traditionally
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noted for the vigor and autonomy of its civil society, then other countries, whether allied to the United States or to the Soviet Union, could
be expected to have become even more state-centered and even more
preoccupied with the Cold War.5
As with the immediate postwar years, such a Cold War–centered
view of the 1950s is misleading. It compels us to see all events and
episodes at that time in the framework of the geopolitical drama and
blinds us to the possibility that many developments in the world might
have taken place regardless of the Cold War. If we examine those developments in their own terms, not as reXections of, or episodes in, the
U.S.-U.S.S.R. confrontation, we shall be able to arrive at a diVerent view
of the period, to recognize that there were many forces in the world of
which the geopolitical tensions were only one, albeit an important one.
Of all such forces, the momentum toward globalization was, as earlier,
the most conspicuous. The relationship between the Cold War and
globalization was a complex one, just like the relationship between the
World Wars and globalization. But the argument can be made that globalization was a more pervasive force than the geopolitical realities during the 1950s, producing a number of developments outside the drama
of the Cold War.
For instance, surely one of the most remarkable phenomena in international aVairs during the 1950s was the building of the momentum for
European integration, culminating in the signing of the Treaty of Rome
in 1957, which established the European Economic Community. The
origins of this story had nothing to do with the Cold War. The idea of
European community went back to the eighteenth century and was an
important part of the internationalist movement after the First World
War. It was given renewed impetus after the Second World War because
of the urgency to eVect reconciliation between Germany and its wartime
enemies. Although the United States encouraged the move, and the
Soviet Union was hostile to it, some sort of an integrated community,
comprising at least several European states, would have emerged regardless of the vicissitudes of the Cold War. In the context of our discussion,
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it seems possible to say that European integration was a reXection much
more of the globalizing trends of world aVairs than of the U.S.-USSR
rivalry.6
Of course, an integrated Western Europe played a crucial role in the
U.S. Cold War strategy. In a sense, too, the Cold War itself was a globalizing force. It was global in scope and enveloped the whole world with
networks of alliances and military bases. Moreover, both the free world
and the socialist bloc espoused universalistic ideologies and visions. Of
the two, the ideology of a free world order had much in common with
the vision of an interdependent, prosperous, and just international community that generations of internationalists had promoted. By “winning” the Cold War, the United States and its allies undoubtedly facilitated the rapid globalization at the end of the twentieth century.
Nonetheless, the Cold War was never a necessary condition for globalization. The geopolitical rivalry between the United States and the
Soviet Union divided the globe; it did not unite it. The Cold War cannot be said to have been conducive to an interdependent world community; this was a task left to the European Economic Community and
other regional entities, and to international organizations.7
The same thing can be said of another signiWcant phenomenon of the
1950s: decolonization. One after another, former colonies, mostly of
European states, gained independence and undertook the task of what
came to be called “nation building.” Even more than European integration, decolonization and nation building developed with their own
momentum. These phenomena, too, were aspects of globalization. To
divide up the empires that had ruled large parts of the globe and establish a host of independent new states might have appeared to fragment,
rather than integrate, the international community, but the spirit behind
decolonization everywhere echoed the preamble of the United Nations
charter, asserting the principle of “self-determination of peoples.” So
long as a new state was a product of this principle, believed to be universally valid, decolonization would serve to unite the world. This was
what Wendell Willkie had visualized in One World; because the newly
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independent nations would share the same aspirations, together they
would contribute to the creation of a global community. In reality, some
of the newly independent states became enveloped in the drama of the
Cold War, choosing sides in the bipolar confrontation. But just as many
were determined to stay out of the conXict.
As early as December 1950, twelve states from Asia and Africa
formed an Asian-African bloc within the United Nations to demonstrate
their common stand at the world organization. Although the People’s
Republic of China, which had oYcially come into being in October
1949, was not represented at the United Nations—indeed, it had been
denounced as an aggressor by this body when its troops became
involved in the Korean conXict—its leaders, too, in time became interested in joining these other countries to develop an agenda outside the
framework of the U.S.-U.S.S.R. struggle for power. In 1955, China,
India, Indonesia, Egypt, and other nations sponsored the Wrst conference of Asian and African states in Bandung, Indonesia. Although Cold
War tensions and considerations were never totally absent—for one
thing, Japan, an ally of the United States, participated—the Bandung
conference became an occasion for many of the newly decolonized
countries of Asia and Africa to assert their separate interests from those
of the superpowers. In their view, they, rather than the superpowers,
were forces for a new world order. The Asian and African nations, which
soon came to be called the Third World, would remind the two superpowers and their allies that there were global, human interests that were
not being met by the accelerating tempo of nuclear armament.
Although Third World countries would prove to be just as divided as
the others, collectively they were asserting that the Cold War was not
the only reality in international relations and that the global community
should heed their voices, which, after all, represented the majority of the
world’s population.8
And there was a global community in the 1950s made up of international organizations. A Cold War–centered view of the decade tends to
give the impression that the overarching hand of the state was stiXing
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nonstate activities and depriving civil society of freedom and initiative.
Such, however, was not necessarily the case. The decade saw both intergovernmental organizations and nongovernmental organizations becoming even more active than earlier. In some areas, their activities were
undeniably linked to the Cold War; the United States, the Soviet Union,
and their respective allies sought to make use of these organizations as
weapons in the worldwide struggle for power. There were occasions
when international organizations became arenas for the geopolitical
drama, or when the autonomy of nongovernmental organizations was
constrained by a state’s power-political considerations. But that was not
all. Precisely because of the seriousness of the global confrontation, both
intergovernmental organizations and nongovernmental organizations
frequently stirred themselves into action so as to mitigate its impact. In
that sense, these organizations were actors in the Cold War drama,
albeit playing antithetical roles to those of the main protagonists. They
were seeking to move the world away from a bipolar division toward an
interdependent community.
In the same spirit, these agencies became involved in many other
tasks, such as assisting newly independent nations and promoting educational and cultural exchanges. These were continuations of earlier
eVorts, but their signiWcance was, if anything, even greater because of
the very seriousness of the Cold War. Altogether, international organizations of various types continued the eVorts to interconnect nations,
rather than dividing them against one another. They were forces for the
preservation and strengthening of internationalism. Whether as selfconscious opponents of the Cold War or as promoters of agendas outside the Cold War framework, most of these agencies kept alive the
vision of global community. Thanks to them, the history of the 1950s
became far more complex as well as promising, looking to a future where
integration and unity, rather than confrontation and division, would
emerge as more relevant themes in international aVairs.
One could write a history of international relations during the 1950s
by giving prominent play to intergovernmental organizations and non-
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governmental organizations as they sought to preserve some sense of
international order despite the tensions of the Cold War, to generate
cooperation rather than conXict between the two superpowers and their
respective allies. This can most clearly be seen in the movement for
limiting, and ultimately halting, nuclear tests and for turning nuclear
energy to peaceful use. A great deal of intergovernmental activity
occurred in this realm, especially at the United Nations. During the
Korean War, the world organization became an arena for acrimonious
debate between the two sides in the conXict. The United States and its
allies sought to use the body for punishing North Korea, the People’s
Republic of China, and, by implication, the Soviet Union for their
aggression in Korea, while these latter accused the United States of
imperialistic designs and killing innocent people. Even so, the United
Nations remained a symbol of world unity. The Soviet Union and its
satellites never left the organization despite the Korean crisis, and the
Chinese communist leadership was adamant in asserting that they,
rather than the Nationalists in Taiwan, represented China. Once the
Korean conXict wound down, starting with the armistice of 1953, the
United Nations could again return to the business of seeking a more
peaceful international order.
A new impetus was provided by the coming to power of Dwight D.
Eisenhower as U.S. president, followed immediately by the death of
Joseph Stalin. Eisenhower, while committed to a nuclear strategy (socalled massive retaliation) in waging the Cold War, did not hesitate to
turn to the United Nations to encourage peaceful uses of atomic energy
through international cooperation. As early as December 1953, he went
before the General Assembly to propose the establishment of a new
international agency for carrying out this task. An earlier Atomic Energy
Commission had been established by the United Nations General
Assembly in 1946, but it had fallen victim to the growing tension
between the two Cold War protagonists, and the Soviet Union had
withdrawn from the body in 1952. This time, however, the post-Stalin
leadership in Moscow was more receptive, and when in 1955 the United
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Nations sponsored a conference of scientists in Geneva, the Soviet
Union as well as Czechoslovakia sent delegates.9 The technology was
there, the participants agreed; what was lacking was the will, a determination on the part of governments and citizens alike to shift nuclear
power away from military to civilian use, not just in the countries that
had already developed nuclear weapons but also in others in need of
alternative energy supplies. How those countries could be provided
with nuclear power without their turning it to military purposes was the
crucial question, and remarkably the United States, the Soviet Union,
and virtually all member states in the United Nations agreed that the
best way to solve the question was through the establishment of an international agency. Such an agency would make sure that nations did not
use nuclear energy for other than peaceful ends. In 1956, representatives
from twelve countries, including the two superpowers, met in New
York to plan for the founding of such an organization, and in the following year, the United Nations oYcially created the International
Atomic Energy Agency.10
Nor was this the only instance of big-power cooperation at the world
organization. In 1958 the United States and the Soviet Union both submitted proposals to the world organization for “peaceful uses of outer
space.” SigniWcantly, such steps were taken in the immediate aftermath
of the launching of Sputnik, the Wrst space satellite. The launch had obvious military implications, and the United States countered by stepping
up its own missile program. At the same time, however, Moscow and
Washington were willing to cooperate in research in outer space. The
General Assembly naturally welcomed such initiatives, and in 1959 it
voted to set up a permanent committee on peaceful uses of outer space.11
These beginnings, however modest, in international cooperation
show that the themes of confrontation and conXict should not blind us
to aspects of international aVairs during the 1950s that do not Wt neatly
into the Cold War framework. Moreover, such instances of cooperation
were grounded on the activities of individuals and organizations that
never gave up their eVorts to mitigate geopolitical tensions and to seek
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areas in which nations could work together. Lawrence S. Wittner has
chronicled in detail the existence of informal networks of scientists in
the early 1950s and their eVorts at organizing themselves as an eVective
voice for peace.12 PaciWst organizations in various countries were actively
engaged in campaigns to limit the testing and manufacturing of nuclear
weapons. A graphic example of a nongovernmental initiative was the
grassroots movement in Japan against such weapons. It was triggered by
the Daigo Fukuryu Maru (Lucky Dragon, Number Five) incident of March
1954, when the United States Navy tested hydrogen bombs near the
Bikini atoll in the central PaciWc. The Japanese Wshing vessel was in the
area but, its captain later reported, it did not receive warning to stay
away. As a result, the crew were exposed to radioactivity from the “black
ashes,” and one of them subsequently died. The United States Navy as
well as the State Department at Wrst sought to ignore the aVair and even
suggested that the fuss being made in Japan was an anti-U.S. conspiracy
that communists and radicals orchestrated.13 But the Japanese press was
persistent in trying to get at the facts and succeeded in interviewing
some victims of the nuclear fallout. While the government in Tokyo
sought to cope with the crisis through quiet negotiation with Washington, nongovernmental individuals and organizations began to call for a
ban on nuclear weapons. The movement was unprecedented in postwar
Japanese society in that the initiative came not from communists and
radicals, as had been the case earlier, but from citizens and grassroots
organizations not aYliated with any of the existing political parties. A
nationwide campaign to collect signatures was launched, and in August
1955 a world conference against atomic and hydrogen bombs was convened in Hiroshima. It was preceded by a declaration by Albert Einstein,
Bertrand Russell, Yukawa Hideki (a nuclear physicist and Japan’s Wrst
Nobel laureate), and Wve other prominent intellectuals to appeal to the
powers to stop the manufacture, testing, and use of nuclear weapons.
The Hiroshima gathering, coming on the heels of the declaration,
was notable for its scope and for its consequences. It attracted several
hundred participants from the United States, Europe, and Asia, all of
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whom pledged to continue the movement. Within a month, some of the
Japanese leaders of the movement organized a Japan Committee against
Atomic and Hydrogen Bombs, a permanent nongovernmental organization. Many counterpart organizations were established elsewhere,
ranging from the Pugwash Conferences on Science and World AVairs (a
periodic gathering of scientists from both sides of the Iron Curtain to
discuss nuclear arms control) to grassroots movements in the United
States, Britain, and elsewhere for abolition of nuclear weapons.
Establishing a direct connection between these movements and the
policies of the powers concerning nuclear armament would be diYcult,
although a recent study by Matthew Evangelista shows that the
“transnationalism” of the Pugwash group ultimately succeeded in persuading the Soviet government to change course, “to end the Cold
War.”14 (For its work, spanning four decades, the Pugwash Conferences
received the Nobel Peace Prize in 1995.) At the very least, we must juxtapose these nongovernmental initiatives with the eVorts of the United
Nations as well as of various governments to do something about the
continued testing, development, and possible proliferation of such
weapons. Together, governments, intergovernmental organizations, and
nongovernmental organizations were arousing the consciousness of people throughout the world about the dangers of nuclear war. What is particularly signiWcant for our story is that such awareness went beyond
concerns with individual countries’ well-being and pointed to a worldwide problem whose solution must also be global in scope.
Nowhere was this phenomenon more graphically illustrated than by
the energetic participation of women’s organizations in the antinuclear
movement. Women spoke not simply as representatives of their respective countries but as mothers and grandmothers worried about the possible contamination of milk and other food items given to their children
and grandchildren. As a speaker stated at the 1952 national convention
of the Young Women’s Christian Association, “The desire for peace has
always been strong in the hearts of all women, for war brings a special
kind of suVering to the mothers, sisters, wives, and sweethearts of
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men.”15 This had always been the language of women’s peace movements, but the threat of nuclear war made it a far more poignant
reminder of women’s relationship to world peace than ever before.
Concerned over the eVects of radiation caused by nuclear tests, an
American “wife and mother,” Dagmar Wilson, got together with other
women and founded Women Strike for Peace in 1961. “End the Arms
Race—Not the Human Race” was its slogan, an excellent illustration of
the connection among the nuclear question, women’s issues, and global
awareness.16 Most of this organization’s original female leaders came
from SANE ( National Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy), which
was established in 1957 through the initiative of Clarence Pickett, of the
American Friends Service Committee, and Norman Cousins, editor of
the Saturday Evening Review. (The Friends, or Quakers, were among the
most active participants in the movement against nuclear testing in the
PaciWc Ocean. Some of them tried to take a ship, named the Golden Rule,
to stop hydrogen-bomb tests in the South PaciWc. Although they were
detained in Hawaii and never reached their destination, this episode is
often cited as the precedent for the later and more dramatic activities by
the Rainbow Warrior, the vessel belonging to Greenpeace, the environmental organization established in 1970.)17
SANE, too, embraced the language of global community; one of its
Wrst public statements, published in the New York Times, boldly asserted,
“The sovereignty of the human community comes before all others—
before the sovereignty of groups, tribes, or nations. In that community,
man has natural rights. He has the right to live and grow, to breathe
unpoisoned air, to work on uncontaminated soil.” The statement was a
courageous reassertion of internationalism, now considered of greater
value and urgency than ever before because of the threat of nuclear war
and contamination. Its authors established an explicit connection, or
rather a hierarchy of loyalty, between the sovereign state and the entire
globe by declaring, “There can be no security for America unless we can
establish and keep vital connections with the world’s people, unless
there is some moral grandeur to our purposes, unless what we do is
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directed to the cause of human life and the free man.”18 Given such language, it is not surprising that many female members of SANE went on
to provide leadership for their own organizations to promote the cause.
Although their activities would become notable only in the 1960s, their
origins clearly lay in the initiatives taken during the preceding decade.
Besides seeking to prevent a nuclear catastrophe and to explore ways
for peaceful uses of atomic energy, various individuals and organizations
sought other ways of bringing the nations and peoples of the world
closer together, in particular promoting contact between the two sides in
the Cold War. This latter objective was very diYcult to carry out, given
the tense international atmosphere throughout the 1950s. Any attempt
at establishing contact across the Iron Curtain was suspect. Nevertheless, even the governments in Washington and Moscow showed an
interest in some exchange programs. True, these would be oYcially
sanctioned and monitored exchanges; as Walter Hixson has shown,
“cultural inWltration” and propaganda were considered vital means of
waging the Cold War by the United States, and no doubt the same thing
could be said of the Soviet Union.19 Even here, however, the leaders in
both countries recognized the importance of what John Foster Dulles
called “U.S.-Russian people-to-people relationships.” The policy was
formulated by the United States Information Agency in 1955 and was
endorsed by both Dulles and President Eisenhower. The USIA had an
OYce of Private Cooperation, which selected citizens to head some
forty-two committees to promote contact across national boundaries.
For instance, the music committee chose Van Cliburn to enter the
Moscow Music Festival in 1957. His winning Wrst prize was a major contribution to private cultural exchange between the United States and the
Soviet Union.20 Eisenhower was an enthusiastic supporter of such programs, for, as he said, “people are what count,” and “every international
problem is in reality a human problem.” 21 Both the president and
Secretary of State Dulles endorsed the idea of reciprocal exhibitions “to
be devoted to the demonstration of the development of each of its science, technology, and culture.”22 The result was the holding of a Soviet
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show in New York and an American exhibition of consumer goods in
Moscow, both held in 1959. These instances, as well as the two governments being signatories to several student-exchange agreements during
the 1950s, suggest that grassroots contact was never lacking even in the
middle of an intensiWed nuclear rivalry and that private individuals and
organizations, with governmental support, continued to play important
roles in the story. (The estimate is that between 1958 and 1961, over
three hundred projects were undertaken by various U.S. organizations
that sent close to four thousand Americans to the Soviet Union; a similar number of Soviet citizens came to the United States in connection
with their projects. Also during this period, thirty-Wve hundred
American tourists visited the Soviet Union, and twelve hundred Soviets
reciprocated.23 These tours, of course, were arranged through private
and semigovernmental organizations, another instance indicating the
role of nongovernmental organizations.)
Special mention should be made of the American Friends Service
Committee, whose leader, Clarence Pickett, was a cofounder of SANE.
With its headquarters in Philadelphia, the organization was among the
most inXuential during the 1950s (and beyond) to engage in nongovernmental activities to mitigate the seriousness of the Cold War. In a report
published in 1949, American-Russian Relations: Some Constructive Considerations, the Committee had asserted that the United States and the
Soviet Union, instead of confronting one another all over the world,
should accept the idea of coexistence.24 To carry out what they were
preaching, a group of Quakers, led by Pickett, traveled to Russia in 1955
and visited several provincial cities as well as Moscow. (They were not,
however, the Wrst Quaker group to travel to the Soviet Union. Seven
English Friends went to Moscow and Kiev in 1951, and a reciprocal
group of Russians visited Britain in 1954.) Pickett’s group later published
a ninety-four-page booklet about their experience, Meeting the Russians:
American Quakers Visit the Soviet Union. The authors were not naïve; they
clearly understood the nature of the Soviet system of government whose
stress on ideological conformity and military preparedness seemed to
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preclude any possibility of an accommodation with the capitalist countries. Still, the Friends believed that “the very emphasis [the Soviets] put
on the cult of science and on the dialectical nature of all phenomena may
make it easier for them eventually to recognize the contradictions
between their Marxist interpretations of reality and reality itself.” Even
more fundamentally, “Communists could not avoid being human beings
even if they wished to, and as human beings they are far too complex to
be adequately explained by their own doctrines.” Such views were
conWrmed when the American visitors traveled across the Soviet Union,
visiting Moscow, Leningrad, Alma-Ata, Tashkent, Stalingrad, and other
cities. They were met with “innumerable examples of . . . unaVected
friendliness and hospitality,” and came away convinced that if, “instead
of rivalry and suspicion, we are to look forward with hope that our two
great powers can learn to work toward the common welfare of the
world,” eVorts should be redoubled by “voluntary forces” and “small
groups” within the United States to reach out to Soviet society.25
Voluntary forces and small groups—these were precisely the nongovernmental organizations that were seeking to contribute to an alternative deWnition of international aVairs, away from the superpower confrontation. Their activities—antinuclear movements, eVorts to develop
peaceful uses of atomic energy, and grassroots contact across the Iron
Curtain—were responses to the heightened tensions of the Cold War.
They were attempts at mitigating the tensions and developing a vision of
human, global community.
It was not just in connection with the Cold War, however, that international nongovernmental organizations as well as intergovernmental
organizations asserted themselves as important actors throughout the
1950s. They continued to be involved in such traditional transnational
activities as humanitarian relief and cultural exchange, and many of
them began to focus on relatively newer areas such as development,
human rights, and the environment. Most of these activities had little or
nothing to do with big-power politics, but they aVected the fortunes and
well-being of the world’s population just as critically as the Cold War.
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To start with, humanitarian relief remained as important as earlier.
Relief of areas devastated during the Second World War was now of
lesser urgency, but newer wars and civil strife, ranging from the Korean
War to the famine in China during the period of the “great leap forward” (1958–1962), invited humanitarian activities. Moreover, decolonization of Asia and the Middle East was often accompanied by civil war
and disorder, necessitating eVorts to alleviate hunger and disease. Many
migrated from former colonies to metropolitan countries; for instance,
the number of immigrant workers from former British colonies in the
Caribbean, South Asia, and Africa numbered over 200,000 in 1951, and
nearly 550,000 ten years later.26 These people needed special care in
health, housing, and education. Where governmental programs proved
inadequate, intergovernmental and nongovernmental organizations had
to step in.
Among the most notable achievements in humanitarian relief was in
the medical Weld. The World Health Organization was the most active,
thanks to its status as an agency of the United Nations. Already at the
beginning of the 1950s, over seventy nations had joined the organization. Both at its headquarters in Geneva and in various regional oYces,
it devoted itself to collaborative research for the eradication of epidemic
and endemic diseases and to service to many countries, especially those
that became newly independent, in carrying out public health programs.27 The organization standardized the system of issuing certiWcates
of vaccination (against smallpox, cholera, and other diseases) that all
travelers would carry with them when going abroad. The health organization also spearheaded a movement to eradicate malaria by distributing
DDT to kill mosquitoes.28 Although this goal was not (and still has not
been) achieved, the campaign was important because it expressed the
Wrst signiWcant challenge by an international body to what many considered the most grave danger to human health. Such eVorts went on irrespective of the nuclear arms buildup and other incidents of the Cold
War. True, the United States, as the major donor of funds to the World
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Health Organization, tended to see the eradication of malaria as a worthy cause that would demonstrate the West’s stronger commitment to
Third World welfare in the global competition with the Soviet Union.
But the latter was also a member of the organization, as were most other
socialist countries, and little is gained from viewing this and other international bodies simply as arenas for the drama of the Cold War. Without denying that Cold War considerations frequently intruded upon
humanitarian endeavors, we should recognize that at the very moment
when humankind was becoming frightened of the spectacle of a nuclear
war, serious and at least partially successful attempts were being made to
save lives through international cooperation.
Other agencies supplemented the work of the World Health Organization. In 1954 the Medical Assistance Programs International was
founded, bringing together doctors and nurses from Europe and North
America for service overseas. In Asia, the Colombo Plan, adopted at a
meeting of the foreign ministers of the British Commonwealth in
January 1950, became an instrument for interregional cooperation in
health care. Although initially only the member states of the Commonwealth participated in the Plan, it soon came to involve other countries,
including Japan. The latter had suYciently recovered from the war that
in 1955, it began sending specialists to countries in the Middle East and
Africa to help them deal with the scourge of tuberculosis. Service Civil
International, whose history, as noted earlier, went back to 1920, began
to shift its attention from relief of war-devastated areas of Europe to that
in other parts of the world. During the 1950s, the organization sent volunteers to Pakistan, Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco, and other countries
suVering from political disorder and economic chaos following their
decolonization. Local branches were set up in India, Algeria, Lebanon,
and Jordan. Work camps were established in Israel and Japan to bring
volunteers of these and other countries together for cooperative activities. There was even a joint work camp with Polish youth organizations
in 1955, and another that opened in the Soviet Union in 1958 through
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cooperation with the Union of Soviet Youth. (Interestingly, in that year
the United States government allowed conscientious objectors to work
for Service Civil International.)29
The list of nongovernmental organizations established during the
1950s primarily for undertaking humanitarian projects is long. To cite a
few notable examples, in 1953 the International Voluntary Service was
created by Protestant and Catholic groups in Europe and North
America to provide emergency relief to victims of civil wars as well as of
natural disasters and malnutrition. A few years later, Robert Andrew
Hingson, director of anesthesia at the University Hospitals of Cleveland, conducted a medical survey of the world’s poorer countries and, on
returning home, founded My Brother’s Keeper, “a volunteer, nonsectarian group dedicated to the purpose of linking America’s vast medical resources to global health care needs.” The organization, which
soon changed its name to the Brother’s Brother Foundation (a Nigerian
student told Hingson, “We don’t need a keeper; we need a brother.”),
initially focused on providing immunizations in developing nations,
until the World Health Organization took over most of the work. (In the
subsequent decades, the Brother’s Brother Foundation was to grow into
one of the major organizations to send volunteer medical service personnel to needy countries.)30 Outside the United States, there were
equally important developments. In France, the Association Mondiale
de Lutte contre la Faim was established in 1956. One of many humanitarian organizations that emerged in France, its founding was inspired
by the Catholic Church. Although vexing problems of Vietnam, Algeria,
and elsewhere were still plaguing the nation, the Church was ready to
take the initiative in organizing relief eVorts. While the Association
Mondiale was designed as an international body, as an expression of
Catholic charity throughout the world, a more nationally focused
agency, the Comité Française contre la Faim, was set up in 1960 to help
Algerian victims of the colonial war.31 In the meantime, Voluntary
Service Overseas was founded in Britain in 1958, and Campaign against
Hunger and Disease in the World in Germany in the same year. These
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instances show that by the late 1950s, Western European nations,
including West Germany, had suYciently recovered from the devastation of the Second World War that their citizens and private organizations were willing to undertake systematic eVorts to alleviate medical
and nutritional problems in the rest of the world. Japan, too, began to
participate in international relief activities. In 1960 some of its Christian
leaders organized the Overseas Christian Medical Cooperation Service,
which observers regard as the Wrst postwar Japanese nongovernmental
organization in the Weld of international humanitarian service.
In such a list of humanitarian organizations, one notices the absence
of those concerned with the disabled. The 1948 Universal Declaration
on Human Rights asserted the principle of nondiscrimination of all categories of people (women, minorities, political dissidents) except for the
disabled.32 This is a puzzling omission, considering that the disabled—
physically, mentally, and emotionally—make up a signiWcant portion
(some say as much as 3 percent) of the world’s population. About the
only international organization that addressed the needs of the disabled
was Rehabilitation International, established in Geneva in 1929 to help
war veterans who had been wounded and otherwise incapacitated reintegrate into society. The same organization worked with veterans of the
Second World War, but during the 1950s, it began to concern itself with
nonveterans as well, especially those injured in workplaces. Stressing the
need to “rehabilitate” such people, Rehabilitation International held
conferences in Sweden, the Netherlands, Britain, Denmark, and Germany. That only European countries hosted these gatherings suggests
that at that time, there was as yet no worldwide concern with the disabled—something that would have to wait till the following decades.
In the meantime, some organizations were going beyond traditional
humanitarian relief and beginning to concern themselves with what
came to be known as “developmental assistance,” oVering economic,
technical, and other types of aid to “developing” (often referred to as
“underdeveloped”) countries. Programs for developmental assistance, as
distinct from economic relief and rehabilitation, were slow to develop in
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the immediate postwar years; such assistance implied a long-term commitment, not a temporary alleviation of suVering from war or civil war,
and involved a perception of international relations in which richer,
technologically more advanced countries were expected to help less
developed countries. This was a major commitment and required a
reconceptualization of international aVairs. It was by no means certain
that such reconceptualization would occur at a time when Cold War
tensions increased after 1949, especially with the outbreak of the Korean
War in 1950. Precisely for that reason, however, prominent leaders
from developing nations, such as Abdel Nasser of Egypt, Jawaharlal
Nehru of India, and Achmed Sukarno of Indonesia, insisted time and
again that their needs and priorities were diVerent from those of the protagonists in the Cold War, and that the richer countries, instead of trying to divert their resources to improving their respective nuclear arsenals, should share their technology, resources, and wealth with poorer
countries eager to transform themselves.
Taking heed of such voices, the United Nations established a Special
United Nations Fund for Economic Development in 1951 and a Committee for Industrial Development in 1960. These organizations provided the institutional apparatus for the study of developmental assistance. What they envisaged was no less than the creation of a network of
countries and agencies throughout the world that would promote the
economic development of nations as an international objective, not as a
means for waging Cold War. Much of the funding for the realization of
such a vision would come from the United Nations and, therefore, from
its member states with their own interests and agendas. Moreover, during the 1950s the main source of funds was the World Bank, which
established an International Finance Corporation in 1956 to subsidize
private enterprise projects in Third World countries.33 Because the
World Bank was dominated by the United States and its European
allies, and because it emphasized private enterprises, one could argue
that these activities still were not far removed from the geopolitical realities of the world. Nevertheless, both the United Nations and the World
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Bank pursued aid policies that were oriented diVerently from the waging
of the Cold War. For instance, the massive economic and technical assistance these organizations extended to India was based on diVerent criteria from its perceived position in the bipolar world. Indeed, the aid programs were designed to unite the world community, not to keep it
divided.34 Likewise, the Asian and African nations participating in the
Bandung conference of 1955 considered various proposals for promoting regional cooperation with regard to economic development and
trade expansion.35 Little of anything speciWc emerged at this time, and
the Bandung group of nations did not succeed in creating a system comparable to the European Economic Community. Nevertheless, economic development was by then a widely used concept. China and Japan
both sent delegates to the conference, and they agreed with their counterparts from other countries (including India and Pakistan, with their
conXicting geopolitical interests) that there was room for cooperation in
this realm, irrespective of the vicissitudes of the Cold War.
That developmental assistance was becoming an international concern of nongovernmental organizations as well may be seen in the
founding, in 1957, of the Society for International Development. It
started from a meeting of development specialists in Washington to
exchange information and experience. That professional personnel specializing in developmental problems already existed is an interesting
phenomenon, suggesting that by the middle of the decade, these problems were beginning to be seen as requiring training. (Haverford
College, a small liberal arts institution, was then oVering a graduate program in technical assistance.) However, as the Society’s oYcial history
admits, at Wrst “it was uncertain” speciWcally how “international development” could be promoted.36 It was only during the 1960s that the
organization became larger, more international, and better equipped
with intellectual expertise and administrative skills to carry out its objectives. But it was not alone in calling the nation’s and the world’s attention
to Third World problems. The Ford Foundation, by far the largest philanthropic body in the United States at that time (in 1954 it dispensed
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some $68 million, four times the amount expended by the next largest
organization, the Rockefeller Foundation) became very interested in
developmental issues. Under the presidency of H. Rowan Gaither
(1953–1956), the Ford Foundation established an Overseas Development OYce to fund development projects abroad, which were being
undertaken not only by U.S. but also by European organizations.37 The
estimate is that by 1960, some 69 percent of private funds for overseas
assistance was going to Asian countries, while 11 percent went to Latin
America and 6 percent to Africa.38 It may be surmised that the bulk of
these amounts was earmarked for developmental programs.
To say that such activities were totally private initiatives, independent
of governmental input or intervention, would be an exaggeration. As
Brian Smith has pointed out, governments periodically contributed funds
to various organizations engaged in developmental assistance, and in so
doing sought to make use of the latter in implementing projects that
were in line with state policy. Sometimes oYcials found it prudent to
make use of nongovernmental organizations to work with their counterparts abroad as recipients of economic assistance, rather than dealing
directly with host governments. But these were by no means cases of
nongovernmental organizations automatically doing their respective
governments’ bidding. Smith notes that more often than not, the former
took the latter’s money but followed their own sense of priorities. Indeed,
by encouraging the establishment of networks of nongovernmental organizations among aid giving and receiving countries, oYcials may indeed
have been unwittingly promoting the growth of such organizations.39
At bottom was a vision, shared by intergovernmental organizations
and international nongovernmental organizations alike, that the developing nations of the world should be closely integrated into the international economy. Theories of economic development were in their
infancy at that time, and one of the most inXuential writings on the subject, W. W. Rostow’s Stages of Economic Growth (1960), was less an argument for internationalism than “a non-Communist manifesto,” as the
book’s subtitle indicated. The MIT economist saw development as the
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key theme in the global contest between the West and the Soviet Union
and asserted that the best strategy to prevent the latter from dominating
the non-Western parts of the world was to ensure that their economic
development took place through the infusion of capital and technology
from the West. This kind of developmentalism was clearly seen as an
instrument for waging the Cold War, not as a call for an integrated
global society.
Nevertheless, even such ideas could serve internationalist purposes.
The underlying assumption was that all countries went through “stages
of economic growth,” the stage of “modernization” being the crucial
one. A country became “modernized” when its economy “took oV,”
departing from centuries of agricultural production for industrialization.
Although modernization theory was and has been criticized as
Eurocentric, imagining a teleology in which all countries followed the
same path of historical evolution as the West, at least it suggested the
possibility of conceptually linking diVerent parts of the world, with their
diVerent histories, in an overarching framework.40 (An entry in the
International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, published in 1968, deWned
modernization as “the process of social change whereby less developed
societies acquire characteristics common to more developed societies.”41
Such a notion would be subjected to increasing criticism during the
1960s, but the deWnition may have been an accurate reXection of the
thinking in the 1950s that saw possibilities for global transformation
through modernization.)
Even the critics of developmentalism and modernization theory at
that time sought to formulate an alternative viewpoint that was also
global in scope. For instance, the assumption that somehow development would take place in all parts of the world through capital investment and technology transfer was challenged by the Argentine economist and banker, Raul Prebisch, who chaired the United Nations
Economic Commission for Latin America at that time. He and his colleagues argued that the relationship between the developed and underdeveloped parts of the world was one of the latter’s “dependency” on the
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former, and that this disparity could be overcome only through the
state-led strategy of “import substitution” by which less developed
nations would seek to reduce their dependence on the industrial
economies.42 Such a view, postulating a world economic system consisting of the “center” and the “periphery,” proved extremely inXuential, but
this, too, was an attempt at developing a global view of economic aVairs.
Whether inspired by Rostow, Prebisch, or others, the nations of the
world did come to consider development a global concern, to such an
extent that in 1961, the United Nations decided to call the new decade
“a decade of development.”
ReXecting the global scope of the problem of development, developmental assistance frequently entailed exchange programs to bring
oYcials, intellectuals, businesspeople, and others from Third World
countries to more advanced nations for education and training. Not surprisingly, the Ford Foundation saw one of its principal missions as the
promotion both of economic development and of educational exchange.
The foundation had, immediately after the war, funded exchange programs with European nations and would continue to do so in the 1950s.
At the same time, this and other organizations increasingly shifted their
attention to the Third World and funded programs for exchanges of persons between the United States on one hand and Asian, African, and
Latin American countries on the other. The purpose was to help produce
a suYcient number of Third World experts in economics, engineering,
applied mathematics, and related subjects so that they would play a role
in the development of their respective countries. But such programs were
not conWned to the United States. Great Britain, France, Germany, and
other European countries, as well as the Soviet Union likewise interested
themselves in bringing young leaders from Asia and Africa for training
purposes. The Cold War was undeniably one context in which such
exchanges took place, but only one. In the history of international organizations, these programs held signiWcance in that rather than perpetuating the division of the world into two geopolitical camps, they served to
establish additional networks among diVerent parts of the world.
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Exchanges between developed and developing nations were part of a
larger phenomenon: the educational and cultural exchanges throughout
the world were regaining their prewar level of intensity and were already
beginning to surpass it. Perhaps the most famous example, the Fulbright
program, expanded spectacularly during the 1950s. At its inception in
1948, there were faculty and student exchanges under the program with
only Wve countries, and only forty-eight Americans and thirty-six overseas participants were its beneWciaries. By 1958, thirty-six countries,
1,734 Americans, and 2,670 foreign nationals were involved.43 That the
increase took place despite vehement attacks by Senator Joseph R.
McCarthy, who insinuated that communists and subversives had been
selected as participants, suggests widespread acceptance of educational
exchanges.44
The Fulbright program was only one of many undertakings that sent
American scholars and students abroad and invited their counterparts to
the United States. During the 1950s, U.S. foundations, colleges and universities, and other organizations brought thousands of additional visitors for study and travel. They seem to have paid particular attention to
exchanges with Germany and Japan as a way to bring about postwar reconciliation and cooperation. The estimate is that more Germans were
being invited to visit the United States under governmental and nongovernmental auspices than individuals from any other country.
Altogether some Wfteen thousand Germans (including over two thousand Fulbrighters) crossed the Atlantic during the decade and, as Oliver
Schmidt has shown, they were instrumental in establishing networks of
communication between Germany and the United States—and, equally
important, between Germany and other Western European countries.
For such exchanges were part of a larger phenomenon: the intellectual
and cultural reintegration of West Germany into the postwar Atlantic
community.45 This was not just cultural window dressing for the military
alliance that was being forged, however. Germans and Americans who
were involved in exchange programs were convinced that solid intellectual and cultural understanding was the key to a stable relationship. Such
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a relationship had to be an equal one; while the bulk of the initial funding came from the United States, German exchange scholars, journalists, and students were encouraged to make their own input. After they
went home, they would do their part in building bridges, with their
compatriots as well as with Americans and other Europeans residing in
the country. In this process, not just Germans but Americans and others
were also being transformed.
Such transformation as a consequence of the self-conscious, sponsored intermingling across national boundaries in peacetime made the
post-1945 years unique. Earlier, in most instances only the rich and the
privileged had an opportunity to associate themselves with people of
other lands, the local rich and the privileged. Now, however, governments and nongovernmental institutions were encouraging private associations on a massive scale. The implications of such a phenomenon for
international relations were far-reaching. It may be more accurate to say
that the meaning of international relations became broader because of
these interchanges. They were creating a sense of transnational experience to a degree unprecedented in history, and this sense was subtly
transforming the world community. David Lodge, the English writer,
has captured the signiWcance of this transformation in his autobiographical novel Out of the Shelter (1970). Lodge was sixteen years old when he
visited Heidelberg in 1951 to see his aunt, who was working for the
United States Army. The trip was, he writes, “one of the formative experiences” of his life. Not just for him alone, but for the British and
Americans he saw, a new world seemed to be opening up. “Back home,”
an American in Heidelberg observes in the novel, many of his compatriots residing in Germany would be “nobodies, sitting in their backyards, wondering if they could aVord to change their cars this year, planning a vacation in Atlantic City. But here they can live like kings. Europe
is their playground.”46 That captures the emerging transnationalism of
the age, aVecting both victors and vanquished in the last war.47
Similar developments could be observed in exchange programs
involving Japan, although the scale was less than that for Germany, and
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the bulk of educational exchanges was with the United States, with far
fewer opportunities to forge links with Asian countries at that time.
Some twenty-eight hundred Japanese students and scholars were invited
to study in the United States under the Fulbright program between 1951
and 1962, and over Wve hundred American Fulbrighters went to Japan.48
But even before 1951, when the San Francisco peace treaty oYcially
terminated the state of war between the two countries, GARIOA (Government and Relief in Occupied Areas) funds had been made available
for these purposes. Equally important were a number of private initiatives that enabled Japanese and Americans to resume their peacetime
exchanges. St. Paul’s School in Concord, New Hampshire, for instance,
invited high school students from Japan for two years of education.49
The idea of bringing teenagers from Japan, to have them serve as symbols of the two countries’ reconciliation and renewed friendship, harked
back to the prewar years, when a number of private programs had
Wnanced study for young Japanese in the United States. One example
had been the Edgar A. Bancroft Foundation, established in honor of an
American ambassador who served in Japan during the 1920s. The foundation had sent several young men to study in American colleges, and
the program was resumed in 1953. Another prewar ambassador, Joseph
C. Grew, was instrumental in setting up a foundation that bore his name,
for similar purposes.50 The Wrst four students in the program, having just
graduated from high school, left for the United States in 1953. A largerscale organization devoted to shorter-term exchanges was Youth for
Understanding International Exchange, established in 1951 to promote
world peace and understanding through young people’s “home-stay”
experiences. Japan and Germany were active participants in the program
from early on.
The American Friends Service Committee, which was actively seeking to build bridges to the Soviet-bloc nations, was also organizing
international seminars and workshops in Germany and Japan as well as
other countries. At a time when nongovernmental international gatherings were still rare, it energetically sought to bring young people of var-
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ious countries together to share their ideas and to work together on
humanitarian projects. By the mid-1950s Friends’ international seminars and workshops were arenas for the gathering of young men and
women from all over the world. College students from the United
States began to attend them in Japan starting in 1955, living with local
families or in university dormitories for a common experience with people from Japan and other countries of Asia, Africa, and Europe. Here
again, besides opening new channels of communication between Americans and Japanese, such opportunities were instrumental in eVecting the
Wrst phase of postwar reconciliation between Japan and the countries it
had occupied.
Within Europe, in the meantime, cultural exchange was being viewed
as equally important to economic integration. In 1957, the year when
France, West Germany, Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands, and Luxembourg established the European Economic Community, these countries
also set up a European Atomic Community (Euratom) for cooperative
development of nuclear power. Such regional organizations stood outside the framework of the Cold War. These same nations, together with
the United States, Britain, and others, were also working to strengthen
their collective defenses against the Soviet-bloc countries, which established their own regional security system, the Warsaw Pact, in 1955, the
same year that West Germany was admitted to the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization. In the history of international nongovernmental
organizations, however, what is signiWcant is that economic and cultural
cooperation was being promoted just as vigorously as military coordination, and that negotiations that culminated in regional economic and
atomic communities had little to do with the vicissitudes in the Cold
War drama. In fact, some initiatives in the cultural direction were
intended to mitigate the geopolitical tensions of a divided Europe. In
1954 European nations signed a cultural convention, the Wrst of its kind
after the war, to promote exchange programs not just among Western
Europeans but also between them and the people of Eastern Europe.
From the agreement resulted a number of initiatives by teachers and
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scholars of various countries to come together to discuss the teaching of
history and other subjects. The teaching of history was particularly
important, as educators understood the signiWcant roles history textbooks had played in strengthening exclusionary nationalism. With the
lessons of the two wars fresh on their minds, French and German historians and teachers conferred frequently to Wnd ways of writing joint textbooks. For Germans this involved the rewriting of much recent history
to repudiate the Nazi version of their nation’s past. They were willing to
undertake the task in cooperation not only with their French counterparts but also with Polish teachers and scholars. Textbooks jointly
authored by German and Polish historians began to be written in the
1950s, a sure sign that not every aspect of European international aVairs
had to do with the U.S.-Soviet confrontation.51
Outside of the United States and Europe, too, cultural exchange
attracted the attention of many countries. This could best be seen in the
workings of UNESCO, whose membership increased from Wfty-nine
nations in 1950 to ninety-nine by 1960. The increase reXected the coming into existence of newly independent states, all of which were eager
to play a role in international cultural relations and establish their
respective national commissions. Their self-consciousness and assertive
self-identity, as well as their eagerness to promote cultural exchange,
were evident already at a conference organized by UNESCO in New
Delhi in 1954 on the theme of “the concept of man and the philosophy
of education in East and West.”52 The dichotomizing of East and West
was nothing new; most recently, wartime Japanese propaganda had
made much of the alleged contrast between Eastern and Western values.
The war had discredited the Japanese construction of the dichotomy,
but not the fascination with the question of the relationship between
East and West itself. India’s Nehru, for instance, was deeply interested in
the question, as was virtually every leader of the newly independent
Asian states. The reason may well have been that the East was becoming more and more a concrete reality, as a result of the decolonization of
European empires. With China under a communist regime and India
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and Indonesia asserting their “third” way in the Cold War, it was important to try to see if these countries could still communicate with Western
nations. But even apart from such Cold War considerations, there was a
sense that international understanding hinged increasingly on mutual
appreciation among diVerent cultures. The widespread belief was that
not just by spreading Western values or transferring Western technology to the East, but also by bringing the two perspectives together,
would it become possible for the countries of the world to build a solid
basis for a stable international order.
These ideas were reiterated at a meeting of the Indian national commission of UNESCO, held in 1954. Representatives from Afghanistan,
Ceylon, Egypt, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Japan, Lebanon, Nepal, and Syria
were invited to attend, a good indication of the degree to which postcolonial societies were evincing an interest in international cultural relations. (Japan was an exception, but its presence in New Delhi—two
years before the nation was admitted into the United Nations—was one
of the Wrst instances of the country’s participation in an international
conference after it regained sovereignty.) At the meeting, the participants once again stressed the importance of fostering communication
between Eastern and Western civilizations. An interesting question is
whether such an emphasis would have been there if delegates from the
People’s Republic of China had been invited. China was still represented
in UNESCO and most other international organizations by the
Nationalist regime in Taiwan, so that mainland Chinese did not participate in the cultural dialogue going on among other Asian countries.
(Beijing did participate in the Bandung conference of 1955, where a
committee on cultural cooperation considered various ways of promoting Asian-African cultural exchange. Little came of the discussion, however.)53 To the Chinese communists, “East” may well have meant the
Soviet-bloc, not Asian civilization, and “culture” may have had a highly
ideological content. Still, during the short period known as the “hundred Xowers campaign” of 1956–1957, when Beijing let China’s intellectuals voice their views freely, many expressed their curiosity about the
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extent of the communist country’s diVerence from Western nations,
some echoing the sentiment of other Asian countries that China should
be a bridge between Eastern and Western civilizations.54 In any event,
Asian countries were clearly doing their share in building their own networks of cultural communication and in that process helping to generate a sense of global community.
That sense was further fostered in two other areas where a great deal
of cross-national activity began to develop: human rights and the natural
environment. That human rights was already becoming a serious concern of international organizations can be seen in the fact that the
United Nations Human Rights Commission held a series of subcommission meetings and working group discussions throughout 1951. The
Korean War was still going on, and the United Nations Security
Council was an arena of acrimonious debate between the two sides in
the Cold War, but that did not prevent Washington and Moscow from
sending delegates to these subcommission meetings. And their proceedings provide a valuable glimpse not only into shared as well as contrasting perspectives on human rights, but also into the role of nongovernmental organizations.
As just one example, the Human Rights Commission’s “working
group on economic, social, and cultural projects” held a series of meetings in Geneva to provide a basis for the drafting of an international
covenant of human rights, a document that would give speciWcity to the
1948 universal declaration on human rights by indicating in what areas
those rights should be protected and promoted. Represented at the
working group’s sessions were eighteen countries, three aYliated agencies of the United Nations (UNESCO, the International Labor Organization, and the World Health Organization), and twenty-three nongovernmental organizations.
Listing these organizations indicates the range of international nongovernmental institutions that were concerned with human rights issues
at that time: the World Federation of Free Trade Unions, the International Federation of Free Trade Unions, the International Federation
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of Christian Trade Unions, the World Federation of United Nations
Associations, Caritas Internationalis, the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace, the Catholic International Union for Social
Service, the Commission of the Churches on International AVairs, the
Consultative Council of Jewish Organizations, Friends’ World Committee for Conciliation, the International Bureau of Penal Law, the International Council of Women, the International Federation of University
Women, the International Federation of Business and Professional
Women, the International League for the Rights of Man, the International Union for Child Welfare, the International Union of Catholic
Women’s Leagues, the Liaison Committee of Women’s International
Organizations, Pax Romana, Women’s International League for Peace
and Freedom, the World Jewish Congress, and the World’s Young
Women’s Christian Association.
A number of these organizations had been around for some time; for
instance, the history of the International Council of Women went back
to the 1880s.55 A few were sponsored by governmental agencies, often
covertly, to serve their respective national interests. Some associations of
free trade unions, for instance, are known to have been funded by the
United States Central Intelligence Agency to counter left-leaning tendencies of other countries’ labor organizations. Most of the previously
listed nongovernmental organizations, including recent creations such
as the International League for the Rights of Man and the International
Union for Child Welfare, had little to do with the geopolitical dramas of
the time. They were deeply interested in the question of human rights,
which they, as nongovernmental organizations, believed they were in a
unique position to promote. As a delegate of the World Jewish Congress
noted at one of these gatherings:
The United Nations, by its establishment of committees of
independent experts in various Welds and by the grant of consultative
status to non-governmental bodies, has recognized the legitimacy
and importance of non-governmental opinion as a factor in the
shaping of its policies . . . this non-governmental factor should
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be encouraged and strengthened as representing elements and
aspirations in international public opinion which must play a
signiWcant role in the development and consolidation of a genuine
world community.56

Such a statement, so characteristic of that time, indicated self-consciousness and self-conWdence on the part of nongovernmental organizations as important participants in international aVairs.
That six out of the twenty-three nongovernmental organizations
whose representatives attended the working group meetings were
women’s organizations shows a strong interest and determination that
any consideration of human rights must include the principle of the
equality of the sexes. During the 1950s, the International Labor Organization responded to the voices of these and other women’s associations
and adopted two conventions barring gender discrimination in the
workplace: the equal remuneration convention (1951) and the employment (discrimination) convention (1958). More than one hundred
nations were to ratify these two conventions during the subsequent
decades.57 (Historians have noted that in the United States at least, more
traditional ideas of womanhood pervaded domestic politics and social
relations during the 1950s. As such, to the extent that international
organizations were promoting women’s rights, they were paving the way
for what would develop as a worldwide movement for women’s liberation during the 1960s.)
Outside the principle of gender equality in the workplace, much
debate and disagreement surrounded the issue of what constituted
human rights. At the 1951 working group sessions, Jaime Torres-Bodet,
who had succeeded Julian Huxley as director-general of UNESCO,
stressed the right to education, while Brook Chisolm, director-general
of the World Health Organization, insisted, not surprisingly, that the
“enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health is one of the fundamental rights of every human being.” The delegates from Chile and
Egypt argued that economic, social, and cultural rights should be
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speciWed in any deWnition of human rights, while Eleanor Roosevelt,
representing the United States, demurred, remarking that these “rights”
did not come within her government’s understanding of human rights.
Her viewpoint, which other representatives of the Western world
shared—namely, that human rights were principally matters of individual conscience—contrasted sharply with that of Soviet-bloc and Third
World delegates, who tended to stress economic and social rights. On
this issue, the United States and its allies were willing to make concessions so as to complete the tasks of the working group. As Mrs.
Roosevelt said, the United States would be willing to view economic and
social rights as a matter of “aspirations,” if not as legally binding obligations. The same willingness to compromise was apparent when the delegates disagreed on the means of enforcing the practice of human rights.
The Soviet representative insisted that the matter should be left to each
government, whereas Mrs. Roosevelt stated that her government was
prepared “to surrender a certain amount of national sovereignty in an
eVort to join with the other nations of the world” in implementing the
human rights agreement, should it be ratiWed. In the end, the matter of
enforcement was left vague to accommodate these diVerences, but
despite such disagreement, the working group was able to conclude its
task and unanimously adopted a report enumerating a long list of items
on which the delegates had achieved agreement.58
These discussions, however limited in scope, were initiating a process
for implementing the principle of human rights throughout the globe.
Nations of the world, whatever their geopolitical policies, were trying to
see if they could jointly produce what Richard Falk would later call “a
scenario for the attainment of a transformed world order that embodied
the chief precepts of cosmopolitan democracy.”59 And the success, modest as it was, of such international eVorts owed itself to a great extent to
the energetic activities of nongovernmental organizations. That they
were already becoming quite visible and being recognized as important
contributors to the scenario may be seen in another meeting of the
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Human Rights Commission. Its subcommittee on the prevention of discrimination and protection of minorities held a series of meetings in
1952, and at one such meeting, a delegate proposed that a conference of
nongovernmental organizations be convened to coordinate their work in
the prevention of discrimination against minorities. As he said of these
organizations, “Their zeal, independence, and, in some cases, very considerable resources [make] their assistance indispensable.”60 The proposal was approved unanimously, with only one abstention; the delegates of both the United States and the Soviet Union voted for it,
indicating that they shared an awareness of the rising importance of
nongovernmental bodies in international aVairs. It was no accident that
the International Federation of Human Rights, originally founded in
Paris in 1922, resumed its work in 1958 and began cooperating closely
with the United Nations, the Council of Europe, and other international organizations.
Compared with human rights, there was far less international activity dealing with the natural environment. According to statistics made
available by the Union of International Associations, there were thirtythree international nongovernmental organizations concerned with
human rights in 1953, whereas only two existed in the area of the environment.61 This low Wgure is misleading, since it is possible to argue that
many antinuclear organizations were seriously concerned with the problem of atmospheric pollution. Moreover, besides the one major international organization, the International Union for the Protection of
Nature (its name was changed to the International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources in 1956), smaller organizations were beginning to appear, even if they were not registered with the
Union of International Associations. For instance, in 1957 the ScientiWc
Committee on Oceanic Research was established to focus on the preservation of marine life. And in the following year, the International
Council of ScientiWc Unions (organized in 1919) created two committees, one on space research and the other on Antarctic research.62 Still,
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the impression is inescapable that compared with the other types of
international activities that this chapter has sketched, the time for international environmental activism had not yet arrived.
Why was this the case? It may well be that environmental consciousness had not yet emerged on a global scale. “Until this point in history,”
UNESCO noted in 1968, “the nations of the world have lacked considered, comprehensive policies for managing the environment.” Although
small steps had been taken, “a threshold” would be reached only in the
1960s, generating a public awareness of the serious need for concerted
action.63 We should, however, not jump to the conclusion that the slow
development of international environmentalism was because of the Cold
War. After all, the intensiWcation of the Cold War did not prevent the
notable expansion of international organizations in so many Welds. Even
without much to show in this one area, they were contributing to
redeWning international relations during the 1950s. If by “international
relations” one means geopolitical realities such as balance of power,
armaments, and alliance systems, obviously the manifold activities by the
nonstate actors were of merely marginal relevance. But what were the
“realities”? After all, the Cold War, in postulating a third world war, was
as much in the realm of imagination as of reality. By the same token,
activities by international organizations to prevent the imagined world
war from becoming a reality, to feed the hungry, to help new nations to
undertake economic development, to promote educational exchanges,
and to seek ways of protecting human rights—these activities were no
less real than the geopolitics of the bipolar confrontation. If that confrontation was creating an atmosphere of fear and insecurity among
nations, international organizations were oVering hope, suggesting to
humankind that goodwill existed even in such a horrible world. They
were demonstrating the possibility that an alternative deWnition of
international aVairs might be developed, a deWnition that stressed global
interdependence rather than bipolar conXict and shared interests across
national boundaries rather than disparate national interests in a zerosum game of power politics. The intergovernmental organizations and
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international nongovernmental organizations did not change the geopolitical drama of the Cold War; rather, they were quietly writing a scenario for another drama. In that sense, international organizations were
even more subversive of the Cold War than the spies and double agents
who worked within that framework. And so, when the Cold War began
to be undermined during the 1960s, these organizations were already
there, ready to step in and lead the world in a diVerent direction.

Chapter 4

More States,
More Nonstate Actors

Self-consciousness about global community may have been a key aspect
of international relations of the 1960s, a decade that is usually seen
through such geopolitical dramas as the Cuban missile crisis, the Vietnam War, and the Chinese-Soviet rift. Historians speak of the “eyeballto-eyeball” confrontation between the United States and the Soviet
Union over the latter’s introduction of missiles into Cuba, which was
swiftly followed by the superpowers’ agreement to limit nuclear testing
and to prevent the proliferation of nuclear arms. By the end of the
decade, Washington and Moscow were pledging not to unleash these
weapons against each other, and it seemed as if the worst phase of the
Cold War was over. On the other hand, the global struggle for power
did not disappear, and the long war in Vietnam in which the United
States became involved was rationalized as a necessary part of the struggle. Even here, however, the picture was complicated because the Soviet
Union and the People’s Republic of China did not always coordinate
their policies, and their relationship became strained as Beijing refused
to accept Moscow’s tentative rapprochement with Washington. The
Vietnam War intensiWed in part because, simultaneously with the thawing of U.S.-U.S.S.R. relations, the United States came to view the containment of China in Southeast Asia as a major objective of its Cold War
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strategy, and even more so after the successful Chinese testing of nuclear
devices in 1964. The Chinese touted the development as a victory of
anti-imperialist forces everywhere. When, in the second half of the
decade, the Chinese erupted in the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, denouncing both U.S. “imperialism” and Soviet “revisionism,” it
seemed as if Asia would remain a major arena of instability, nuclear
armament, and ideological confrontation.
Such dramatic developments might give the impression that the
globe remained more seriously divided than ever, rendering the vision of
international society extremely diYcult to envision, let alone bring to
fruition. Nevertheless, in the story of the making of a global community,
the 1960s constitute an important chapter. Precisely because the world’s
geopolitics appeared so volatile and dangerous, forces and movements
that had desperately sought an alternative world order during the 1950s
redoubled their eVorts. Ad hoc nongovernmental organizations mushroomed in North America and Western Europe to protest the continuing war in Southeast Asia, their combined pressure ultimately leading to
a change of policy in Washington. New student organizations such as
Students for a Democratic Society, established in 1964 in Port Huron,
Michigan, were merely among the most visible, and they were joined by
countless others that together made up a potent movement for an alternative to the Cold War. Even within the Soviet bloc, there grew a powerful movement, spearheaded by nongovernmental organizations in
Poland and Czechoslovakia, for a new domestic order more liberated
from communist control. In the meantime, there were successful
attempts at regional organization, the most notable examples being the
European Community and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations,
both established in 1967. These developments, too, are usually understood in the context of the history of the Cold War. However, intergovernmental and nongovernmental initiatives were becoming a pervasive
global phenomenon, continuing the trend that had begun in the 1950s
and earlier. A history of international relations during the 1960s that
ignores this phenomenon, as most studies still do, pays attention only to
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the surface drama of international politics and is oblivious to some fundamental changes that were taking place just below the surface.
To begin with, the number of intergovernmental organizations increased from 154 to 280 between 1960 and 1970, and that of international nongovernmental organizations from 1,268 to 2,795, according to
data collected by the Union of International Associations.1 More than
doubling the number of international nongovernmental organizations is
particularly noteworthy. If we count the various branches of intergovernmental organizations and international nongovernmental organizations, there were 3,116 and 24,136 of them, respectively, at the beginning of the decade. By 1966, their numbers had increased to 4,616 and
36,336. What is particularly striking is that during the 1960s, many of
these branches were established in the Third World: newly independent
states of Asia and Africa, as well as the older countries of Latin America.
Thus, more than ever before, various parts of the globe were becoming
interconnected.
A graphic example of how private organizations were seeking to
establish nonstate networks despite the apparently continuing intensity
of Cold War tensions may be seen in the activities of several United
States nongovernmental associations in Vietnam. While the war escalated, a host of organizations, many of them religious, created programs
to train volunteers for humanitarian work in Southeast Asia. The
American Friends Service Committee, for instance, began sending
humanitarian missions to South Vietnam in 1965 under its Voluntary
International Service Assignment (VISA) program, originally founded in
the late 1940s to provide help to postwar Germany. By the 1960s VISA
volunteers were working in more than forty countries, including India,
Tanzania, and Guatemala. The Quaker organization from the beginning was intent upon working with nongovernmental organizations in
Vietnam—indeed to place its personnel within and under Vietnamese
agencies. VISA workers even established contact with representatives of
the National Liberation Front to apprise the latter of their work.
Although such activities inevitably had political connotations, the vol-
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unteers stuck to the position that their purpose in Vietnam was “not . . .
protest, but service,” as one of them stated.2
In the meantime, Church World Service took the initiative in 1966 to
work with thirty Protestant denominations, including the Mennonite
Central Committee, which had been sending service workers to Vietnam since the 1950s. It organized a Vietnam Christian Service, one of
the major attempts at helping Vietnamese refugees, now numbering
over one million. Volunteers worked in hospitals, refugee camps, and
city slums to alleviate suVering. While these were U.S. organizations,
the volunteers included Europeans and Asians as well as Americans.3
The spirit that motivated the volunteers is evident in a little pamphlet
written by Atlee and Winifred Beechy, two leaders of Vietnam Christian
Service, and published in 1968. Vietnam, they noted, “symbolizes the
military mentality and the military dominance in our world. The resulting forces of hate and fear are real in the lives of the people here.” It was
all the more important, therefore, to “remind the nations that there is
another kind of power, another way for men to relate to each other,
another kingdom which transcends national and racial lines.”4 Similarly,
Mary Sue Rosenberger, who worked in Vietnam for Brethren Volunteer
Service, organized by the Church of Brethren, wrote, “I am . . . eager
for the challenge of putting Christian-American concerns for the
Vietnamese people into action without guns and killing.” The “need for
care, love, peace, and a responsibility for a brother or sister’s need” were
human phenomena and knew no national boundaries or ideological
diVerences.5 The religious and nongovernmental organizations that
shared such internationalism and sent volunteers to Vietnam were
demonstrating, once again, that conXicts and wars would provide an
impetus for transnational movements that would seek to preserve and
strengthen global consciousness.
Relief work in Vietnam, however, must also be seen as part of a larger
picture: the expanding role of nongovernmental organizations throughout the world. During the 1960s, humanitarian programs were as critically important as ever; many local conXicts arose that had less to do
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with the Cold War than with the fact that some forty countries became
independent during the decade. Many of them, especially in Africa, had
been devastated through years of anticolonial struggles, and even after
independence they were plagued by internecine warfare, both domestic
and external. The problems of these countries were serious enough to
command the attention of the United Nations and other intergovernmental organizations, but it was international nongovernmental organizations that played key roles in seeking to provide relief. For instance,
Service Civil International was active in Algeria, reconstructing villages
destroyed by many years of its war for independence. The British branch
of this organization sent long-term volunteers to such countries as
Cameroon, Botswana, Swaziland, Lesotho, and Senegal. In Asia, Service
Civil International workers were busy in Malaysia, Thailand, and Nepal.
The parent organization was eager to send missions to South and North
Vietnam, though at that time little was accomplished. But throughout
the 1960s, this organization was conspicuous among international nongovernmental organizations because of its activism in newly independent countries.6
In the meantime, new nongovernmental organizations were being
established to join the existing ones to engage in humanitarian work.
Unquestionably, this reXected the widening gap during the 1960s
between rich and poor countries; the economies of North America,
Western Europe, Japan, and Oceania were growing much faster than the
rest of the world, and many people in the former countries were keenly
aware of the need to do something about the situation. It was no accident that in the United States, the new administration of John F.
Kennedy, asserting its determination to be active in “new frontiers” in
foreign aVairs, established the Peace Corps, an agency for recruiting and
sending volunteers to engage in humanitarian eVorts abroad. Thousands
of young men and women, inspired by the vision of service to humanity,
went to countries in Latin America, Africa, the Middle East, and Asia as
teachers, social workers, and agricultural experts to help those countries
overcome their misery. Because the Peace Corps was a governmental
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program, cynics then and since dismissed it as just another tool of foreign policy, a nonmilitary means for winning the Cold War. In the context of our discussion, however, the program’s voluntary nature should
be noted; its participants were all volunteers, and moreover, private
agencies worked closely with it. Even before the Peace Corps was
oYcially launched in early 1961, for instance, the American Council of
Voluntary Agencies for Foreign Service (created in 1943) established its
own Peace Corps committee to provide input into the organization and
functioning of the federal program. The relationship between the two
was not always smooth; the Peace Corps announced in November 1961
that while it desired nongovernmental organizations’ “continued cooperation and support . . . church-related organizations would not receive
contracts to administer programs abroad.”7 An inherent tension existed
between international humanitarian work carried out by private volunteers and by governmental agencies. Nevertheless, in the context of our
discussion, the Peace Corps represented an internationalist antidote to
the struggle for power with the Soviet Union that had divided the
world. Historian Elizabeth Cobbs HoVman is unquestionably right
when she writes that the Peace Corps represented a universalistic
impulse in a geopolitical age. In U.S. foreign aVairs, she notes, the exercise of power often “calls forth a compensatory impulse.” Thus the
extension of military power during the war in Vietnam coincided with
the growth of Peace Corps activities.8
Moreover, the oYcially sponsored project was only one out of
numerous programs for international relief, most of which continued to
be carried out by nongovernmental organizations, old and new. In the
United States, the 1960s saw the establishment of such voluntary agencies as Project Concern International and American Near East Refugee
Aid, which supplemented the work of existing organizations such as
Church World Service and Lutheran World Relief in promoting
humanitarian activities. While some of these groups were not, strictly
speaking, international nongovernmental organizations, they established overseas oYces to coordinate the activities of volunteers who, of
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course, served in diVerent parts of the world. A major characteristic of
organized relief programs during the 1960s was that many groups began
to focus their attention on poorer areas and countries in Asia, Africa, the
Middle East, and Latin America. Project Concern International, for
instance, was established in the early 1960s in San Diego to help save
children’s lives in Africa by providing medicine and food, while
American Near East Refugee Aid, founded in the wake of the 1967
Arab-Israeli war, aimed at “improving lives, relieving suVering, building
communities, investing in peace in the West Bank, Gaza strip, and
Lebanon.”9 All such activities were making networks of humanitarian
internationalism more global than ever before.
That network was being expanded through the activities of nongovernmental organizations outside the United States. In Canada,
Compassion of Canada, Leprosy Relief/Canada, International Medical
Assistance (Canada), and the Christian World Relief Committee
(Canada) all came into being during the 1960s. In Europe, the Oxford
Committee for Famine Relief (founded during the war) came to be
widely known as Oxfam at this time and established branches elsewhere
(such as Oxfam Belgique, founded in 1964). In France the Catholic
Church took the initiative in setting up various humanitarian organizations. The social activism of Pope John XXIII (1958–1963), who had a
strong interest in combating poverty and hunger in the world, was
undoubtedly a major force behind the trend. But the lay community was
no less involved, and in 1961 Comité des Jeunes contre la Faim was created, followed two years later by the founding of Terres des Hommes
France and Frères des Hommes. (In 1968 these two were combined into
Les Hommes pour les Hommes.) Also in 1968, local associations providing help to lepers became federated.10 In Australia, in the meantime,
a humanitarian organization named Austcare was founded in 1967 to
provide private funds for the care of the hungry abroad. The names of
these organizations suggest that, as in the United States or Canada,
there was sensitivity to the persistence of hunger in poorer areas of the
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globe and that the vision of common humanity inspired an earnest
eVort at alleviating the suVering of fellow humans.
Far more than during the 1950s, however, international humanitarian
relief now tended to merge into, or be overshadowed by, developmental
assistance. It was typical that in France, Comité Catholique contre la
Faim, founded in 1961, was renamed Comité Catholique contre la Faim
et pour le Développement four years later. And, also in France, several
older and newer organizations concerned with popular education came
together to pool their resources for work in the Third World.11 It was
becoming evident to religious and lay people alike that only sustained
programs of developmental assistance would provide permanent solutions to the problems of poverty and hunger in Third World countries.
It was in 1961 that a group of newly independent nations met in
Cairo and deWned themselves for the Wrst time as “developing countries.”12 And in the same year, the United Nations determined that the
1960s were to be called “a decade of development,” postulating that the
gross national products of the developing countries would grow at the
annual rate of 5 percent throughout the decade. The initiative taken by
the world organization suggested that development was a global phenomenon and that more advanced countries had an obligation to help
those that were struggling to transform themselves. These ideas had
emerged during the 1950s, and the United Nations as well as the World
Bank had begun to turn their attention to the problems of nation building. What distinguished the 1960s was that development entered the
vocabulary of international aVairs as a key concept, often even overshadowing geopolitical concerns. This in turn reXected the fact that
while more countries, especially in Africa, gained independence, the disparity between the richer and the poorer nations did not cease and, if
anything, widened during the decade. How to assist the nation-building
eVorts of the former colonies, when the metropolitan governments no
longer undertook to care for them, was now a major international issue.
Not just the newly independent countries, however, but many others
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in the Middle East, Asia, and Latin America came to focus on developmental assistance as a principal framework in which they related themselves to the more advanced nations of the world. They also related
themselves to the Cold War; countries such as India, Egypt, and Ghana
often played the United States and the Soviet Union against each other
to obtain maximum amounts of aid. To view developmental assistance
merely as an episode in the Cold War, however, would be to ignore
the role played by international organizations, especially the United
Nations, in coping with developmental issues. The Economic and Social
Council, in particular, became an arena where Third World countries,
which now made up more than half the membership, expressed their
collective interests and concerns. Throughout the decade the Council
grew enormously in scope, attaching to itself a large number of
committees and commissions. Regional economic commissions—for
Europe, for Latin America, for Asia and the PaciWc, for Western Asia,
and for Africa—had been established before 1960, but in the new
decade others, oriented toward development, were added—for instance,
the Committee on International Development (1960), the Industrial
Development Organization (1965), and the Capital Development Fund
(1966). In 1964 the United Nations held its Wrst conference on trade and
development (UNCTAD), a sure sign that the world body was going to
involve itself directly in the question of development. Seventy-Wve countries from Asia, Africa, and Latin America attended, and they organized
themselves as a group (later known as Group 77 when two additional
nations joined them) to speak with one voice on international trade and
investment issues. The UN’s Food and Agricultural Organization
(FAO), in the meantime, expanded its operations during the 1960s so
that its membership increased from 88 in 1960 to 119 ten years later, its
budget from $9.5 million to $40.0 million, and its staV from 1,454 to
3,410.13
The United Nations and its agencies were not the only international
organizations concerned with developmental assistance. The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, established in 1961
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by the richer countries of Europe, North America, and Oceania (joined
by Japan in 1963), sought to coordinate their various foreign aid programs, while the World Bank, which had earlier focused its attention on
assisting the countries of Europe to recover from the devastation
brought about by the war, began to interest itself in developmental questions. In 1962 it set up the International Development Association as an
aYliate body that would oVer funds to developing countries at low interest rates. It extended loans amounting to $300 million in 1964, while the
World Bank itself lent some $600 million, mostly to developing nations.
By 1970, World Bank lending total amounted to $2 billion.14
The 1960s were also notable because various governments undertook
to incorporate developmental assistance as an integral part of their foreign policies. This alone indicates that the Cold War was not the only
concern of these nations; at the very least, the growth in oYcial developmental assistance programs (ODAs) during the decade suggests that
the foreign policies of some of the major powers, especially in the more
advanced West, were becoming diversiWed to include far more than
purely military, geopolitical strategies. The best example of this new
trend was President Kennedy’s initiation of the Alliance for Progress
and the establishment of the Agency for International Development.
Kennedy was willing to sponsor developmental assistance for its own
sake, although he and his aides Wrmly believed that it would win the
United States friends in the Third World.
The theories of modernization and of economic development, popularized by W. W. Rostow and others in the 1950s, had provided an intellectual underpinning for technical and economic assistance. These theories remained inXuential, but they were now less directly linked to a
Cold War strategy. Geopolitical considerations were not totally absent
from foreign aid programs, but it may be argued that developmental
assistance began to generate its own momentum and came to aVect formulations of foreign policy. The belief was that wealthy countries had an
obligation as well as the capacity to implement ambitious developmental projects abroad. When, in 1969, the World Bank adopted a report
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recommending that advanced countries earmark 0.5 percent of their
respective gross national products for oYcial developmental assistance,
the idea did not sound too idealistic. Indeed, throughout the so-called
decade of development, developing nations grew by an average of 5.7
percent per year, thanks in no small degree to the massive infusion of
such aid. The realization was that a stable world order could be attained
only if the glaring disparity in standards of living throughout the world
could be eliminated.
Thus the Alliance for Progress and other oYcial aid programs undertaken by the United States, amounting to $10 billion during the 1960s,
were in a sense part of a global eVort to change the nature of international aVairs, away from traditional concerns with balance of power and
national interests toward the promotion of a more interdependent, integrated world order. The decade also saw similar programs implemented by other wealthier countries. Canada, for instance, established
an International Development Agency in 1968, while the government of
West Germany began oVering grants to private organizations engaged
in developmental assistance projects. Australia did not have a separate
governmental agency dealing with foreign aid, but it consistently spent
over 2 percent of national budgets (more than 0.5 percent of national
income) on developmental assistance, focusing on the countries of
Southeast Asia.15 Perhaps it was symbolic that Robert McNamara, in
many ways the architect of U.S. strategy in Vietnam, abruptly shifted
course in 1968 by resigning from the government and assuming the
presidency of the World Bank. It was as if one era, characterized by the
ready use of force to establish order, was giving way to another, in which
more peaceful means would be employed to restructure international
aVairs.
Nongovernmental organizations played a minor, but nevertheless
signiWcant, role in the story. This was so in part because public funds in
the donor nations that were spent on developmental assistance never
matched the lofty visions or grandiose rhetoric. Even President
Kennedy, who showed a stronger interest in developmental assistance
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than any president who preceded him, found it necessary to trim economic aid budgets in the face of a skeptical Congress whose members
were not convinced of the need to spend so much on foreign assistance
when domestic projects were claiming increased governmental attention
and outlays. Not just the war in Vietnam, or a determination to maintain
nuclear superiority over the Soviet Union, but also more fundamentally
Wscal and balance-of-payments deWcits that became noticeable in the late
1960s prevented the United States from implementing a more massive
aid policy. Other countries, even those enjoying unprecedented trade
surpluses, also had their priorities, so that it was very diYcult for them
to meet the goal, set by a United Nations resolution in 1970, of devoting 0.7 percent of their gross national products on oYcial developmental assistance.
Under the circumstances, the private sector steadily increased in
importance as a source of money and expertise for developmental assistance, especially since many more countries now needed such aid. Some
of the nongovernmental organizations in the donor nations that focused
on development had long been engaged in missionary, educational,
medical, and philanthropic activities. But many new ones were created
during the 1960s. In the United States, for instance, the Pan American
Development Foundation was established in 1962 to do through private
initiatives what the government was attempting to carry out through the
Alliance for Progress. The National Association of Partners of the
Alliance, created two years later, served similar purposes. Also in 1964,
an African-American Labor Center was established to train African
labor leaders in the United States.
Other countries were no less active in establishing new nongovernmental organizations to focus on developmental assistance. In West
Germany, the Protestant Association for Cooperation and Development
was organized in 1962; two years later saw the founding of the International Association for Cooperation and Rural Development in
Belgium, as well as the Interchurch Coordinating Committee for Development Projects in the Netherlands. They were followed by the estab-
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lishment in 1965 of the Australian Council for Overseas Aid and
Switzerland’s Pan-African Institute for Development. Japan, which
lagged behind other developed countries in organizing nongovernmental organizations, began to stir itself during the same decade. Reparations and other settlements with the Asian countries that Japan had
occupied during the war were being completed, and Japanese businesspeople as well as tourists began turning their attention to the promise
and problems of those countries. The long war in Vietnam may also
have provided the Japanese, now enjoying rapid economic expansion,
with an opportunity to try to do something for their Asian neighbors. In
1961 a philanthropic organization called OISCA International was
established to train development personnel in Japan and other Asian
countries. About the same time, small-scale centers were created outside
Tokyo to focus on the education and exchange of agricultural experts in
Japan and the rest of Asia. The stress on Asia and on agriculture suggests
that at that time, improvement in the productivity of rice and other
grains was considered a priority for the economic development of the
region.16
The mushrooming of these development-oriented nongovernmental
organizations was a distinctive feature of international relations during
the 1960s. They were creating a community of individuals and groups
committed to development, and they were coming into frequent contact
with one another. In their view, development was becoming a “global
project,” to be carried out through transnational eVorts.17 In some such
way, the decade saw the coming together of the themes of globalization,
development, and international organization. One may see such a connection, for instance, in the activities of the Society for International
Development, which had been founded in Washington in the late 1950s
as a forum for the exchange of information among development professionals. The organization expanded its scope considerably during the
1960s; it held regional conferences in Calcutta, Brussels, Athens, Milan,
and New Delhi in which development specialists from various organizations participated. By the end of the decade, more than half of the
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Society’s members, now numbering over Wve thousand, came from
outside the United States, and its journal, International Development
Review, served to professionalize and internationalize thinking about
development.18
The same process may be seen in the fact that developmental nongovernmental organizations established a large number of branch oYces
in aid-receiving countries. Because many countries in Africa achieved
independence during the 1960s, the number of these branches in Africa,
not surprisingly, increased rapidly; there were about two thousand of
them in 1960, and by 1966 the number had increased to over forty-two
hundred.19 Most such branches included representatives sent from aidgiving organizations, but they were staVed primarily by local individuals.
Of course, the degree to which locals participated in such projects varied from country to country. In countries with a weak civil society or
with a low literacy rate, organizing autonomous nongovernmental bodies or recruiting staV to work for international nongovernmental organizations was extremely diYcult. (In Ghana, when President Kwame
Nkrumah declared in 1961 that there was to be free and compulsory
education for all, Wnding trained teachers, especially in rural villages, was
very diYcult, and anyone who could read had to be recruited.)20 Still, the
mere fact that these branch oYces were established throughout Africa
(as well as in Latin America, the Middle East, and Asia) is signiWcant as
an indication of the political and social change in such countries that
accompanied economic development. Moreover, whereas oYcial developmental assistance channeled aid from a donor government to a recipient government, private organizations could, where conditions permitted, make use of their funds in ways they considered most suitable to
local circumstances.
Nongovernmental organizations, however, did not operate in a vacuum. In both donor and recipient countries, they somehow had to cope
with the presence of the state. Depending on the nature of the political
system in a country, autonomy and freedom of action on the part of private organizations could be restricted. Even in the United States, private
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organizations often found it frustrating to work with agencies such as
the Peace Corps and the Agency for International Development. These
agencies were sources of funding to which voluntary groups applied for
grants, in addition to soliciting private donations, to carry out their aid
activities. But numerous bureaucratic rules and restrictions governed the
contractual relationship between voluntary associations and the government.21 The latter, on its part, was interested in monitoring the activities
of nongovernmental organizations and in ensuring their accountability.
Moreover, as Brian Smith has shown, oYcials in Washington often
sought to co-opt these organizations to promote an oYcially deWned foreign policy agenda. For instance, the State Department and the Agency
for International Development often sought to persuade developmentoriented associations to specialize in certain areas of developmental
assistance that were not part of oYcial aid programs. Professional expertise and voluntary workers, however, were more abundant in the private
sector than within the government, so that more often than not, the initiative came from nongovernmental organizations to prod oYcials to
design or reWne governmental programs.
Smith cites a very good example of the interaction between public
and private bodies: a 1968 project organized by Massachusetts Institute
of Technology to bring together oYcials from the Agency for International Development and representatives of nongovernmental organizations for a six-week session. One conclusion the participants reached
was that private organizations were going to play an increasingly important role in developmental assistance programs. Private agencies and
volunteers were “in daily and signiWcant touch with precisely those
elements of host-country populations with which U.S. [AID] mission
personnel least come into contact: the urban poor, the peasants, the
forgotten of the earth.”22 It was exactly these categories of people that
nongovernmental organizations targeted, so that some kind of symbiosis existed between governmental and nongovernmental activities, the
former focusing on state-to-state aid and the latter on marginalized segments of recipient populations.
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Such thinking suggests that there was an increasing awareness of the
close connection between postcolonial development and human rights.
After all, “the urban poor, the peasants, the forgotten of the earth” represented the bulk of people in newly independent as well as still-colonized parts of the world. And their problems could be comprehended as
much in the framework of human rights as of postcolonialism. Thus one
interesting development during the 1960s was the growing inXuence of
the vocabulary of human rights in the discussion of international relations. Decolonization, nation building, postcolonial poverty—all these
could be put in the framework of the search for, or the abuse of, human
rights. Because human rights embraced many other issues as well—such
as the rights of women and children—it seemed that the concept could
be applied to all aspects of international, indeed human, aVairs. This was
an important stage in discourses about world events, for human rights,
not just national interests, was coming to be seen as a critical issue.
Indeed, the broader concept of international aVairs as human aVairs
could revolutionize the way governments and nongovernmental organizations alike considered their own activities. The more traditional
deWnition of international relations as interstate relations was making
room for, though by no means giving way to, an alternative proposition—that the world consisted of far more than sovereign states. A
global community deWned by human rights was being proposed—
“imagined,” to use a term that would become widely used in a subsequent decade.
Of course, such a community was not seen as altogether replacing the
older, geopolitically conceived world order. But the 1960s, for many reasons, witnessed the Wrst powerful wave that pushed nations and peoples
in this direction. Indeed, it may even be argued that the Cold War that
had seemed to deWne the “real” state of international aVairs now began
to appear to belong more and more in the realm of “imagination” (inasmuch as the third world war never came), whereas postcolonialism,
human rights, and a host of other nongeopolitical issues were coming to
the surface, as the more “real” phenomena. And international organiza-
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tions were ready to recognize the changing circumstances and give such
phenomena their focused attention.
At a session of the United Nations General Assembly in 1960, a resolution on human rights was adopted, declaring, in part, that “the subjection of peoples to alien subjugation, domination and exploitation constitutes a denial of fundamental human rights . . . and is an impediment
to the promotion of world peace and cooperation.”23 The coupling of
colonialism and the denial of human rights, which had been implicit in
the discussions at Human Rights Commission meetings, was now
becoming explicit. It seemed axiomatic that any abuse of human rights,
including colonialism, was a concern for the world organization—and
by implication for the entire world community. The 1960 United
Nations declaration was followed by another, in 1963, on “the elimination of all forms of racial discrimination” and, in 1967, on “the elimination of discrimination against women.” Such initiatives revealed that
something like a universal awareness of human rights abuses was dawning on people everywhere, who recognized that those rights transcended
national distinctions and that discrimination in any form was an oVense
against a decent international order to whose realization they aspired.
One concrete manifestation of this global concern with human rights
abuses was the founding of Amnesty International in 1961. It was initially established in London to protest the jailing of some Portuguese
student dissidents, but it quickly became committed to a campaign
against political imprisonment and also for fair trials of prisoners everywhere. The organization’s main activity at that time was letter writing;
members sent letters to oYcials of countries where “prisoners of conscience” were believed to exist. From the beginning, Amnesty International deWned itself as a movement on behalf of the human rights of
prisoners that “transcend national, cultural, religious, and ideological
boundaries,” according to its oYcial statement.24 This focus on the
rights of prisoners was particularly well chosen in a decade that saw massive incarcerations, from those in China during the Cultural Revolution
to Chile under a military dictatorship, not to mention the continuing
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existence of gulags (slave camps) in the Soviet Union. Although
Amnesty International was unable to signiWcantly alter conditions in
these camps, its headquarters in London, as well as rapidly increasing
branches in other countries, served as transnational voices of conscience.
Some of these branches were small-scale operations, staVed mostly with
volunteers and funded by individual donors. Even so, they organized
symposiums, exhibits, and tours to obtain and disseminate information,
and by 1970 a worldwide network had been established to represent a
global civil society with a public opinion that transcended those of individual countries.
We may better understand such a phenomenon if we put it in the
context of the cultural turmoil that aVected the West and many other
parts of the world during the 1960s. The sixties are usually associated
with a cultural revolution that manifested itself in a number of ways in
diVerent countries: the “counterculture” movement of the new left in
the United States, “the generation of 1968” in France and Germany,
“the Prague spring” of 1968 in Czechoslovakia, student radicalism in
Japan, and even the Cultural Revolution in China, which not only
turned the country’s youth against traditional culture but also gave rise
to a Maoist cult in Western Europe and North America. Everywhere
student radicals and their sympathizers appeared to be questioning
accepted wisdom and to be determined to develop a new cultural
consciousness.
In parts of the world, especially in Western Europe and the United
States, this phenomenon was a response to the long war in Vietnam and,
more fundamentally, to the Cold War. In that sense, these movements
can be seen as a reaction against the continued preoccupation of the
powers with nuclear armaments and balance of power. But viewing
them simply as a by-product of the Cold War would be wrong, for that
would assume that without the geopolitical drama, there would have
been no global cultural revolution of the 1960s. On the contrary, in the
context of our story, it may be said that the consciousness of a global
community had been generated by the manifold activities of inter-
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governmental organizations and nongovernmental organizations since
the end of the Second World War, and that this consciousness had
reached a stage where it was asserting itself against the geopolitical
mind-sets that continued to shape the policies of the major powers. Put
this way, the anti-Vietnam and anti–Cold War movements were products of the new global consciousness, rather than the other way around.
Also true is that these movements further strengthened this consciousness, to such an extent that it would remain in force long after the
Vietnam War, and indeed the Cold War, would come to an end.
Roland Robertson, a sociologist and one of the leading students of
globalization, notes that the process of globalization entered a new
phase in the late 1960s because of such phenomena as the “heightening
of global consciousness” and the “[conceptions] of individuals [that were
being] rendered more complex by gender, ethnic and racial considerations.”25 While rather vague, such a perspective points to the signiWcance of certain global trends that became apparent during the 1960s
and continued into the subsequent decades. The juxtaposition of “global
consciousness” and “gender, ethnic and racial considerations” is interesting; it suggests that these may have been two sides of the same coin.
Global cultural transformation was being promoted through an aroused
consciousness about gender, racial, and ethnic diversity. Globality and
particularity reinforced each other so that the reformist and protest
movements that enveloped many parts of the world, promoting women’s
liberation, civil rights, and other causes against the existing norms, were
generating a sense of transnational interconnectedness. Even the emergence, in the late 1960s, of a new conservatism in the United States—a
development that some historians view as having been as signiWcant as
the cultural revolution of the decade—may be put in the same context
and seen as a reaction against the global trends. Many of those whom
Lisa McGirr calls “suburban warriors” identiWed with the Cold War and
a strong military establishment, and at the same time, they were adamantly opposed to an activist state eager to promote racial justice and
other causes.26 The conservatives established their own private associa-
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tions to help elect politicians who shared their ideas. These associations
pitted themselves against those, national and international, that stressed
cross-national solidarity. Understanding this phenomenon in the framework of an ongoing dialogue on cultural and social globalization seems
possible.
In any event, the antiwar protests of the 1960s can be interpreted as
having been part of the global forces that were producing a large number of transnational movements dedicated to humanitarian relief, developmental assistance, and the protection of human rights. For the most
striking thing about the antiwar movement was its global character.
Although the United States was the only major power involved in the
Vietnam War, global forces served to expand antiwar protests in the
nation into a worldwide cultural movement. The protesters in the
United States were joined by those elsewhere, and they combined to
develop a transnational network of protest, which from the beginning
never limited its target to the war but quickly became a cultural movement, thus becoming part of the existing international forces promoting
global agendas. True, some of the forces became noticeably radical, even
self-consciously revolutionary, during the 1960s. Extremist student
organizations in North America, Western Europe, Japan, and elsewhere
sought to rise against the establishment to reconstruct social order at
home and abroad. For them the Maoist revolution in China seemed an
apt model, as students denounced their teachers, children their parents,
and “people” their erstwhile political and intellectual leaders in the
name of revolt against the status quo. But most individuals and groups
engaged in the new cultural activities are better characterized as internationalists rather than as extremists: internationalists in that they
viewed their thought and behavior not simply in the framework of
national aVairs but within an international network of reformers they
envisaged themselves to be constructing. As typically expressed in the
Port Huron statement by Students for a Democratic Society, “Science
and scholarship should be seen less as an apparatus of conXicting power
blocs, but [sic] as a bridge toward supra-national community.” The
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United States, the student group asserted, must “progress now toward
internationalizing rather than localizing, its educational system—children and adults studying everywhere in the world . . . would go far to
create mutual understanding.”27 Such language of internationalism was
transforming the ways in which people looked at world aVairs.
That international organizations were willing to embrace such language and actively pursue agendas that might contradict the domestic
priorities of many countries may be seen in the activities of the environmental, antinuclear, and women’s movements that continued throughout the 1960s. All these movements were in a sense related; concern with
pollution, for instance, was at the heart of the movement against the
atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons, which in turn was strongly promoted by women worried about its health hazards to their children. The
link between the movements for peace and for the environment was
graphically demonstrated when a new organization, Greenpeace, was
established in Vancouver in 1970. Its founders, Canadians as well as
American expatriates living in Canada, were concerned with the environmental eVects of past and planned nuclear tests oV the coast of
Alaska, and they adopted the strategy of drawing public attention to the
problem by sailing to the test site in their vessels. (A nuclear test four
thousand feet beneath the island of Amchitka in the Aleutian Island
chain had taken place in 1969, and Greenpeace undertook its Wrst voyage to protest against future tests in 1971.)28
Within a few years, Greenpeace grew to become one of the most
active environmental and antinuclear testing organizations in the world.
But they were not alone. They were joined in their movement against
nuclear tests by many others, including Pope John XXIII, whose
encyclical of 1963, “Pacem in terris,” called for a halt to such tests.
Scientists from the Soviet Union, the United States, and other countries
that had established the Pugwash movement (see chapter 3) stepped up
their eVorts for banning nuclear tests. Although their eVorts were not
entirely successful, Matthew Evangelista’s careful study shows that the
partial test-ban treaty of 1963 owed itself to a great extent to the
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groundwork that these scientists laid.29 In the meantime, American
women who had organized Women Strike for Peace traveled to the
Soviet Union in 1961 to promote the cause, and in 1964 they met their
European counterpart in Prague to protest against the nuclear armament of NATO’s Xeet. At the same time, even while the major nuclear
powers were suspending atmospheric tests, a parallel movement for
peaceful uses of nuclear energy gained momentum. The International
Atomic Energy Agency became particularly active, with a membership
of 74 countries in 1960 increasing to 103 by 1970. The Agency established a system of inspection of nuclear installations to ensure that
power plants using atomic energy conWned its use to nonmilitary purposes, and the system was strengthened by the provisions in the nuclear
nonproliferation treaty of 1968, mandating that all signatory nations
that did not possess nuclear arms accept the Agency-promoted safeguards. Although countries that were not covered by these provisions
still remained, a powerful step was being taken collectively to minimize
the hazards of nuclear pollution.30
Other environmental initiatives formed as well. The previous chapter
noted that during the 1950s, there were as yet few international movements and organizations dedicating themselves to the protection of the
physical environment. The situation changed dramatically in the new
decade. That the world was ready for a new initiative in environmentalism was clearly demonstrated when Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring, Wrst
published in the United States in 1962, became an instant best-seller and
was read by millions in many countries. Her warning that the “ecosystem” that had established an equilibrium between humankind and
nature over hundreds of thousands of years, enabling humans to cohabit
the earth with other living organisms, was being threatened with
destruction because of chemical fertilizers and anti-insect sprays (such as
DDT), provided the Wrst clarion call to focus people’s attention on the
dilemma of modernization—that the increasing productivity of food
through the “green revolution” (the use of new fertilizers) and the eradication of diseases through the use of DDT and other chemicals were
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ironically making the earth less inhabitable for all beings. The suggestion has been made that more than any other document, this book popularized the word “environment.”31 The timing was perfect, and soon,
not just fertilizers and sprays but also urban and industrial waste began
to attract the attention of concerned citizens; urban congestion and
industrialization, they pointed out, were contaminating the world’s
lakes, rivers, and oceans, making the air dirtier and the water poisonous.
Such awareness resulted in the founding of various movements and
organizations dedicated to coping with the perceived environmental crisis. According to Margaret Keck and Cathryn Sikkink, in 1953 there had
been two international nongovernmental organizations with a focus on
environmental issues, whereas the number had increased to Wve by 1963
and would reach ten by 1973.32 These numbers were still small, but the
steady growth of the international environmental movement is undeniable. The best evidence for this growth may be seen in a 1968 United
Nations resolution on the human environment, calling on the nations of
the world to convene a worldwide conference on the natural environment. The resolution eventually led to the landmark Stockholm conference of 1972. In conjunction with such initiatives, in 1967 the World
Meteorological Organization, a venerable international nongovernmental organization, sponsored a “global atmospheric research program” to
conduct surveys of the earth’s atmosphere to ascertain the degree to
which it might have become polluted. In the meantime, in 1961 the
World Wildlife Fund was established to provide funding for preservation initiatives, such as those carried out by the International Union for
Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources. The Fund was especially concerned with preserving wildlife in Africa, in particular elephants, and began to lobby governments and intergovernmental organizations to persuade them to prohibit trade in ivory. (Julian Huxley,
former head of UNESCO, played a key role in this regard, warning that
unless eVective measure were taken to protect Africa’s wildlife, it could
disappear in twenty years.) One speciWc outcome of such activities was
the signing in 1968 of the African Convention on the Conservation of
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Nature and Natural Resources in Algiers by thirty-eight member states
of the Organization of African Unity.33 The convention provided the
international legal framework for the protection of the natural habitat in
the African continent through the subsequent decades.
These environmentalist initiatives, whether undertaken by intergovernmental or by nongovernmental organizations, were open to all countries, and quite often the organizations could provide arenas for cooperation between the United States and its allies, on one hand, and the
Soviet Union and its allies, on the other. On the environmental question, to be sure, such cooperation would not materialize till the early
1970s. The two military blocs in Europe ( NATO and the Warsaw Pact)
developed their respective research programs for coping with environmental issues independently of each other.34 Moreover, as Robert G.
Darst has suggested, while the Soviet Union boasted stringent regulations concerning the disposal of industrial and agricultural wastes, they
were never implemented until much later. Nevertheless, by the end of
the 1960s, the Soviet leadership was beginning to consider environmental cooperation with the Western powers as part of the process of easing
Cold War tensions.35
Indeed, it is possible to argue that while at one level the Cold War
continued to provide the framework for great-power relations, that
framework was being eroded by numerous instances of bridge building
across the geopolitical divide. Achievements in cultural exchange,
broadly deWned, were particularly notable. In the Weld of technological
cooperation, for instance, the two powers worked together through the
United Nations to launch a project in 1964 for worldwide satellite communication by setting up an international agency—Intelsat—to administer the program. The Tokyo Olympics held in October of that year
made use of the satellite transmission system and broadcast the games as
they were being played simultaneously to other parts of the world—the
Wrst ever for an Olympics event. In 1968 the United Nations sponsored
another conference, in Vienna, to discuss peaceful uses of space, and
again the United States and the Soviet Union were among the partici-
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pating nations, which numbered over seventy. The resulting agreement
made it possible for scientists and engineers from diVerent countries to
work together to explore outer space. Soviet scientists (as well as other
scholars) began visiting the United States, Western Europe, and Japan,
and their scholars in turn were hosted by Soviet academies and research
institutes.
The decade also witnessed serious attempts at educational and artistic exchanges between the United States and the Soviet Union—something that had been carried on sporadically after 1945 but had been frequently interrupted by Cold War tensions. In the Soviet Union, a new
state committee for cultural relations with foreign countries was established to coordinate the activities of ministries, academies, institutes, and
nongovernmental organizations involved in educational and cultural
exchanges. Some of those activities, such as the training of foreign students (about twenty-Wve thousand of them were studying at Soviet universities in 1963), were obviously calculated to enhance the U.S.S.R.’s
prestige and inXuence relative to those of the United States, but others
were less directly tied to Cold War strategy. Philip H. Coombs, who
headed the State Department’s oYce of cultural aVairs, reported in 1964
that “only some” of Soviet objectives in promoting cultural and educational exchanges were “associated with the cold war.” Especially with
regard to Western countries, there was “heavier emphasis now on genuine intellectual, technical, and artistic exchange without immediate ideological connotations.”36 During the 1960s, the Bolshoi Ballet, the
Leningrad Symphony Orchestra, and other artistic organizations toured
Western Europe and North America, and the nongovernmental organizations in the host countries provided their hospitality and logistical
support. And these countries in turn sent some of their best musicians,
artists, and dancers for a tour of the Soviet Union and its allies.
It may well be, as Coombs suggests, that the “cultural rapprochement” between the two camps in the Cold War had something to do
with the deterioration in Chinese-Soviet relations that became noticeable already in the early 1960s.37 While the split between the principal
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socialist allies had obvious implications for the global geopolitical picture, in the context of our discussion what is most interesting about the
situation is the possibility that the Chinese-Soviet estrangement may
have served to strengthen, rather than weaken, the sense of global consciousness that was a hallmark of the 1960s. That one socialist country
was now accusing another of “revisionism” and “social imperialism” was
a fascinating phenomenon for observers in the rest of the world and in a
way forced them to clarify their own positions on international and
national aVairs. Many undoubtedly seized the opportunity to promote
further exchanges between the West and the Soviet-bloc nations.
Others, however, were fascinated by China’s adamant resistance to the
U.S.-U.S.S.R. rapprochement and its increasingly vehement opposition
to what was considered the decadent bourgeois culture of the West that
appeared to be permeating the Soviet Union and its allies. Student radicals, black militants, anti–Vietnam War protesters, and many others in
the United States and elsewhere established a vicarious sense of solidarity with the Red Guards in China during the Cultural Revolution. They
seemed to share a sense of disdain for capitalism and middle-class values
and envisaged their movement as a worldwide undertaking to remake
society, to turn the world back to an idyllic existence where life was simpler and purer. The “counterculture” movement would soon run out of
steam, in China as well as elsewhere, but it was clearly part of the phenomenon of the rising global consciousness. As pointed out earlier, the
“revolution” of the 1960s must be understood in that context; it served
to establish psychological and mental connections between diVerent
parts of the world, even as the Cold War and the Chinese-Soviet split
were keeping the globe divided and subdivided.
Underneath the drama of radical movements in many parts of the
world, more traditional types of cultural exchange were also being promoted with even greater vigor than before. UNESCO, for instance,
completed its ten-year project “on mutual appreciation of Eastern and
Western cultural values” in 1966. The project had been launched in
1957 under the initiative of India. It was one of the major enterprises
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undertaken by the organization, and during the 1960s various symposiums continued to be held, and research conferences convened, to promote cultural “interpenetration,” to borrow a word from the Wnal report
by UNESCO. Thus, to cite a few examples, in 1963 a colloquium was
organized in Athens on the theme of “reciprocal inXuences of Eastern
and Western architecture,” in 1964 a conference was held in Baghdad on
“Arab music in relation to other Oriental music and to Western music,”
and throughout the decade, the Research Council for Cultural Studies
in New Delhi undertook studies on such subjects as “changing attitudes
towards work as a social and cultural value,” “the tradition of non-violence in East and West,” and “science and technology in relation to cultural values and institutions of South and South-East Asia.”
In summing up all such activities, UNESCO acknowledged “the
invaluable role of international non-governmental organizations in the
implementation of the project.” These organizations often cosponsored
gatherings with UNESCO, and their leaders frequently served on the
latter’s committees. Lest these gatherings and activities should give the
impression of elitism, eVorts were made to disseminate translated literary works, visual arts, and musical recordings among the general public.
These were truly worldwide eVorts, reaching out to people in Eastern as
well as Western Europe, Latin America as well as Africa. Whether all
these eVorts really brought about a situation in which, as the UNESCO
report concluded, “no well-informed or cultivated person would dream
in 1967 of describing the Orient as a block massively opposed to a
monolithic Occident,” would be debatable.38 In the context of our discussion, the important thing is that international organizations continued to play a key role during the 1960s in building bridges across cultural as well as geopolitical boundaries.
At a somewhat diVerent level, the liberalization of policies governing
trade, investment, and tourism was making it possible for a growing
number of privately Wnanced students and travelers to go abroad, individually and in groups. The number of international tourists grew spectacularly, from approximately 25.3 million in 1950, to 69.3 million in
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1960, and to 159.7 million in 1970.39 However one interprets such
Wgures, relating the phenomenon to the development of cultural globalization in general and of nongovernmental organizations in particular is
not diYcult. Through international travel, individuals and groups were
establishing cross-national links to a degree unprecedented in history.
True, some of the more notable links were among scholars and intellectuals, as in the earlier periods. The 1960s seem to have been particularly
notable in the internationalization of economics as a Weld of study; private foundations, universities, and intergovernmental organizations such
as the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank encouraged
students and scholars from both developed and developing countries to
come together for research, so that they were able to develop an international vocabulary for coping with issues ranging from income distribution to industrialization. Most of this vocabulary was non-Marxist, and
seeing the process of global intellectual interchanges among economists
as an aspect of the Cold War is tempting; but in the context of our study,
it is far more important to recognize the role of international organizations in standardizing an academic discipline. While at one level a global
cultural revolution was undermining the intellectual presuppositions
underlying the great-power rivalry, at another level a globalization of
scholarship was also taking place.40
Outside North America and Western Europe, Japan became a country that avidly partook of such transnational experiences. It hosted
annual meetings of the Econometric Society, an organization that had
been established in the United States in the late 1930s but had grown in
international membership from the late 1950s onward due to the
“econometric revolution.” Not surprisingly, Marxist economics began to
be overshadowed by neoliberal and Keynesian economics in Japan in the
late 1960s, as an increasing number of economists trained in the United
States came to occupy key teaching positions.41 Similarly, political scientists and historians with advanced degrees from American and
European universities were beginning to occupy strategic positions in
Japanese educational institutions. Many of them were inXuenced by
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modernization and other theories and found them applicable to their
own country’s experience. They played a role in organizing international
scholarly conferences. One notable example was a meeting of historians
from the United States, Britain, and Japan held in 1969 to discuss the
origins of the PaciWc War. Some still consider the conference, organized
and funded by private associations, to have been the most successful and
intellectually exciting of its kind. The participants shared their Wndings
and exchanged their ideas freely, not as representatives of a nation but as
fellow scholars seeking the truth.42
Such transnational scholarly collaboration may be seen to have been
part of the larger phenomenon of cultural globalization in which international organizations played major roles. To cite two further examples
from Japan, both the Tokyo Olympics (1964) and the Osaka Expo (1970)
attested to the expansion of networks of nongovernmental contact to
non-Western parts of the world. With the participation of 5,586 athletes
from ninety-four countries, the Tokyo Olympics were the largest ever
and symbolized the extent to which countries of the world could come
together for a celebration of their peacetime pursuits. (Tokyo also hosted
what would later come to be called the Paralympics, an international
sporting competition for the disabled. The Wrst such event had been
organized in conjunction with the Rome Olympics of 1960. Both in
Rome and Tokyo, about 400 wheelchaired athletes from over twenty
countries took part in the competition, an important aspect of the globalization of sport, blurring not just geographical but physical boundaries.)43 Four years later, the Olympics moved to Mexico City, the Wrst
time that a South American country had ever hosted the games. The
year 1968 was a tumultuous one in American, European, and also
Mexican politics and foreign policy, with reverberations in the rest of the
world, but the athletes competed under the same rules that had governed the world’s sports for decades.
Even sport internationalism, however, could not prevent the Tokyo
and Mexico City Olympics from being politicized; athletes from North
Korea came to Tokyo but were not allowed to compete, and in Mexico
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City two African-American runners protested against racial discrimination at home by raising their Wsts in a Black Power salute during a medal
ceremony. In the context of our discussion, however, the globalization of
sporting events rather than their politics should be stressed. If nothing
else, Tokyo and Mexico City attested to the increasing role of international organizations in bringing nations and peoples of the world into
closer contact; besides the International Olympic Committee, numerous
local voluntary organizations hosted the visiting athletes and established
lasting ties with one another.
At the Osaka World’s Fair, Tange Kenzo, the architect and principal
producer of the event, proclaimed that the Expo aimed at “gathering
diVerent people who would communicate their energies to each other
and exchange their knowledge and creativity.”44 Such a vision of crossnational interchange had existed for many decades, but it was coming
closer and closer to fulWllment, thanks to this and many other activities,
which in turn owed their scale and scope to the existence of intergovernmental organizations and international nongovernmental organizations in all parts of the globe, whose number kept increasing even as
newly independent states were being created.

Chapter 5

The Growth
of Civil Society

Historians agree that international relations entered a new phase during
the 1970s. Whereas the period between 1945 and 1970 may possibly be
comprehended within the framework of the Cold War—although this
book argues that there are other ways of conceptualizing the quarter
century—during the 1970s so many drastic changes occurred that the
decade may be said to have marked the beginning of a new period of
world aVairs. Among such transforming events were the rapprochement
between the United States and the People’s Republic of China, the
deterioration in Soviet-Chinese relations, and the détente between
Washington and Moscow. The Cold War, in the sense of the bipolar
division of the globe, lost whatever meaning it had ever had. As if to
symbolize the passing of an era, the U.S. war in Vietnam, fought in the
name of containing Soviet and Chinese communism, was brought to an
end, to be followed promptly by a Chinese invasion of the newly united
Vietnam—something that would have been incomprehensible in a
world conceived in the vocabulary of the Cold War.
But that was not all. In the international economic sphere, the 1970s
saw such cataclysmic changes that historian Eric Hobsbawm characterizes the history of the world during the twenty years after 1973 as “the
crisis decades,” in contrast to the “Golden Age,” the term he chooses to
126
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refer to the period between 1945 and the early 1970s.1 While it would be
diYcult to agree with Hobsbawm that world history after the early
1970s became a “landslide,” there is no denying that in the economic
realm at least, the world order that had prevailed during the 1950s and
the 1960s broke down in the 1970s. First the United States government
decided in 1971 to decouple the dollar from gold, so that the value of the
dollar began falling against the currencies of most European countries as
well as of Japan. Profound instability appeared in the international currency market as a result, a departure from the so-called Bretton Woods
system that had been based on stable rates of exchange between the dollar and other currencies. In 1973 and again in 1979, the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) adopted the policy of reducing
their petroleum output, tripling and then quadrupling the wholesale
price of crude oil. The result was a worldwide shortage of oil and a soaring inXation as consumer prices rose everywhere. The world economy
that had steadily expanded after the Second World War now began to
stagnate, and even the United States, Western European countries, and
Japan recorded zero or minus growth rates. All these developments
indeed impressed contemporary observers that the golden age of economic recovery, growth, and prosperity had come to an end. Just as a
fundamental transformation was taking place in the geopolitical sphere,
in the economic realm, too, one era was passing and another, presumably less certain and far more disorderly, era was dawning.
That world history, or more speciWcally the history of international
relations, was entering a new epoch in the 1970s is beyond dispute. The
nature of the transformation, however, is open to varying interpretations. In the framework of this book, the most striking feature of the
changes, both geopolitical and economic, is that they were in eVect integrating diVerent parts of the world to a far more extensive and intimate
degree than during the preceding period. The rapprochement between
the United States and China, and between the United States and the
Soviet Union, were bringing the two socialist giants into the international community where before they had largely remained apart from it.
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(True, the Soviet Union and the People’s Republic of China were seriously estranged, thus dividing the socialist world, a phenomenon that
would not Wt into the theme of global reintegration, but the BeijingMoscow rift would prove to be temporary, and besides, they were now
more involved in international economic aVairs than ever before.) In a
similar way, the petroleum-producing countries were asserting their
prerogatives as members of the international economic order. Of course,
their orientation would be distinct from that of the capitalist industrial
nations, but that was precisely the novelty; the world economic order
now accommodated a growing number of countries that had hitherto
tended to be minor players but that now demanded more say. Likewise,
the global currency regime that had been built upon the overwhelming
power of the dollar was giving way to a multicurrency system in which
rates of exchange would Xuctuate constantly.
All this made for unpredictability and even instability, but it did not
necessarily spell the coming of an age of crisis. Actually, the volume of
international trade continued to grow throughout the 1970s, and the
world’s major economic powers made much eVort to cooperate in solving currency, energy, and other problems—in sharp contrast to the
1930s, when no such cooperation was possible. Nor should it be forgotten that the Third World, which had emerged as a group of underdeveloped (and, in most cases, recently independent) countries, found it
diYcult to maintain its uniform identity; while, from time to time, its
members put up a common front toward the advanced, industrial
nations, some of them began taking steps to industrialize themselves to
join the ranks of the latter countries. Either way, the Third World was
now more than ever part of global developments.
Seen in such a perspective, the 1970s may be considered to have
marked a deWnite phase of globalization, a process that was to continue
into the subsequent decades. Forces of globalization that had been manifest during the earlier decades became even more eVective in connecting diVerent parts of the world. In that process, a genuine world community was emerging—a world community, however, that was not
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necessarily identical with the visions that dreamers and idealists long
entertained. This is a fascinating story that has not yet ended. For that
reason, assessing the historical signiWcance of various facets of international aVairs since the 1970s is extremely diYcult. In this and the next
chapters, I attempt to understand contemporary history through an
examination of activities by some intergovernmental organizations and
international nongovernmental organizations, old and new. Such examination shows that these organizations have played a decisive role—in
some instances even more so than the sovereign states—in the global
transformation since the 1970s.
To begin with, the number of both intergovernmental organizations
and international nongovernmental organizations, already impressive in
the 1960s, grew phenomenally during the 1970s. According to the
Union of International Associations, the former increased from 280 in
1972 to 1,530 by 1984, and the latter from 2,795 to 12,686 during the
same period. Both types of international organizations had been steadily
growing in number, but never with such speed. And if local branches
were taken into consideration, the Wgures were even more spectacular; in
1984 there were altogether 7,073 intergovernmental organizations and
79,786 international nongovernmental organizations, including both
their headquarters and various local oYces.2
Why such a burst of international organizations? One way of understanding this phenomenon would be to put it into the larger framework
of the growth of nonstate, nonterritorial actors in the world. For
instance, the 1970s began to develop what Hobsbawm calls a “transnational economy” in the world, symbolized by the mushrooming of
multinational business enterprises.3 (There were about nine hundred of
them in the early 1980s.) Such enterprises had existed earlier, but their
number began to grow quickly only during the 1970s. More and more
businesses were turning extraterritorial, operating far away from their
original locations and establishing factories and oYces with workforces
consisting of individuals from several countries. Some scholars have
argued that the presence of multinational corporations contributed to a
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smooth functioning of the international economic system; before the
Great War, while globalization was progressing apace, the possibility
always existed that the whole mechanism of worldwide transactions
could become unhinged, because the majority of manufacturers and
trading companies retained their national identities, engaging themselves in Werce competition and in the process generating nationalistic
animosities. The growth of multinational enterprises, on the other hand,
served to develop transnational interests and solidarities conducive to
international order.4 This is an intriguing argument and Wts nicely into
the overall picture of the growth of nonstate actors throughout the
world. Multinational businesses and international organizations represented forces that were in eVect seeking to create an international society that was distinct from the international system, deWned as a sum of
interactions among sovereign states. The former was challenging the
latter’s traditional hegemony as the deWner of world order.
A similar process, the rise of civil society and the diminishing role of
the state, was under way throughout the world as well. Loss of faith in
government was a phenomenon witnessed in many countries, most dramatically with the Watergate scandal in the United States, which climaxed with the president’s resignation in 1974. But this was not an isolated incident. In many parts of the globe, civil society was asserting
itself, willing to challenge the authority of the state and to undertake
tasks the latter was either unwilling or unable to perform. In the democratic states of Europe as well as in the United States and Japan, political commentators began discussing the question of governability—the
ability of the state to cope with the increasing demands of society.5
There was less and less optimism that the governments had the will or
the capabilities to do so; hence their increasing willingness to turn to
civil organizations to share the task. All in all, then, state-society relations were changing rapidly, both within individual countries and in
world aVairs as a whole. Perhaps it was no accident that religious bodies,
especially the Catholic Church, were beginning to regain their inXuence
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in domestic political and social aVairs, as if to reclaim the inXuence they
had lost to the secular authorities.
Even some countries that had not hitherto tolerated anything close to
a civil society began to witness the emergence of nongovernmental associations, thanks in no small degree to the encouragement and support
that the Church provided. Charter 77, an informal group of intellectuals
in Czechoslovakia founded in 1977 to call for respect for human rights,
was one example, and Poland’s labor organization, Solidarity, oVered
another. Established in 1979, the latter started out as a trade union of
Gdansk dockworkers led by Lech Walesa. But, as an association outside
the government or the Communist Party, it soon attracted a membership
totaling some nine million and became a model for similar organizations
in other socialist states. In the Soviet Union and elsewhere, students,
intellectuals, and dissidents grew steadily bolder and began to organize
themselves. Their associations, many of them clandestine, may not have
been exact replicas of nongovernmental organizations in democratic
countries, but they were clearly becoming self-conscious members of a
civil society that was emerging in Eastern Europe. Indeed, the concept of
civil society came to be developed during the 1970s as representing
forces that were not controlled by the state.6 Those involved in the construction of nonstate organizations in Eastern Europe were conscious of
the international implications of what they were doing. They were in
increasing contact with developments in the West, and European and
American capital was beginning to be invested in the Soviet Union and
elsewhere to produce larger quantities of consumer goods. There is little doubt that for intellectuals, journalists, labor leaders, and others in
these countries, freedom of association came to be seen as a key aspect of
contemporary Western society and that they believed this was where
they would have to start to become part of global developments.
Civil society also grew outside Europe, although the impetus for the
growth of nongovernmental organizations seems to have been more
social and economic than political. In Latin America, Asia, and Africa, a
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large number of voluntary agencies sprang up to cope with problems of
poverty, hunger, and health to complement work by the public authorities. Often governments were too weak, corrupt, or ineYcient to administer social services, and they willingly turned these tasks over to nonstate bodies. Why their number should have begun to increase during
the 1970s is unclear, but it is remarkable that so many community organizations that are active today seem to have originated at that time.
Perhaps the world economic disarray of the early 1970s hit particularly
hard those Third World countries that were not endowed with rich natural resources. It may also have had something to do with the spectacular rise in cross-national migration. Driven by civil strife, ethnic conXict,
and poverty, millions crossed borders, often illegally. Fortunate ones
found refuge in richer countries of Europe, North America, Oceania, or
the Middle East, but a greater number ended up in refugee camps. In
Africa, for instance, the number of refugees grew from three hundred
thousand in 1960, to one million in 1970, and to over three million ten
years later.7
Even among those who stayed home, sprawling slums were a common sight in larger cities. Voluntary work was often the only eVective
means of dealing with such a critical situation. Small-scale community
organizations were founded, and successful ones inevitably grew larger
as they expanded the scope of their activities.8 Even such organizations,
however, held political connotations inasmuch as they were involving
people—the poor, women, and other marginalized groups—in community aVairs. They were engaged in grassroots, bottom-up eVorts in
contrast to the top-down pattern of governmental programs for relief
and economic development. Thus, in many instances community organizations served to empower people who had hitherto been deprived of
a voice in their own governance. From there, it was but a step to an
active campaign for their rights. Such a development seems to have
exempliWed many nongovernmental organizations in the Third World
during the 1970s. Thus in the non-Western parts of the world, too, selfconscious civil society was emerging.9
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Nor was the growth of civil society in many parts of the world limited
to domestic organizations. Branches of international nongovernmental
organizations were established everywhere, their total number increasing from 36,336 in 1966 to 52,074 in 1977, and to 79,786 by 1983. In
1977 the Soviet Union belonged to 43 international nongovernmental
organizations, and China to 71.10 These were much smaller Wgures than
the number of international nongovernmental organizations in the
United States (1,106) or in Japan (878), but they were nevertheless
indicative of a trend. The Wgures for Africa, the Western Hemisphere,
and Asia (including the PaciWc) for that year were 6,830, 11,076, and
9,725, respectively. It was almost as if the whole globe was becoming
dotted with domestic and international nongovernmental organizations.
Added to them were local oYces of intergovernmental organizations,
totaling 6,432 in 1977. These numbers show that global consciousness
was becoming even more fully institutionalized than earlier. The new
international order that was being promoted at the geopolitical level
through the rapprochement between the United States and the Soviet
Union, and between the former and China, had its counterpart in the
emerging global community consisting of thousands of intergovernmental organizations and international nongovernmental organizations,
as well as of domestic civil societies.
It is no accident that astute observers of the international scene began
to notice this phenomenon. Some of the seminal works on international
organizations were published during the 1970s. In 1975 Johan Galtung,
a leading scholar of nonstate actors, argued in a pioneering essay,
“Nonterritorial Actors and the Problem of Peace,” that a “sixth continent” of the world, “the invisible continent of nonterritorial actors,” was
emerging.11 Two years later, Evan Luard, a British student of international politics, published International Agencies, a guide to the existing
intergovernmental organizations that is still useful.12 The important
work by these and other scholars was summed up and put into a comprehensive framework by Harold K. Jacobson, whose Networks of
Interdependence (1979) may be considered the basic text for the study not
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simply of international organizations but also of international relations
in general during the 1970s. As he wrote in the preface, “Humankind is
crafting new political institutions that have already contributed
signiWcantly to greater global security, to better material welfare through
a larger gross world product, and to higher standards of social welfare.”13 All these authors were noticing a global development that would
soon enter the consciousness of millions of people everywhere: the proliferation of international organizations, some of which expanded on the
work begun earlier, while others were innovative in that they were not
elite bodies but were products of, and responses to, the political, social,
economic, and cultural concerns of ordinary individuals
To examine these organizations systematically is beyond the scope of
this book. But it seems useful to describe brieXy some of their activities
in the Welds of human rights, humanitarian relief, developmental assistance, environmental protection, and cultural exchange. We have seen in
the earlier chapters that these Wve, plus peace and disarmament, had
been among the most important objectives of international organizations. While peace advocacy was by no means inactive, the easing of
Cold War tensions may have had the eVect of eclipsing it as a central
issue for international organizational attention. According to Margaret
Keck and Kathryn Sikkink, twenty international nongovernmental organizations were concerned with peace issues in 1963, but the number
declined to fourteen ten years later.14 Further Xuctuations would occur
in the years to come, and while generalizing may be impossible, one
could argue that the Wve Welds just mentioned were now considered
more urgent. If such a generalization is tenable, it underscores the fact
that beginning in the 1970s, so many issues outside of world peace and
arms control came to command the attention of people everywhere, who
were increasingly seeing that the solution to these problems lay in international organizations, not sovereign states.
To start with human rights, one remarkable development during the
1970s was the increasing attention that began to be paid to women’s
rights. The years 1975 to 1985, according to the historian Harriet
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Alonso, were “ten years of unprecedented global organizing” among
women’s groups.15 These years were designated by the United Nations
as the “International Decade of Women,” with 1975 as “International
Women’s Year,” an indication that at both nongovernmental and intergovernmental levels, women’s movements were becoming an important
part of any discussion of world aVairs. While such a widened perception
of international relations had become notable during the cultural revolutions of the 1960s, the new decade added signiWcant elements to the
phenomenon. For one thing, even outside Western Europe and North
America, where women’s organizations had had long histories, similar
movements developed to such an extent that in 1975, an international
congress of women was convened in Mexico City. Not surprisingly, the
participants resolved to create networks of women’s organizations
throughout the world. They recognized that women’s conditions and
lifestyles varied from country to country and from one culture to
another, but the common sentiment was that by coming together,
women’s groups from diVerent parts of the globe could develop a common consciousness—a consciousness of shared concerns and commitments. This was reXected in the publication, starting in 1975, of
Women’s International Networks News, a quarterly journal of information,
and in the Wrst “international tribunal on crimes against women,” held
in Brussels in 1976. This was not a formal trial in the ordinary sense of
the term, but an occasion where two thousand participants from forty
countries aired their grievances concerning violence against women,
including rape and prostitution.16 Such developments may suggest that
while women’s international movements had initially focused on peace
issues, especially against nuclear armament, the easing of Cold War
tensions during the 1970s enabled them to deal with other matters as
well, and in so doing, women’s organizations became more than ever an
integral part of the emerging phenomenon of globalization. For
instance, the establishment in 1974 of a new organization in the United
States, Women for Racial and Economic Equality, suggests that marginalized and disadvantaged segments of the population could join
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forces with women everywhere to search for a new order at home and
in the world.
Human rights, in that broad sense, were becoming a major theme of
international aVairs. Three disparate episodes would demonstrate this
graphically. One was the 1975 Helsinki accord on human rights,
adopted at a meeting of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe (CSCE), a body that had just been organized by members of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization and the Warsaw Pact. The creation
of the CSCE was itself a major landmark in postwar international history. SigniWcantly, the declaration deWned human rights broadly and
referred to “the right of the individual to know and act upon his rights.”
That such a principle was never wholly accepted, let alone practiced, in
socialist regimes was less important than that the nations belonging to
opposite sides in the Cold War now put their signatures to the same
document, indicating that they were willing to embrace common values
regarding the human condition. In 1978 Helsinki Watch was established
to monitor the signatory nations’ compliance with the 1975 agreement.
In that process its staV met, often clandestinely, with dissident individuals and groups, thus encouraging the growth of civil society in the Soviet
Union and East European countries.17
Another interesting example concerned the rights of those who were
physically, mentally, or otherwise disabled and had traditionally been
subject to harsh discrimination in many societies. The United Nations’
universal declaration on human rights had not asserted the rights of the
disabled. At last the world organization made amends when it issued a
declaration on the human rights of the mentally disabled in 1971 and
another, encompassing all types of disability, in 1975. These declarations
called on all countries to improve the conditions of such people.
Hitherto, religious organizations, especially various Catholic orders,
had been conspicuous because of their attention to the disabled, considering them to be God’s special children, but now in many parts of the
world, disabled persons and their relatives and friends began to establish
organizations to lobby their respective states for more support, Wnancial
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and moral. In the United States, for instance, people with disabilities
asserted their rights as consumers: they should, they insisted, have the
right to choose their own rehabilitation programs, hospital and institutional care, and welfare facilities.18
Similar movements developed elsewhere, and in time awareness grew
that the disabled should organize themselves internationally. The Wrst
international nongovernmental organization of the disabled, Disabled
Persons International, was not founded until 1981, but in the meantime
worldwide awareness of their existence and problems was aroused
through international sporting events. Although the Wrst Paralympic
games had been held during the Rome Olympics of 1960, and the
second in Tokyo in 1964, it was during the 1970s that such activities
became more truly international. In 1969 the Stoke Mandeville Sports
Stadium for the Paralysed and Other Disabled was opened in Aylesbury,
Britain, and in the following year an international competition was held
there, attracting four hundred physically disabled athletes from twentyeight countries.19 Soon such events came to include the blind and those
with cerebral palsy, and in the meantime the mentally disabled began
to have their own “special Olympics.” The 1980 Olympics for the
Disabled, held in Arnhem, the Netherlands, drew twenty-Wve hundred
competitors from forty-two countries. Such an event could not have
taken place without the painstaking preparation by a large number of
volunteer organizations, and it reXected the fact that human rights during this period were broadening to encompass the well-being of people
with disabilities.
A third illustration of the growing inXuence the human rights question was having on the world was the award, in 1977, of the Nobel Peace
Prize to Amnesty International. Since its founding in 1961, the organization had rapidly established branches in various parts of the world and
widened the range of its activities. It was particularly active in sending
observers to prisons to ensure proper treatment of inmates. When, in
1975, the International Council of Nurses declared that “the nurses in
the care of detainees and prisoners” must report all instances of “physi-
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cal or mental ill-treatment,” Amnesty International made sure that such
a rule was enforced. It also took seriously a declaration by the World
Medical Association at its convention in Tokyo in 1975 that obligated
doctors “not to condone, countenance, or participate in torture.”20 That
most countries of the world were willing to let Amnesty personnel visit
their prisons indicates the tremendous authority this international organization was already beginning to assume in international aVairs.
Given the rising global concern with human rights, it is not surprising that the United States government under the presidency of Jimmy
Carter (1977–1981) responded to the situation by establishing a bureau
of human rights and humanitarian aVairs within the State Department.
The bureau was headed by the assistant secretary of state for human
rights and worked energetically to promote democratization. Although
Carter’s human rights diplomacy was criticized for its lack of consistency—for instance, he insisted on democratization of South Korea, but
not as Wrmly in China or in Pakistan—we should realize that he had to
juggle various demands (geopolitical, economic, humanitarian) and
often had to deal with unpredicted occurrences pragmatically. International organizations, not separate states, provided consistency. Where
governments could pay only limited attention, nongovernmental organizations made sure that pressure would be kept up on behalf of incarcerated political dissidents and other victims of discrimination and injustice. A great deal of cooperation in this regard also existed between
intergovernmental and nongovernmental organizations. The United
Nations Center for Human Rights, for instance, was in constant communication with international nongovernmental organizations and was
receiving information from them on abuses of human rights in many
parts of the globe. Private foundations in Europe and North America,
notably the Ford Foundation, for the Wrst time came to interest themselves in funding international human rights work.21
All such activities in the human rights Weld did not mean, however,
that international organizations were neglecting other areas of their traditional and recent concern. In the broad area of humanitarian relief, for
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instance, the United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund
(UNICEF) continued to be active in providing health services to children and their mothers. Some seventy million people were reportedly
being served by clinics equipped by UNICEF in the mid-1970s.22
Among international nongovernmental organizations were some notable newcomers, such as Africare and Food for the Hungry International, both established in 1971. The former complemented work by
older institutions such as Project Concern International and worked
closely with the World Health Organization and other intergovernmental organizations to provide medical service and health care facilities
in remote areas of the African continent. Africare’s initiative for its
founding came from African leaders (such as Diori Hamani, president of
Niger) who appealed to African Americans for help. C. Payne Lucas,
director of the Peace Corps OYce of Returned Volunteers in Washington, took up the challenge and started the project, initially headquartered at his home with a small budget of less than forty thousand dollars.
At Wrst envisaged as a relief organization to help victims of drought in
West Africa, it soon came to embrace a more ambitious, long-term goal,
to oVer developmental assistance.23
Food for the Hungry, in the meantime, was founded in southern
California (and later moved to Arizona) as “an international organization of Christian motivation, committed to working with poor people to
overcome hunger and poverty through integrated self-development and
relief programs.” Soliciting donations from other countries as well as the
United States, the organization helped refugees in Bangladesh (which
separated itself from Pakistan in 1971), earthquake victims in Nicaragua,
and the hungry in West Africa. It also created a Hunger Corps to send
volunteers to administer food distribution programs in cooperation with
local organizations.24 In 1976 a new organization was set up in London,
the Appropriate Health Resources and Technology Action Group, to
serve as a repository of information concerning public health research
and administration. Around this time, the notion of primary health care
became incorporated into the vocabulary of international organizations.
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At an international conference convened by the World Health Organization and UNICEF in Alma-Ata in 1978, attended by representatives
of 143 countries as well as sixty-seven international organizations, a declaration was issued, asserting the rights and duties of people everywhere
to participate in primary health care “in the spirit of self-reliance and
self-determination.” “Health for All by the Year 2000” was adopted as
the goal toward which nations and international organizations were to
strive.25
No international nongovernmental organization founded during the
1970s in the Weld of humanitarian relief has been as well known or
inXuential as Doctors without Borders (Médecins sans Frontières). Its
creation in 1971 owed itself to the initiatives of a handful of volunteers
and donors (mostly in France) who were committed to the idea that
humanitarian activities recognized no national boundaries and that
physicians and nurses should go wherever they were needed to help victims of famine, disease, or natural disasters. (The phrase “without frontiers” was so attractive to other organizations that in France alone, more
than thirty of them adopted it as a part of their names.) As a founder of
the organization wrote, in this way it was frankly “subversive”; it would
not always wait for, or go through, government authorization before acting, and it would not hesitate to publicize its activities or the plight of
the people it assisted.26 During the 1970s, doctors and aid workers dispatched by the organization became involved in relief work in Nicaragua
after an earthquake, in Vietnam after the long war, in Thailand to provide assistance to refugees from Vietnam and Cambodia, and in several
African states to care for refugees Xeeing civil strife.
In such activities, Doctors without Borders often frankly confronted
the issue of human rights and was willing to disseminate information on
violations of those rights. The line between humanitarian relief and
human rights activism was thin. The Alma-Ata declaration spoke of the
principle of making primary health care accessible to “individuals and
families in the community through their full participation.” People’s
involvement in their own health care, and more broadly in their own
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development, was being asserted as a right, but this could come into
conXict with local political ambitions and traditional prejudices. From
the beginning, volunteers working for Doctors without Borders and
other organizations encountered situations in which the implementation
of humanitarian activities experienced diYculties in the absence of a system of governance through which individuals could assert their rights.
In such instances, they would have to organize themselves as autonomous entities—something state authorities would not easily tolerate.
But it was becoming clearer that the more humanitarian agencies
involved themselves in the local scene, the greater the challenge to the
existing framework of state sovereignty. Thus here, too, the growth of
civil society was emerging as an inevitable by-product of international
humanitarian work.
The same was true of developmental assistance. The 1970s witnessed
a continued growth in the number of international organizations in this
Weld. This clearly reXected that the rising cost of energy and the Werce
trade competition that resulted from it were making the economic conditions of developing countries worse than ever, relative to those of
more advanced countries. The former came to be known collectively as
the “South,” and the latter as the “North,” and it seemed as if the
North-South rift was becoming even more serious than the geopolitical
conXict between East and West. As many Third World countries found
it diYcult to obtain revenue by marketing their primary exports, whose
prices tended to be depressed throughout the decade, they began pressing for what they called a “new international economic order” in which
their special circumstances would be given consideration and their products given preferential treatment. Because the governments of the richer
countries would make only partial concessions in this regard—for
instance, exempting such products from international agreements on
mutual lowering of tariVs—private groups would naturally become
more deeply involved than ever in providing developmental assistance.
Many of them were organized in France where, as earlier, the
Catholic Church expanded the scope of existing organizations and cre-
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ated new ones to extend assistance programs to former French colonies
in Africa and in Latin America.27 One of them, the Comité Catholique
contre la Faim et pour le Développement, devised a slogan, “Rien ne
changera dans le tiers monde si rien ne change chez nous” (nothing will
change in the Third World if nothing changes at home).28 Such a view
expressed the recognition that developmental assistance made sense
only in the context of a world that was becoming closely interconnected
and in which values such as freedom, justice, and human rights applied
everywhere, at home as well as abroad. For this reason, developmental
assistance programs and projects came to have an important human
rights component, another remarkable phenomenon of the 1970s. We
can see this, for instance, in the founding of the Centre for Development
and Population Activities in 1975 in Washington (with Weld oYces and
“partner organizations and networks” in many countries), aimed at
“empowering women at all levels of society to be full partners in development.” As the insertion of the word “population” in its title suggests,
this organization stressed women’s reproductive health and family planning as essential aspects of economic development. These were politically sensitive issues, and, as noted later, the growth of multiculturalism,
a parallel development in the same decade, would make them extremely
controversial. Of interest to our discussion is that social and cultural
questions were becoming inseparable from developmental assistance.
To consider a few other examples, in 1971 a Consultative Group on
International Agricultural Research was launched at the behest of the
World Bank and of several governments and nongovernmental organizations. Initially designed to help agricultural research, especially in rice
production, the Group soon became involved in broader issues such as
farming systems, conservation of genetic resources, and other phenomena that had “ecological, economic and social factors.”29 Also about that
time, the World Council of Churches established a “program to combat
racism” to help individuals and groups in Portuguese Africa as well as
Rhodesia and South Africa that were struggling against colonialism and
racism. Oxfam America, founded in 1970, often criticized the United
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States government for its aid policy that seemed to help existing regimes
entrench themselves in power instead of promoting the well-being of
ordinary citizens. ReXecting a similar concern, the Society for International Development adopted “jobs and justice” as its objectives for the
1970s, justice being deWned as a concept including “cultural diversity
and safeguarding the environment.”30
Cultural diversity and the safeguarding of the environment—these
two themes were beginning to claim the serious attention of governments and nonstate actors alike during the 1970s, another distinctive
characteristic of the decade’s international relations. Not just in connection with humanitarian relief or developmental assistance, but with
regard to many other issues, the two subjects were entering into the
vocabulary of national and international discourses. Understanding why
is not diYcult. To discuss environmental protection Wrst, by the early
1970s this issue was apparently becoming urgent, given the polluted skies
and waters in so many parts of the world, products of rapid industrial
development and population growth during the preceding decade.
“Defoliation” and “desertiWcation” were now familiar terms; renowned
forests such as the Black Forest in Central Europe began to lose their
trees as a result of atmospheric pollution, and deserts spread in Africa
because of overgrazing and other causes (including climatic change,
although there was no consensus on this point), causing havoc with animal habitats and food shortages for humans. In many cities of the world,
as more and more people gained suYcient incomes to own a car, not just
gasoline consumption but also air pollution from automobile exhaust
grew. Diseases, physical impairment, even deaths were reported in
diVerent parts of the world as a result of poisoning by mercury and other
industrial chemicals. When nations steadily switched to nuclear power, a
move that seemed essential to reduce their dependence on petroleum,
they encountered the problem of protecting themselves against radiation.
The connection between environmentalism—the concern with hazards to the biosphere caused by economic activities—and developmentalism was clear. As more and more countries undertook industrializa-
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tion, they encountered the same environmental issues that plagued the
more advanced nations. Would development and environmental protection be compatible? That was becoming a major issue of international
aVairs. Most Third World countries insisted on the imperatives of economic growth, to remove themselves from the indignity of perpetual
poverty. And yet the vocabulary of environmentalism was such that
unlimited growth appeared less and less a desirable end—so it seemed to
some observers among the already industrialized countries. Such vocabulary came into conXict with the increasingly popular view that it was
precisely because the more advanced countries had enriched themselves
by relentlessly exploiting the resources of the poorer lands that the earth
faced an ecological crisis. Furthermore, some factories from industrialized nations were relocating themselves, partly to take advantage of
cheaper labor in Third World countries but also to escape environmental regulations at home. That such factories might be “exporting dirty
air” to less advanced countries was a charge that began to be made in the
1970s. But that did not mean that these lands should remain in a perpetual state of underdevelopment. Here was the dilemma: How could
nations promote both development and environmentalism? Soon the
world would become familiar with the concept of sustainable growth, a
pattern of economic development in all nations that did not overburden
the earth’s resources or injure its biosphere.
It was in the 1970s that the potentially explosive issue of environmental protection was Wrst addressed internationally, at conferences and
through new organizations. Despite the deeply divisive nature of the
issue, there was agreement that this was a worldwide problem and therefore had to be dealt with in a global framework. A landmark event in
internationalizing environmentalism was the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment, convened in Stockholm in 1972.
(That the organizers chose to use the term “the human environment” to
refer to a conference on the biosphere was indicative of the way in which
humans and nature were beginning to be seen as sharing an inseparable
destiny.) A product of the UN resolution of 1968 calling for such a gath-
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ering, the conference attracted representatives from 114 countries.31
The gathering was often contentious, as could have been predicted, but
remarkably the delegates adopted a resolution calling on the United
Nations to establish a special body to deal with environmental issues
through international cooperation. The recommendation resulted in the
inauguration, in 1973, of the United Nations Environmental Program.
This body became a major forum for deWning international environmental policy in connection with developmental assistance. Third
World countries insisted, and developed countries usually agreed, that
the enforcement of environmentally sound programs should not be at
the expense of the former’s sound economic development or trade, and
that the costs of instituting such programs should be largely borne by
the richer nations.32 The objectives of environmentalism and developmentalism could come into conXict, but the new international organization served as a forum where such diVerences could be aired and, to the
extent possible, ironed out. This was a perfect example of the impact of
new issues upon international governance.
The Stockholm conference produced almost immediate results in
Europe, where the European Community was being established
through the addition of Britain, Ireland, and Denmark to the original
European Economic Community. From its beginning, the European
Community took environmental issues seriously. Through the European Council, the Community’s ultimate governing body, the member
governments adopted environmental action plans and, at the same time,
began coordinating their plans so as to develop common regulations for
environmental protection.33 In the meantime, the European nations as
well as others organized a large number of conventions throughout the
1970s dealing with such speciWc issues as “the prohibition of the
emplacement of nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction
on the sea-bed and the ocean Xoor and in the sub soil thereof” (1971),
“the prevention of marine pollution by dumping from ships and aircraft”
(1972), “international trade in endangered species of wild fauna and
Xora” (1973), “the protection of animals kept for farming purposes”
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(1976), and “the conservation of migratory species of wild animals”
(1979). These agreements testiWed to the willingness of sovereign states,
particularly of Europe, to give up part of their national prerogatives to
cooperate in pursuit of common objectives.
While national governments became increasingly interested in
environmental issues, nongovernmental organizations that had already
been active in the Weld redoubled their eVorts, and many new organizations were established during the 1970s. Some of them were represented
at the Stockholm conference, while others held their own meetings
apart from the United Nations–sponsored gathering. Their agendas
were not always compatible, but their presence demonstrated that they
could not be ignored in any discussion of environmental problems. The
Stockholm conference provided an occasion for internationalizing the
activities of many national nongovernmental bodies concerned with the
environment. As of 1973, according to a survey, ten international nongovernmental organizations existed in this Weld, one of the most
inXuential of which was Friends of the Earth, established in the United
States in 1969. Its founder, David Brower, had been active in the Sierra
Club but felt that this and other conservationist groups were not resisting strongly enough pressures from business and governmental oYces
for “wise uses” of natural resources. Rather than reform such associations from within, Brower and others decided to create their own organization, which from the beginning would be global in scope.34 During
the 1970s, Friends of the Earth branches were formed in many other
countries to disseminate information and campaign actively for the
preservation of the natural environment. After the Stockholm conference, additional organizations were created, so that within ten years the
number of environmental international nongovernmental organizations
reached twenty-six.35 In 1974 the Center for International Environmental Information was established in New York, and six years later its
name was changed to the World Environment Center, a clear indication
of the globalizing trend of such activities. These organizations grew so
numerous that in 1975, a conference was held in Austria to review the
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relationship among them, as well as between them and the United
Nations, in administering environmental and related social programs.
One of the most energetic and successful organizations founded during this period was the Antarctic and Southern Ocean Coalition, formed
in 1977 to try to preserve the Antarctic region from oil drilling and
excessive Wshing. Its representatives began to lobby nations participating
in the Antarctic treaty system, a collection of treaties that governed this
area. The Coalition eventually won the right to send observers to these
meetings, and in the meantime, they engaged in a worldwide campaign
to preserve the Antarctic.36 Although many political and legal issues
complicated their activities, especially regarding the enforcement of any
international agreement, the organization was tireless in publicizing the
critical situation in the region and promoted, among other objectives,
the negotiation of a convention on the conservation of Antarctic marine
living resources. Their eVorts were to be rewarded in the early 1980s
when such a convention was adopted and became part of the treaty
system.
The protection of endangered species was an integral part of environmentalism. The safeguarding of wildlife from human encroachment
had a long history, but during the 1970s international nongovernmental
organizations became even more conspicuous than before in speaking
out against the killing of elephants, whales, and a variety of animals,
birds, Wsh, and plants. When various individuals and organizations spoke
of the “quality of life,” an increasingly popular phrase, they meant not
simply that of humans but also of all living beings that shared the
“planet earth,” another increasingly used term. ReXecting such a trend,
the World Wildlife Fund, the International Union for the Conservation
of Nature and Natural Resources, and other organizations that had been
founded earlier were now more successful than before in persuading
national governments and intergovernmental organizations to take
wildlife protection seriously. For instance, in 1972, the World Wildlife
Fund, in cooperation with Friends of the Earth, spearheaded a campaign
to save whales through newspaper advertisements and street marches in
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London. (That the Duke of Edinburgh was by then president of the
WWF gave the movement much greater visibility.) In response, the
British government imposed a ban on the import of products made from
baleen whales. This was far from being a complete victory for whale
conservationists, and some of them were to move on to become Greenpeace activists. The growing inXuence of all these nongovernmental
organizations is remarkable all the same.37
An interesting development of the 1970s was that the preservation of
the natural environment was often coupled with that of historical and
cultural landmarks. In 1972, at a UNESCO meeting in Paris, a “convention concerning the protection of the world cultural and natural heritage” was signed by seventy-Wve countries. (The United States was the
Wrst nation to ratify the convention.)38 The coupling of cultural and natural resources showed that culture and nature were beginning to be seen
not as opposites, as had long tended to be the case in many parts of the
globe, but as closely integrated so that talking of preserving one at the
expense of the other would be impossible. An emerging perspective of
this period saw culture and nature as interdependent. Moreover, rapid
economic growth in many parts of the world had caused serious damage
not only to nature and wildlife but also to ancient monuments and works
of art. Just as endangered species needed protection, rare historical artifacts had to be treated with care lest they should disintegrate. According
to the 1972 convention, individual countries were to prepare a list of historical landmarks within their borders, from which a number would be
registered with an international committee on historical preservation.
The latter would compile a master list of the world’s most precious historical heritages, and those that required immediate care would be provided with funds for restoration and protection. The assumption was
that these cultural monuments, just like the natural habitat, belonged to
the whole of humanity, and that it was the responsibility of all people to
ensure both natural and cultural preservation.39
The growing popularity of the notion of multiculturalism, another
interesting development of the 1970s, may be said to have been an
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aspect of the concern with the preservation of historical heritages.
Multiculturalism connoted the idea that culture must be seen as pluralistic, consisting of divergent ways of dealing with the human condition.
Just as the preservation of pristine oceanic conditions and endangered
wildlife was a moral imperative for the whole world, respect for diVerent
ways of life and thought came to be seen as an important agenda for
international aVairs. Pleas for cross-cultural understanding had long
existed and produced many important movements and organizations
dedicating themselves to a myriad exchange programs. And during the
1960s, a sense of transnational cultural consciousness had emerged. But
during the 1970s, multiculturalism gained even greater inXuence
because of its conjunction with other developments such as the rise of
global environmentalism and the worldwide mushrooming of nongovernmental organizations. Here were forces pushing for globalization—the term began to be used toward the end of the decade—but the
growth of global consciousness was also giving rise to awareness of
diversity. Globalization and multiculturalism as twin themes—this was
an idea that would eventually come to seem commonsensical. In the
1970s the picture was not yet so clearly recognized, but even so, individuals and organizations promoting educational and cultural exchanges
were becoming keenly aware of the connection.
The continued growth of exchange programs during the 1970s and
subsequently tends to be overlooked by students of international organization because of their fascination with the more dramatic activities by
advocacy groups, such as those concerned with human rights and environmentalism. Purely in terms of number, however, exchange organizations continued to overshadow these other associations. International
organizations promoting educational and cultural exchanges grew just as
rapidly as the latter, and together they contributed to strengthening
transnational networks.
For one thing, the 1970s saw signiWcant developments in exchange
programs between the two sides in the (already waning) Cold War, as
well as between the West and the People’s Republic of China. In 1971
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UNESCO began the World ScientiWc and Technical Information
Service to provide bibliographic information on published articles, numbering over one million a year, in seventy thousand specialized journals,
which provided an opportunity for scientists from the Soviet Union,
China, and other socialist countries to join the international community
of scientists. The 1975 Helsinki accord contained the so-called Basket
III, which dealt with cultural relations and endorsed exchange programs
between NATO and Warsaw Pact countries. About this time, cultural
exchange between socialist and capitalist nations picked up momentum.
For instance, American and Soviet scientists began collaborating in
energy and space research, as exempliWed by the Apollo-Soyuz joint space
mission undertaken in 1975. Two years later, two Soviet historians coauthored a book, an account of the history of U.S.-Russian relations,
that was published by the University of Chicago Press; while the book
struck many American reviewers as biased, its very publication indicated
that the transnational interchange of ideas across ideological divides was
becoming accepted.40
Likewise, the rapprochement between the United States and the
People’s Republic of China after 1971 reopened channels of communication between the two that had all but disappeared during the preceding two decades. The Committee on Scholarly Exchange with the
People’s Republic of China, which had been set up in 1966 under the
auspices of the National Science Foundation in anticipation of the
resumption of scholarly contact, now established a Beijing oYce to oversee the renewed exchanges. In cooperation with the Council for
International Exchange of Scholars, the Washington organization that
administered the Fulbright program, the Committee served as a liaison
between Chinese and American students, academics, and professionals
as they visited each other’s country. On the Chinese side, the Chinese
Academy of Social Science, a Beijing organization, played the key role in
hosting visiting Americans and coordinating plans for scholarly cooperation. At this time such cooperation was still very limited, but at least the
beginnings of the U.S.-Chinese cultural exchange, coming on the heels
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of the worldwide cultural revolution of the 1960s, served to make international intellectual cooperation and communication more nearly global
than had been the case earlier. Moreover, in the United States and elsewhere, new nongovernmental organizations sprang up with a focus on
the promotion of exchanges with the People’s Republic. Foundations,
universities, and professional societies began establishing oYces and
training staV to serve this purpose. While no exact counterpart to such
organizations existed in China, these private initiatives from abroad
sowed the seed for what would soon blossom into a large-scale exchange
between the Chinese and the rest of the world.
That the growth in the number, scope, and diversity of international
exchange programs was giving rise to serious questions may be seen in
the fact that during the 1970s, the governments of the United States,
Britain, France, and Germany commissioned studies to reexamine their
respective cultural policies.41 In the United States, an “independent
panel on international information, education and cultural relations,”
funded from private sources, recommended that the dissemination of
information about the nation should be combined with exchange programs under a single administration. For this purpose, the United States
Information Agency was renamed the United States International
Communication Agency, starting in 1978. Although the former name
was restored after only four years, the stress on communication and
exchange, not just on information, was to remain. This change reXected
the recognition that the spread of information as an aspect of Cold War
diplomacy was now of secondary importance compared with the sharing
of ideas and experiences with all countries. In the meantime, an oYcially
sponsored review undertaken in Britain recommended, in its report of
1977, that the British Council be either abolished or scaled down. Such
a radical idea was more in response to severe economic problems at
home than the product of a new view of international cultural relations,
and the government did not accept the recommendation. But the review
did reXect the growing sentiment that cultural aVairs could mostly be
left in private hands rather than oYcially promoted. In any event, the
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oYcial response to the report pointed to the importance of “educational
and cultural work” in “stimulating the use of the English language”
abroad.
This, apparently rather mundane, point was becoming a matter of
serious concern to French oYcials concerned with cultural aVairs. A
report written in 1979 by a committee headed by Jacques Rigaud
acknowledged that English had overtaken French as the language of
international communication. The report suggested that France’s cultural heritage and ideas could be promoted by languages other than just
French. The world was changing, the report pointed out, because of
“the involvement of people in international aVairs,” and it was therefore
imperative to consider French cultural centers abroad as places of
exchange with the local populace. This did not mean that the teaching
of French in other countries should be neglected, but that the training
of teachers of French abroad should be emphasized, linked to the concept of francophonie.42 A German report, published by the Foreign
Ministry in 1978, admitted that German was not an international language, but it was even more emphatic than the documents of the other
countries in stressing the signiWcance of “international cooperation in
the cultural sector” so as to “create ties between peoples of diVerent
nationalities.” Echoing the French report, the German statement
asserted, “All nations are today, more than ever before, dependent on
one another for their existence. . . . The value of what we give is only
worth as much as our willingness to take. Thus, an open attitude towards
others is a principle of our cultural policy abroad.”43
It was against such a background that organizations, national and
international, faced the issue of cultural diversity. Those espousing multiculturalism insisted on the autonomy of each culture, deWned by religion, ethnicity, race, gender, sexual orientation, and other factors. The
world, in such a view, consisted of a variety of speciWcally deWnable cultures, each with its own values and agendas. No one culture was inherently superior to others. To the extent that one culture, for instance
Western civilization (characterized by exponents of multiculturalism as
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having traditionally been dominated by white males), tended to claim
superiority (or “hegemony,” another word gaining currency), it must be
rejected. To push such an argument to its extreme, multiculturalism
would deny the existence of universal truths or values; all cultures were
equally valid. The validity or authenticity of a culture must be recognized before constructing any device for cross-cultural communication
and cooperation.
Such an assertion presented a serious challenge not only to cultural
exchange but also to human rights, environmentalism, and a host of
other causes that were being promoted by intergovernmental organizations and nongovernmental organizations. If there were no universal
human rights or a shared commitment to the protection of the natural
habitat, how could a global community of men and women with common interests and agendas develop? Was it ever possible to conceptualize such a community to begin with? Was not the idea itself a hegemonic
one, coming from a dominant civilization to impose its deWnition of the
world on others? If the globe was becoming subdivided into selfdeWning cultures with their own local loyalties, should communication
and dialogue among these cultures be even attempted? Was a multicultural world compatible with a viable international civil society?
These were serious questions, and they added complexity to international aVairs in general and to the workings of international organizations in particular during the 1970s. The very idea of cultural exchange
came to be assaulted as a product of Western civilization, even a maneuver by the powerful European and North American countries to hang on
to their position of worldwide inXuence. Although during the 1950s
UNESCO had stressed humanity’s diverse cultural heritage and sponsored conferences on Eastern and Western values, the assumption was
that dialogue was possible and desirable among such diverse heritage
and civilizations. All countries and cultures, cultural internationalists
had believed (and continued to believe), shared a commitment to mutual
communication and understanding. During the 1970s, however, some of
the more outspoken leaders of Third World countries began to insist
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that they did not necessarily share Western ideas about such matters,
and that any attempt at cross-cultural cooperation must reXect their perspectives also. Some intellectuals—among the most inXuential was the
Algerian writer Franz Fanon, whose book The Wretched of the Earth
(1965) was among the Wrst systematic presentations of the argument—
asserted that their Wrst task was to liberate themselves from the cultural
vocabulary that had provided them with words and concepts to comprehend the world, indeed to describe themselves. The time had come, they
argued, for them to develop their own vocabulary if they were to be fully
independent of the colonial past. Similar ideas were expressed in a
scholarly fashion by Edward Said, the American scholar of Palestinian
background, whose Orientalism (1978) became something of a bible of
multiculturalism. In such a perspective, freeing Third World people
from their dependence on the West for knowledge and information
would be vitally important.
These views were aired at UNESCO and other international settings,
making cross-cultural exchange a far more complex undertaking than
earlier. Some observers considered the situation so serious as to nullify
all attempts at international cultural cooperation. Add to this the rise, in
the late 1970s, of postmodernist theory, which argued against the ideas
of progress, modernization, and evolutionary historical processes but
stressed the essential meaninglessness of concepts, terms, and words,
except in the context of the individual uttering (or hearing) them.
Postmodernism could present a serious intellectual challenge confronting all attempts at global community by intergovernmental and
nongovernmental organizations.
The crisis would continue into the subsequent decades, but remarkably it did not prevent the further promotion of international exchange
programs. The governments of the United States, Britain, France, and
Germany continued to recognize the importance of cultural and educational exchange, although they were also aware of the need to reWne and
reformulate their exchange programs to cope with the challenges of the
age. The 1970s saw many new initiatives undertaken by these and other
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countries, both oYcially and privately, to promote communication and
understanding among nations. In 1971, for instance, the European
Federation for Intercultural Learning was established as the umbrella
organization of American Field Service oYces throughout Europe.
These oYces had been engaged in providing “home-stay” experiences
for young people as a way to foster transnational learning and understanding.44 In the United States, many programs designed for encouraging cross-cultural understanding were created, such as the Educational Resource Development Trust, the Educational Foundation for
Foreign Study, and Friendship Force. All were established during the
1970s to bring Americans into closer contact with people elsewhere,
especially from non-Western parts of the world. In 1977 the Fulbright
Association was founded in Washington to facilitate interaction among
former Fulbright scholars. And in 1979 the International Student
Exchange Program was organized to provide funding and logistical support for interchange among American and overseas students and young
faculty members.45
Even among European nations that had been traditionally active in
cultural exchange programs, there were so many of them that in 1976, a
conference of cabinet ministers in charge of cultural aVairs was held in
Oslo to coordinate European cultural exchange. In the meantime, the
French-American Foundation was established to initiate a program of
exchange professors between French and American universities, while
the German Historical Institute opened its oYces in Washington,
London, Tokyo, and elsewhere to undertake cultural exchanges. And in
1972 the Japan Foundation was created by the Ministry of Foreign
AVairs to encourage the development of Japanese studies abroad as well
as the exchange of scholars, artists, journalists, and many others between
Japan and other countries. Around this time, research organizations, or
think tanks, began to be set up in Japan, after the pattern of those in the
West. The National Institute for Research Advancement was one of the
Wrst such organizations, and from the beginning it engaged in projects
that were predominantly international in character.
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All such eVorts suggest that the challenge of multiculturalism was
being met in a constructive fashion by promoters of international
exchange programs. Rather than give up such programs as hopeless,
anachronistic, or misguided in a rapidly changing world of self-conscious diversity, they persisted in the faith that it was possible to incorporate cultural diversity in an interdependent world community and that
for this purpose, cross-national, cross-cultural exchange was still the best
way. Together with individuals and organizations involved in human
rights, environmental, and other international movements, promoters of
cultural and educational exchange paved the way for a stronger emergence of global consciousness toward the end of the twentieth century.
In 1970 an Italian spokesman noted that his country’s policy on cultural exchange had “evolved from a Euro-centric and elitist view”
toward “an attitude of mass-enlightenment and scientiWcally oriented
technical cooperation.” Italy, he said, favored a “constructive approach
towards understanding between diVerent civilisations” as well as combating “illiteracy in the developing world.”46 The statement neatly
summed up the broadening of the scope of cultural exchange in the
1970s. Promoting understanding among divergent civilizations and trying to eradicate illiteracy were now among enterprises that were at the
core of cross-cultural relations. These eVorts were Wlled with conceptual
diYculties and political obstacles, and yet there were intergovernmental
organizations and international nongovernmental organizations ready
to meet the challenge. In so doing, these organizations were continuing
their attempt at reformulating international aVairs.

Chapter 6

Toward Global
Community

International organizations, both governmental and nongovernmental,
continued to grow in number and scope during the 1980s and the 1990s.
Little was qualitatively diVerent about their activities from what they
had been in the preceding decade, but their cumulative and combined
importance in the world increased because of the dramatic turn of events
at the level of interstate aVairs. In most accounts of the last two decades
of the twentieth century, the erosion and eventual end of the Cold War
are presented as the key themes of international relations, which are
then considered to have ushered in a new age known as the post–Cold
War period. But, as I have argued throughout this book, these terms
look at only one level of international aVairs and do not help us understand many other developments that were equally signiWcant to, if not
more signiWcant than, such dramatic episodes as the crumbling of the
Berlin Wall or the collapse of the Soviet Union. In addition to seeing
these episodes in the framework of the history of the Cold War, we must
make an eVort to see them as aspects of some other, nongeopolitical
developments as well. All these developments may be said to have combined together to generate a greater global consciousness, the idea that
there were transnational themes that aVected people everywhere and
produced universal standards for judging the behavior of nations. The
157
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emergence of such consciousness was an unexpected but in many ways a
Wtting climax of a century that had been characterized, at the interstate
level, by conXict and violence.
The focus on international organizations may help us understand
certain continuous themes in international relations during the 1980s
and the 1990s. There is still a tendency to view the last years of the
1970s and the Wrst half of the 1980s as a period in which Cold War tensions revived.1 The diYculty of explaining why the détente of the early
1970s led to the “new Cold War” at the end of the decade, only to usher
in a sudden end of the Cold War a few years later, remains so long as one
focuses on geopolitical developments. In the history of international
organizations, there was in fact no reversal of the trend; they continued
to be active throughout the two decades, and it makes little sense to single out the period of the “new Cold War” (around 1978 to 1985) for special attention—except to show that the eVorts by these organizations
had a great deal to do with the easing of tensions after 1986.
And yet, most writers then and since have paid little attention to such
developments. Many have continued to dwell on geopolitical themes.
Appearing just before the Wnal curtain was to drop on the Cold War
drama, Paul Kennedy’s The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers (1987) showed
an unchanging fascination with power struggles among nations. The
great powers were still the central players that deWned the international
system. The underlying assumption was that the story of interpower
rivalries that had begun in Europe in the seventeenth century or even
earlier had not ended; players might change from time to time, but not
the fact that they determined the shape of the world. Shortly after the
publication of the book, the Cold War was oYcially proclaimed over by
President George H. Bush, but Henry Kissinger, writing in Diplomacy
(1994), continued to argue that power relations among the major states
would continue to be the key to world aVairs. These were traditional
views, presented in conventional vocabulary and frameworks, but the
books’ popularity suggested how diYcult it was to recognize that an alter-
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native deWnition of international relations had been gaining strength and
that a new vocabulary might be needed to note that development.
The gap between the realities of international developments and the
vocabulary to comprehend them was, however, being quietly Wlled by a
number of imaginative scholars who began publishing important analyses of world aVairs in the 1980s. Continuing the work of some pioneering authors who, as we have seen, had written major studies of international organizations during the 1970s and even earlier, several political
scientists published important and prescient works. Johan Galtung’s The
True Worlds, making its appearance in 1980, indicated the direction that
other studies would take in the coming decades by stressing the roles of
“non-territorial actors” in meeting the needs of individual human
beings.2 This seminal work was followed by an increasing number of
monographs on international organizations and transnational issues.3 By
the 1990s there were so many of them that specialized monographs as
well as general accounts of these subjects were Wlling library shelves. The
bulk of this literature, however, was written by nonhistorians. In the
meantime, the term “global” was becoming a preferred adjective, often
superseding “international” and “transnational.” Indeed, “globalization”
emerged as perhaps the key terminology of the end of the century,
embracing international organizations and transnational concerns along
with economic and technological interconnections being strengthened
throughout the world. Not only political scientists but also anthropologists, sociologists, and philosophers—but few historians—wrote one
essay after another discussing the nature and signiWcance of the
phenomenon.4
Amid all this scholarly activity, Kenneth Boulding, an economist,
could still write in 1989 that “the rise of international non-governmental organizations [is] perhaps one of the most spectacular developments
of the twentieth century, although it has happened so quickly that it is
seldom noticed.”5 He was at least correct as far as writings by historians
were concerned. As the introduction noted, they, along with more tra-
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ditionally oriented social scientists, continued to discuss international
relations without taking these organizations—and, for that matter,
intergovernmental organizations—into serious consideration. One reason may have been that, as Boulding’s statement suggests, there was the
impression that the emergence of international nongovernmental organizations had been a recent phenomenon so that they were not yet
objects of historical inquiry. Many writers saw them simply as an aspect
of post–Cold War history.
An examination of international organizations during the 1980s and
the 1990s shows, however, that they were carrying on work that had
begun earlier and that the apparently sudden burst of energy by such
organizations, especially of the nongovernmental variety, became more
conspicuous toward the end of the century, only because the attentiongrabbing interstate dramas that had tended to obscure them were losing
their centrality in international aVairs. International organizations could
often Wnd themselves in the spotlight, however, because they became
more extensively involved than earlier in local political and social scenes,
even giving rise to the view that they were replacing governmental
authorities in providing law and order. Moreover, in some instances
nongovernmental organizations came into conXict with intergovernmental organizations such as the United Nations in carrying out their
missions. While some began to criticize the expanding spheres and
deepening levels of activities by these organizations, such criticism was
evidence that international organizations had indeed come of age, that
no discussion of world aVairs could now do without paying them serious
attention.
In the pages that follow, only a brief outline of the activities by international organizations in the recent decades can be given. As in the
other chapters, these activities are grouped in six subject areas. The concluding chapter mentions the serious scholarly reassessment of these
organizations, especially the nongovernmental variety, that began to
make its appearance toward the end of the twentieth century.
No history of the ending of the Cold War would be adequate with-
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out due attention to the protests of numerous organizations against what
appeared to be a resumed nuclear arms race during the early 1980s. One
of the most dramatic protests was staged by Greenpeace in 1985 against
French nuclear testing in the South PaciWc. The organization had drawn
world attention by Wtting out vessels against such tests as well as against
the killing of whales and other endangered species. By the mid-1980s,
Greenpeace had a Xeet of four ships, the largest of which was the
Rainbow Warrior. The ships arrived at Auckland harbor, New Zealand, in
July 1985 on their way to Mururoa, in the French Polynesian chain, to
initiate a new round of protest demonstrations. But while at anchor, the
Xagship was blown up by agents of the French intelligence service, sinking the boat and killing one member of the crew.6 The incident made
sensational news, and it severely strained relations between France and
New Zealand. It also made Greenpeace more visible than ever.
Greenpeace was by no means alone in engaging in an active antinuclear campaign. The Wrst half of the 1980s seemed to witness a resumed
arms race among the nuclear powers, and it revitalized worldwide peace
movements after they had been relatively quiescent during the détente
era of the 1970s. Catholic bishops in North America and elsewhere
strongly opposed the placement by the United States and the Soviet
Union of intermediate-range tactical nuclear weapons in Europe, and
some women activists organized the Women’s Encampment for a Future
of Peace and Justice, establishing camps outside military bases.7 This
was a new organization, but it was joined by many others that had long
been in existence, such as the Pugwash group, in which Soviet and
American scientists cooperated to propose alternatives to nuclear armament, so that peace activism was in a sense reaching a new climax, playing a role, however indirect, in the ending of the Cold War.8
But this milestone in international relations did not diminish the
importance of international organizations in the cause of peace, for outside of the superpower Cold War, numerous other conXicts were crying
out for peaceful settlement. At a gathering of representatives of nongovernmental organizations in Nairobi, Kenya, held in 1985 in con-
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junction with a United Nations conference on women, it was reported,
“Here Soviet and American women pledged to work together. . . . Here
also Palestinian and Israeli women came together in search of ways to
end the conXict [in Palestine].”9 In reality, of course, the Arab-Israeli
conXict proved even more intractable than the U.S.-Soviet confrontation, but to the extent that tensions were to begin to ease in the Middle
East, much credit was due to women’s organizations, educational institutions, and other international agencies that worked tirelessly to Wnd a
peaceful solution.10
Even when peace was reestablished, whether in U.S.-Soviet relations
or in local conXicts, that did not mean the end of problems, for there
were many legacies of such strife, ranging from the land mines that still
dotted war-torn nations to the millions of refugees driven out of their
homelands in search of food and jobs. International organizations
sprang to action to cope with such crises. Among the most impressive
was the campaign to ban antihuman land mines. Various national nongovernmental organizations had been created in protest against the continued existence and use of such devices, and six of them—including
Handicap International and Human Rights Watch—came together in
1992 to set up an international coordinating body, the International
Campaign to Ban Landmines.11 It worked energetically for the cause
and was instrumental in persuading a large number of governments to
come together to negotiate a treaty banning antihuman land mines. The
Canadian government was receptive to the movement and hosted a conference in 1997 out of which a new treaty emerged. The International
Campaign mobilized world opinion in support of the treaty; to say that
the pressure succeeded in moving most countries of the world to sign
the agreement would be no exaggeration. Some countries refused,
including the United States, China, and India. When this organization
received the Nobel Peace Prize for 1997, the Russian government
declared its intention of adhering to the treaty. Even without these
absentee nations, the treaty was a landmark in demonstrating what an
international nongovernmental organization could accomplish in part-
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nership with governments in bringing about a change in the ways in
which nations conducted themselves.
Closely linked to the campaigns against nuclear weapons, land mines,
and other devices for indiscriminate killing was the continued vigor of
humanitarian activities carried on by international organizations working in cooperation. Among the new organizations undertaking such
coordination was the Center for International Health and Cooperation,
founded in New York in 1992, with a European oYce in Geneva, to
“promote healing and peace in countries shattered by war, regional
conXicts and ethnic violence.” As a volunteer association, the Center
cooperated with other nongovernmental organizations as well as with
the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees and the World
Health Organization to bring health and healing to the warring parties
in Somalia and the former Yugoslavia as the best way for “initiating dialogue, understanding and cooperation” among them.12
One of the most serious consequences of war and civil strife was the
increasing number of refugees. Their number nearly doubled between
1980 and 1990, from eight to Wfteen million worldwide, and by 1995 it
had reached twenty-seven million.13 These included both interstate
migrants and internally displaced persons. The bulk of them were victims not so much of major international conXicts as of local violence.
The crisis that these displaced persons created was so grave as to tax the
energies of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, the
highest international agency. The assistance of private humanitarian
organizations was imperative, and they expanded their scope considerably. Amnesty International, for instance, had by the 1990s established
over four thousand branches throughout the world, and one million
members from nearly every country worked in various capacities or
made donations. It concerned itself with human rights violations
inXicted upon the refugees because, as its 1997 report noted, “many
states talk about the rights of refugees, while in practice devoting their
energies to keeping refugees away from their borders.”14 Almost by
default, but also thanks to their dedicated staV and the funds collected
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from their supporters, Amnesty International and many sister organizations were emerging as de facto authorities in the governance of some
areas of the world.
During the 1980s signiWcant international relief work was carried out
in Southeast Asia, where the long war in Vietnam and the civil war in
Cambodia resulted in huge numbers of refugees. Only a tiny minority
could be resettled in Australia, Canada, the United States, and Europe;
the majority were in dilapidated camps in Thailand and elsewhere.
Those who returned to their own lands found no home. Into such a situation, voluntary associations of Europe, North America, Oceania,
Israel, and Japan appeared and set up medical facilities, founded schools
for children, and undertook many activities the local governments were
incapable of performing. Activities by Japanese organizations are particularly notable, since the nation had not hitherto been engaged in much
volunteer work abroad. But such groups now mushroomed, sending
doctors, teachers, students, and others to Thailand, Laos, and elsewhere
to cooperate with other international organizations to provide relief.
According to the records of one Japanese group, a Buddhist organization, the lack of prior experience was a serious handicap, as was the
unwillingness of the Japanese government to give it support. However,
the organization made steady headway, particularly through its emphasis on education, bringing textbooks, printing presses, and mobile
libraries to local children. Such modest beginnings served to establish
close connections between the people of Japan, Southeast Asia, and the
West in ways no oYcial relations could have hoped to accomplish.15
These organizations often encountered serious problems because of
their deeper involvement in the internal aVairs of many countries. As
their representatives engaged themselves in relief activities in areas
where civil strife, banditry, and terrorism were rampant, they were not
exempted from resistance and even physical attack from local authorities. In Sudan, for instance, where people throughout the country were
suVering from food shortages because of a long civil war, various nongovernmental organizations devised a scheme (called Operation Rain-
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bow) in 1986 to ensure that relief goods actually reached their intended
recipients. The government in Khartoum refused to accept the scheme,
instead using its own army to distribute food. Doctors without Borders,
one of the organizations behind the operation, accused the government
of intentionally impeding shipments to people in areas under the control
of the opposition forces. Two years later, when a cease-Wre was declared,
the United Nations and international nongovernmental organizations
succeeded in establishing a neutral zone in Sudan from which food
would be sent to all parts of the country. Even so, relief goods were often
used by the two factions as means for controlling the population, and
when in 1992 several UNICEF workers appeared to stand in their way,
they were peremptorily murdered by soldiers belonging to the Sudanese
People’s Liberation Army.16
In such instances, aid organizations found it necessary to appeal not
just to the United Nations but also to various governments for support.
Indeed, reports by Doctors without Borders are Wlled with expressions
of dismay at the United Nation’s impotence in the face of adamant local
resistance. In the Sudan case, for instance, the nongovernmental organizations involved called upon various nations to push, either through or
outside the United Nations, for an eVective implementation of the
Sudanese food distribution program. The United States was receptive,
its Congress adopting a resolution condemning Sudanese violations of
human rights. The United States Department of Defense also established a special oYce to plan for possible assistance to international organizations engaged in humanitarian relief activities. This was symbolic of
the age. When chances for major wars of global scale appeared to diminish, and when civil strife, local border disputes, and terrorist attacks
came to characterize so much of international aVairs—although “international” would hardly be an appropriate term in this context—the role
of the state and its armed forces was also changing. At least for the
majority of nations as well as the United Nations, peacekeeping and
humanitarian eVorts were becoming important functions of military
power. Until now, humanitarianism and military force had tended to be
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seen as polar opposites, the former being more “human” and therefore
transnational, and the latter considered Wrst and foremost to be the
instrument of the state for geopolitical purposes. But now power was
increasingly being called on to help in international humanitarian
causes.
The complications to which such a conjunction of force and humanitarianism could give rise were made evident in Somalia, where a long
reign by a dictatorial regime collapsed and led to a brutal civil war in the
early 1990s, in the process starving over a million people and driving
them out of the country to become refugees in neighboring states. Here
was a clearly recognized case in need of international humanitarian
intervention, but how could relief personnel engage in such activities in
a situation of complete chaos? Aid workers sent by UNICEF, the
International Red Cross, and other organizations had to turn to armed
militia for protection as they distributed food, but a United Nations–
sponsored cease-Wre led to their disarmament, while armed bands and
factions continued to plunder aid goods. The United Nations dispatched a peacekeeping force in 1992, but it was helpless against the
continuing plundering and terrorism exercised by the contending factions. Finally, in December 1992, the world organization authorized the
employment of regular forces by several countries, including the United
States. An international force consisting of more than thirty thousand
troops was sent to restore order in Somalia so as to enable the implementation of humanitarian projects. Shooting incidents involving
United Nations and indigenous forces occurred; according to Doctors
without Borders, several hundred Somalian citizens were killed by the
international expeditionary force, leading in some instances to protests
by nongovernmental organizations of alleged violations of human
rights.17 In the meantime, the United States withdrew its forces in view
of a rising domestic criticism; neither the public nor Congress was persuaded that humanitarian purposes justiWed such a massive use of force.
The Somalian intervention, perhaps more than anything else,
demonstrated the dilemma of international eVorts involved in establish-
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ing local order as a precondition for administering relief. For nongovernmental organizations, the problem was particularly acute because
by deWnition they did not have their own armed force and had to rely on
local, national, or international military power to protect their activities.
Often they criticized the behavior of United Nations forces or of various nations’ troops, but at the same time they had to recognize their own
helplessness without some military protection. Could international nongovernmental organizations continue to function without compromising their status as voluntary, nonmilitary agencies for humanitarianism?
There was no fast and easy answer.
Under the circumstances, it is all the more striking that, far from
being discouraged by their experiences in Sudan, Somalia, and elsewhere, nongovernmental organizations continued to grow in number
and scope throughout the 1980s and the 1990s. For the basic reasons for
their existence—the need for private funds for carrying out important
programs, the unwillingness of sovereign states to undertake certain
projects, the growth of global issues for which only transnational solutions were possible—never disappeared but, if anything, became even
more urgent toward the end of the century. For one thing, private funds
for international nongovernmental organizations were more imperative
than ever, because during the 1980s and the 1990s many governments in
Europe and North America began to redeWne their roles and, in the
process, change direction from a welfare state to “small government,”
reducing governmental expenditures and thereby their Wscal deWcits.
This shift away from extensive state involvement in social welfare
implied that the social and human needs of society, at home and abroad,
would now, more than ever, have to be met through private initiatives.
The phenomenon could be detected in other countries as well. In
Japan, a country that had traditionally relied on public authorities to
look after the needs of the poor and the disadvantaged, business corporations began showing an interest in philanthropy, establishing a “1 percent club,” a symbolic gesture that called upon larger Wrms to set aside
1 percent of their revenues for nonbusiness related activities, including
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charity. Although the number and scale of nongovernmental organizations engaged in humanitarian work in Japan were still much smaller
than those in North America or Europe, already by 1990 some 290 philanthropic organizations had been established. While individual donations were meager compared with those elsewhere—at that time the
estimate was that an average American contributed over one hundred
dollars a year to charity, whereas an average Wgure for Japan was only six
dollars—the awareness was growing that private individuals would have
to play a larger role in social services than in the past. The Kobe earthquake of 1995 conWrmed this trend as volunteers from all over the country—and from abroad—oVered their assistance.18
During the 1980s and the 1990s, international humanitarian activities
became particularly notable in two relatively new areas: the care of
AIDS patients and the promotion of the rights of disabled persons.
AIDS began to spread with alarming rapidity during the 1980s, especially in Africa where, at the end of the 1990s, 3 percent of young adults
were said to be dying of HIV. The catastrophic spread of the disease
raised serious moral, as well as medical and scientiWc, issues for the world
community, since AIDS treatment was very costly, and few outside the
advanced industrialized nations could aVord the expensive drugs. Rich
countries and corporations would have to be asked to help, and, not surprisingly, international corporations provided the framework for soliciting and administering funds. In 1996 the United Nations established a
program (UNAIDS) “to take on AIDS as a core issue,” as its executive
director said. In 2000 the United Nations sponsored a world AIDS conference in Durban, South Africa, where the delegates called for “globalization of HIV treatment.” The problem was considered so serious that
the 2001 “G-8” conference at Genoa paid close attention to it, the Wrst
time that the leaders of the world’s richest countries, who had been
meeting annually to consider global economic issues, collectively confronted the crisis.19
Equally remarkable was the expanding recognition of the rights of
the disabled. That the state had a special responsibility to care for the
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disabled was graphically demonstrated when the United States Congress
passed the Americans with Disabilities Act in 1990, making it illegal to
discriminate against disabled persons in jobs, workplaces, transportation, and public accommodations. Public buildings, for instance, had to
be made accessible to wheelchair users. In other countries, too, accessibility became a policy objective, although it was never fully implemented. Not just wheelchair users but also people with many other disabilities were steadily gaining recognition as individuals with all the
same rights and privileges as other citizens. This increasing awareness of
the disabled may have reXected the fact that in many countries, especially in Europe and Japan, life expectancy was increasing, and as a result
the care of the aging population was becoming a serious public issue.
The rights of older people were given new emphasis in the United
States and other industrial societies. (The American Association of
Retired Persons, one of the largest nonproWt organizations in the nation,
had a budget of nearly $500 million in the mid-1990s.) In many ways
aging people developed physical and mental problems comparable to
those of younger disabled persons, and together they were beginning to
make up an increasingly large portion of the world’s population. Just as
able-bodied elderly people often develop various disabilities that entitle
them to special medical care, the disabled, too, must be seen as an integral part of the community, rather than being marginalized. Not surprisingly, reXecting these and other trends, the United Nations declared
1980 the “year of the handicapped,” and its Economic and Social
Council as well as the International Labor Organization provided special funds to promote public awareness of the landmark.
From the beginning, however, private organizations were particularly
active in promoting the cause of the disabled and planning various activities on their behalf. In 1981 four hundred persons with disabilities from
more than sixty countries came together in Winnipeg, Canada, to found
the Wrst international nongovernmental organization for the disabled,
Disabled Persons International. Its initial funds came not only from the
Canadian government but also from such nongovernmental organiza-
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tions as the Coalition of Provincial Organizations of the Handicapped,
the Mennonite Central Committee, and the Catholic Committee for
Development and Peace.20 Within four years, Disabled Persons
International had come to include members from over a hundred countries, representing millions of people throughout the world who were
considered disabled. In close coordination with national committees, the
international organization devoted itself to educational campaigns to
arouse public awareness about the rights and needs of people with disabilities, and to community programs where such people would receive
special education, rehabilitation, and, where feasible, job training.
With one out of every thousand individuals in the world being considered disabled—and this was clearly an underestimation—it is not
surprising that such people should seek their empowerment just like
other groups that had been marginalized. One of the most dramatic
ways in which they tried to arouse public consciousness was through
sporting events. Although such events had Wrst been organized in conjunction with the Olympic games during the 1960s, it was not until the
1980s that successful eVorts were made to incorporate Paralympic games
as an integral part of the quadrennial sporting event. In 1984 the
International Coordinating Committee of World Sports Organizations
for the Disabled was set up, to bring together many organizations that
had served the needs of diVerent types of disabilities: the blind, the deaf,
those with cerebral palsy, and many others. The Coordinating Committee was able to persuade the national committees hosting the summer and winter Olympics to include parallel events for the disabled.
Thus in 1984, while the Olympic games were taking place in Los
Angeles, “international games for the disabled” were opened by
President Ronald Reagan and attracted the participation of eighteen
hundred athletes from Wfty countries. Another event, games for wheelchair users, was to have been held in Champaign, Illinois, but the event
had to be moved to Britain for lack of adequate equipment. It was at the
British games that the term “Paralympics” was used for the Wrst time.21
But Paralympic games became an integral part of the Olympics only at
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the 1988 games in Seoul, Korea. By the time of the Barcelona Olympics
in 1992, the presence of disabled athletes in the same city, engaged in
their own games, had become a familiar sight.
Disabled persons obviously need more assistance, logistically and
Wnancially, to participate in international sporting events. At both Seoul
and Barcelona, hundreds of volunteers gave their time to serve these
athletes, and private donations supplemented subsidies from the hosting
Olympic committees for funding. Although Paralympics were no more
free of political issues than the regular Olympics—for instance, at Seoul
the Iranian goal-ball team refused to play the Israeli team and was told
to return home immediately—the history of these games is a powerful
reminder that transnational identities can lead to impressive results
when provided with institutional frameworks.22
Apart from sporting events, the role of international organizations in
caring for the disabled was especially notable in poorer countries with
limited resources devoted to social programs. Such countries have far
fewer doctors per capita, and inadequate medical facilities tend to result
in a higher rate of birth defects. In Bangladesh, for instance, in the early
1990s three-quarters of national budgets still depended on aid from
other countries, and most of the funding for hospitals and rehabilitation
centers came from nongovernmental organizations, domestic and foreign. In 1993 an Asia-PaciWc conference of Disabled Persons International was held in Dacca, and an ambitious program was adopted for
protecting the rights of the disabled. Even so, many categories of disabilities, including mental retardation, were not yet adequately served.
Still, the clear recognition was that the problems of disabled persons
worldwide could be dealt with only through international eVorts.23
Such eVorts were now more desperately needed than ever, because
during the 1980s and the 1990s, the gap between rich and poor countries widened. True, this was not a new trend, but it was now being exacerbated by the increasing globalization of the world economy. A qualitative diVerence became apparent between the economies that were
integrated into the international networks of production, distribution,
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and consumption and those that were not. The former economies were
electronically connected through computer networks and were able to
instantly access information via the Internet, while the latter did not partake in such technological advances. Moreover, while large parts of the
world were becoming a huge arena for a global Xow of capital, some
remained unaVected. Private capital moved from one country to another
with increasing speed, and in the late 1990s the total outstanding issues
of international loans and bonds amounted to almost $7 trillion.24
And yet this huge investment was unevenly distributed. Countries in
Latin America, for instance, were regular recipients of foreign private
loans and investments, and those in the formerly Soviet bloc (so-called
transition countries, shifting from a socialist to a free enterprise system)
likewise were becoming integrated into the global Wnancial system.
However, as the authors of Global Transformations (1999) noted, “The
poorest countries have remained on the margins of private international
Wnance and reliant on oYcial aid Xows.”25 In 1990 and 1995, for instance,
total capital Xows to developing countries amounted to $57.1 billion and
$211.2 billion, respectively. Africa’s share, however, was only $2.5 billion
and $11.8 billion in these years. Even countries that received large
amounts of foreign investments and loans, however, often fell into a
Wnancial crisis, during which they were incapable of making debt payments to foreign lenders. Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, and other countries
in Latin America were hit particularly severely by the debt crisis precisely because they had been connected to the world Wnancial network.
The upshot of all these developments was that the 1980s were a decade
of poor economic growth in most Third World countries; those that did
better, such as the newly industrial economies of East Asia (South Korea,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singapore), were no longer considered members of the Third World.
Under the circumstances, it was obvious that for the poorest countries in Africa as well as the debt-ridden countries in parts of Asia and
Latin America, assistance from abroad was the only means left to enable
them to cope with their social and economic crises. Unfortunately for
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them, this was the very moment when the donor nations were reducing
their oYcial assistance, for a number of reasons: their own domestic economic problems, political pressures for “smaller government,” and resistance to using public funds for foreign aid in the absence of a geopolitical justiWcation in view of the waning and ending of the Cold War. It was
evident that if the poorer countries were to solve their problems, not to
mention undertake economic development, they would need aid from
international organizations more than ever before. And these organizations were clearly aware of the critical roles they would have to play in
those countries’ aVairs. For instance, UNICEF and the World Health
Organization began pooling their resources for polio elimination
throughout the world. UNICEF had, since the 1960s, focused its energies on infrastructure development and primary health care programs,
rather than on disease eradication, but during the 1980s it recognized
that given the civil strife, debt crisis, and other aZictions in the poorer
countries, their health conditions, especially of children, were deteriorating. UNICEF thus increased its budget for obtaining and distributing polio vaccine to Asia, Africa, and Latin America, and the World
Health Organization administered the immunization program, which
proved to be immensely successful.26 In the meantime, the World Bank
and the International Monetary Fund became particularly active during
the last two decades of the century, providing not only funds but also
guidance for domestic economic policies and trade strategies. Such
guidance often came into conXict with local regimes pursuing their own
agendas, but the overall picture is clear: poverty and indebtedness in any
part of the world were seen as matters for global concern, to be dealt
with in an international framework.
The same thing could be said of international nongovernmental
organizations concerned with developmental assistance. They were
becoming so central to developmental projects in many parts of the
world that in 1998 a group of French scholars published a massive volume giving a detailed analysis of this phenomenon. One theme that
emerged out of the book’s essays was that development-oriented inter-
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national nongovernmental organizations had grown so much and had
become involved in the aVairs of other countries so deeply that it no
longer made sense to refer to them as though they shared many
common characteristics.27 In the United States, 160 private agencies
involved in international relief, development, and refugee eVorts formed
InterAction, with its headquarters in Washington, to coordinate publicity and fund-raising activities of these organizations through the
Internet. Only 16 out of the 160 members (as of the year 2000) had the
word “development” in their names, but most of the others were as concerned with development as they were with relief issues. To eVect cooperation between these and overseas nongovernmental organizations, the
Institute for Development Research actively promoted “global civil society alliances through participation in civil society networks.”28
Such an objective assumed, of course, that civil society was becoming
robust in all parts of the world, especially among developing states.
Whether this was in fact the case was not always clear, but there was little doubt that economic development was more than ever connected to
the problem of local governance. Case studies of newly independent
countries in Central Asia found, for instance, that the trend toward
democratization was never unidirectional. Kazakstan, for instance,
which gained independence from the Soviet Union in 1991, had a
democratic constitution, but freedom of the press began to be suppressed in the mid-1990s, and the country’s nongovernmental organizations appealed to the international community for support. A few,
including Amnesty International, responded, but none of the democratic states challenged the government of Kazakstan.29 Such a situation
made it diYcult for the international community to involve itself in the
country’s economic aVairs. Likewise, aid activities by European and
Canadian organizations in Central America during the 1980s provided
an example of the diYculties involved when nongovernmental organizations and governmental agencies worked at cross purposes. The region
was rocked by internal strife and civil war in Nicaragua, El Salvador,
Guatemala, and elsewhere, and the United States government sought to
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restore order by supporting forces opposed to the Sandinista government in Nicaragua, heir to the movement for social change initially led
by Agustino Sandino during the 1920s. Nongovernmental organizations
from Europe and North America came into contact with grassroots
organizations and helped establish local nongovernmental organizations, seeing them as forces for reform and democratization. Some nongovernmental organizations from the United States, on the other hand,
assisted Washington’s strategy of counterinsurgency and aided antiSandinista groups. The Sandinista regime, however, lost power in the
early 1990s following national elections, and many foreign aid organizations had to reassess their objectives and priorities. As a study of their
activities in Central America noted, “Long-term planning and strategy
were absent from the Central America desks of most European NGOs
at this time.”30 An episode such as this demonstrated the enormity of the
tasks the nongovernmental organizations were now carrying out, as well
as the frequent lack of cooperation between these organizations and the
governmental apparatus, both of the aid-giving and aid-receiving
nations.
The potentially conXictual relationship between civil society and the
state, as well as eVorts to bring the two together, could also be seen in
the movement to protect the environment. During the 1970s international environmentalism had grown in response to the ecological crises
produced by rapid industrialization. But those countries that had not
partaken of such growth—some had failed to maintain a reasonable rate
of growth even to feed their increasing population—continued to press
for economic development as their cardinal objective. The tension
between environmentalism and development was symbolized during
the 1980s and the 1990s by the worldwide dispute over the building of
huge dams. As Sanjeev Khagram has shown, the construction of dams
was of symbolic importance in less developed countries, where hydropower was the main source of electricity as well as irrigation and drinking water.31 However, dams not only could be injurious to the ecological system but also could violate human rights, as their construction
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often involved forced removal of inhabitants from the construction sites.
For these reasons, both in advanced countries and in developing states
there grew movements against the building of dams, and Khagram credits “domestic and transnational civil society organizations” for having
slowed the pace of their construction. They were particularly successful
in putting pressure on the World Bank to reduce its Wnancing of big dam
projects. Here again, however, the success of the anti-dam campaign
depended on the viability of domestic civil society, as can be seen most
clearly in the Three Gorges dam project on the Yangtze River in China.
Despite voices of protest from abroad and some scattered opposition at
home, the authorities in Beijing pushed ahead with the scheme, involving the destruction of dwellings for hundreds of thousands of people on
both sides of the river and the removal and relocation of the residents.
The Chinese government insisted that the dam was absolutely essential
for preventing Xoods and generating power for millions of people in
central China.
That was the dilemma. Virtually all countries were committed to
growth, while the world needed to protect the environment. What was
needed was a formula for accommodating the demands for both development and environmentalism. It was typical of the age that the concept of “sustainable growth” seemed to satisfy both these demands.
According to Lynton Keith Caldwell, the words “sustainable growth”
Wrst appeared in a 1980 publication of the International Union for the
Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources, World Conservation
Strategy: Living Resource Conservation for Sustainable Development. As he
notes, the term was deWned as “the meeting of today’s true needs and
opportunities without jeopardizing the integrity of the planetary lifesupport base—the environment—and diminishing its ability to provide
for needs, opportunities, and quality of life in the future.”32 Such an
agenda would perhaps necessitate a slower rate of growth for more
advanced countries but would also ensure that less developed nations
not be left far behind. As a report by the Consultative Group on
International Agricultural Research noted, during the 1980s its research
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agenda focused on “increasing sustainable food production in the developing countries in such a way that the nutritional level and general
economic well-being of the poor are improved.” For the 1990s the organization deWned its mission as “sustainable improvements in the productivity of agriculture, forestry and Wsheries in developing countries in
ways that enhance nutrition and well-being, especially of low-income
people.”33
Given such an orientation in devising developmental agendas, it is
not surprising that much more was accomplished in the environmental
area during the 1980s and the 1990s than ever before. The number of
international nongovernmental organizations concerned with the environment showed impressive gains during these decades. According to
Keck and Sikkink, there were ten of them in 1973, but ten years later the
number had increased to twenty-six, and within still another ten years,
to ninety.34 This was a faster rate of growth than any other category of
nongovernmental organizations and indicated the inXuence, assertiveness, and self-conWdence of environmental movements. Thanks in no
small part to their activism, in 1987 the European Community’s “single
European act” called for uniWed environmental standards to be applied
to all member states. The year 1989 was declared the “European year of
the environment,” and four years later, when the European Community
became the European Union, the European Environmental Agency was
established as the environmental arm of the Union. The European
Commission, the legislative body, designated one of its directors general
for overseeing environmental issues ranging from security of nuclear
installations to soil conservation.35
By its very growth and activism, however, the environmental movement came face-to-face with problems that had not been experienced
when it was in its infancy. To compare the second (1992) United Nations
conference on environment and development (the so-called earth summit), held in Rio de Janeiro, with the landmark Stockholm conference of
1972 is to become aware of the distance the nations and international
organizations had traveled in gaining a sophisticated understanding of
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many complicated problems as well as their determination to try to solve
them. The 1992 conference was notable in the history of international
nongovernmental organizations because their representatives were
included in at least fourteen oYcial delegations, marking a point where
the lines separating governmental and nongovernmental personnel
became more blurred than ever. Moreover, a large number of environmentally oriented nongovernmental organizations—as many as 1,420 of
them, according to a study—gained access to the preparatory meetings
that preceded the Rio conference.36 The 120 individuals that made up
the working party of these meetings included representatives from
Greenpeace, the International Union for the Conservation of Nature
and Natural Resources, and several other organizations. The Worldwide
Fund for Nature, the World Resources Institute, and others drafted a
comprehensive treaty on preserving biodiversity. While most nongovernmental organizations did not gain access to the formal conference
itself, they—over 2,000 of them from 150 countries—held their own
meeting in Rio, called Global Forum. The World Commission on
Environment and Development, originally founded in Sweden, served
as liaison between these two gatherings. Predictably, the meeting of
nongovernmental organizations was more forthright in pointing to the
dangers of too rapid a pace of economic growth, but the delegates were
as critical of the advanced nations’ practices as of the other countries’.
For instance, they castigated the developed nations for indiscriminately
building factories in less advanced countries to make use of their cheaper
labor, resulting in forests being denuded and oceans polluted from
industrial waste. The nongovernmental organizations adopted an “earth
charter,” calling upon industrial nations to invest in the preservation of
rain forests, the protection of endangered species, and research in
oceanography and climatology to guard against the warming trend of
the earth.37
The Wnal report, called the “Rio declaration on environment and
development,” did not go that far in giving priority to a transnational
partnership on behalf of environmentalism, but it nevertheless was an
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important landmark in pointing to the responsibility of all nations and
peoples to safeguard their natural habitat even as they undertook economic development. Proclaiming the need for “establishing a new and
equitable global partnership through the creation of new levels of cooperation among States, key sectors of societies and people,” the document
reiterated that “Human beings are at the center of concerns for sustainable development. They are entitled to a healthy and productive life in
harmony with nature.” More speciWcally, the declaration took note of
the diVerent needs and responsibilities of developed and developing
nations. The former, the Rio statement said, must “acknowledge the
responsibility that they bear in the international pursuit of sustainable
development in view of the pressures their societies place on the global
environment and of the technological and Wnancial resources they command.” Echoing the voices of women and indigenous groups of people
heard at the Global Forum, the Wnal document asserted their “vital role”
in environmental management. Even more striking was the assertion
that “peace, development and environmental protection are interdependent and indivisible.” Warfare was declared to be inherently destructive
of sustainable development so that in the event of an armed conXict, the
states involved were exhorted to “respect international law providing
protection for the environment.”38
From this time onward, it became a familiar scene for an international conference on environmental issues to include representatives of
nongovernmental organizations as advisers to, even as members of, governmental delegations. When the United States and Canada negotiated
for a North American Free Trade Area, environmental groups worked
through congressional and public opinion to ensure that the two nations
would couple the free-trade accord with a water-quality agreement to
ensure the good condition of rivers and lakes in both countries. The
result was the establishment of a North American Commission on
Environmental Cooperation.39 The June 1997 United Nations special
assembly on the environment, held in New York as a sequel to the Rio
de Janeiro gathering, was notable because representatives of many more
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nongovernmental organizations were included among national delegations than at Rio. Instead of meeting concurrently with the oYcial conference, now states and nonstate actors were cooperating together to
cope with urgent issues of the day. It was just a step from here to the
point where nongovernmental organizations would come to play a crucial, even a dominant, role at international meetings. At a 1994 conference on prevention of desertiWcation, nongovernmental organizations
not only sent observers and cooperated with oYcial representatives of
the respective participatory governments, but they even provided part of
the funds for the gathering. The 1995 Berlin conference on climate
change attracted one thousand representatives of nongovernmental
organizations, some of whom joined seventy thousand Berliners in a
bicycling demonstration to warn the world about the hazards of climate
change as a result of urbanization and industrialization.40
The Kyoto conference on the earth’s warming trend, which met in
December 1997, was a consequence of these eVorts by international
organizations to cope with the problem of climate change. All together,
161 countries, 40 international organizations, and 236 nongovernmental organizations were represented. They worked closely together to
have the governments adopt speciWc targets for reducing the level of carbon dioxide emission in each country. The Wnal agreement was a compromise. Thus the members of the European Union pledged to reduce
their level of carbon dioxide emission by 10 percent by the year 2010,
Japan by 6 percent, and the United States by 7 percent. Even such a
modest program would not have been possible if representatives of nongovernmental organizations had not lobbied energetically on behalf of
their objectives. Because this was the Wrst large-scale conference on the
environment held in Japan, the nation’s 200 nongovernmental organizations involved themselves in the event, distributing their newsletter, providing information to the media, and exchanging ideas with their overseas counterparts.41
That such an important gathering took place in Japan was symbolic
of Asia’s steady involvement in the international environmental move-
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ment. Much of the movement’s initiative, organization, funding, and
activity had previously been conWned to Western Europe and North
America. But the deleterious impact of industrialization on the environment was being taken more and more seriously by the Asian countries
with their fast-growing economies. In 1983 a nongovernmental organization, Development Alternatives, was established in New Delhi to
engage in research and informational activities on climate change and
related issues. In the following year, Climate Action Network–South
Asia was created in Dhaka, Bangladesh. A Japanese branch of Greenpeace was organized in 1989, and in 1990 a media symposium on “communications for environment” was held in Bangkok. Four years later a
nongovernmental Asia-PaciWc conference on the environment was convened in Kyoto, resulting in the creation of the Asian Environmental
Council in 1995. Also that year, a new nongovernmental organization,
the Action Federation for Environment, was established in Korea.42
These were but a small sample of Asian organizations that mushroomed
in the last decades of the century, indicating not simply that environmental issues were attracting the increasing attention of Asian countries
but also that nongovernmental organizations were proliferating in the
region. Asia was becoming an important part of the global networks of
civil societies.
Related to environmentalism, the movements to protect wildlife continued their momentum throughout the 1980s and the 1990s. The
World Wildlife Fund, Greenpeace, Friends of the Animals, Defenders
of Wildlife, the Humane Society, and other international nongovernmental organizations formed a coalition to protect elephants in Africa.
They worked with local nongovernmental organizations to prevent the
indiscriminate killing of elephants, and after a 1989 international agreement to prohibit ivory trade was signed, they made sure that the ban
would be enforced. The role of international nongovernmental organizations in the protection of elephants was recognized by Zimbabwe’s
minister of natural resources and tourism when he complained that
those organizations “took it upon themselves to initiate a major study of
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the ivory trade” and “persuaded international NGOs that they should
call for a world ban on the ivory trade.”43 Such a statement shows how
subversive of state authority some nongovernmental organizations could
become, a matter of considerable concern to governments that saw their
power being usurped by private associations that spoke in the name of
“the international community.” There were numerous instances of open
collision between an environmentally oriented nongovernmental organization and a state, as seen most dramatically in the 1985 Rainbow
Warrior aVair, triggered by Greenpeace’s concern that French nuclear
tests would destroy marine life in the PaciWc. Instances like this, however, were rare, and in most cases, at least regarding the preservation of
biodiversity, the usual pattern was collaboration between governmental
and nongovernmental organizations. Thus their representatives continued to hold meetings to renew the ban on ivory trade. The 1992 convention on biological diversity, which called on each nation to devise a
strategy for the preservation of genetic resources, was a product of
many years’ research and preparation undertaken by the International
Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources.44
It was not just national governments, however, that had to reckon
with the growing activism of nongovernmental organizations in the
environmental arena. Business enterprises, in particular multinational
corporations, saw their interests and prerogatives being challenged by
these organizations as well. The expansion of multinational businesses
and of nongovernmental organizations were twin phenomena of globalization, and these were both nonstate actors, pursuing their agendas
independently of governmental authority. And yet their agendas and
ideologies often proved to be in conXict. Economic globalization was
being promoted energetically by private enterprises, and they resisted
undue restriction of their activities, whether coming from governmental agencies or from nonproWt organizations. Nowhere was this clash
more evident than in the environmental area. While international nongovernmental organizations pushed for an international convention on
biodiversity and biosafety, businesses feared that such an agreement
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would impede their research into pharmaceutical projects and limit
their intellectual property rights; internationalizing biomedical information could damage the interests of holders of such rights. Added to
this was a division between business corporations of developed nations,
frequently backed by their governments, that insisted on private rights
to patented materials, and the developing states, with the support of
many international nongovernmental organizations, that argued that
genetic resources should be shared by all nations.45
The conXict between environmental nongovernmental organizations
and business enterprises became dramatically clear when, at a 1999
meeting of the World Trade Organization in Seattle, many private
organizations staged huge demonstrations to protest against what they
took to be big businesses’ insatiable appetite for proWts even at the
expense of the natural environment. The Seattle episode revealed that
political, economic, social, and cultural aspects of globalization had not
all cohered. Indeed, some nongovernmental organizations even protested against the very phenomenon of globalization. The relationship
between international nongovernmental organizations, on one hand,
and globalization, on the other, would remain a contentious issue, as discussed further in the concluding chapter. In an age when so many issues
tended to be globalized, whether or not one approved of the development, there was as yet no mechanism to reconcile diVerent aspects of
globalization. By the same token, precisely because of these diYculties,
nongovernmental organizations were being called on to become even
more self-conscious than earlier and to clarify their position on global
issues. In that sense, too, they were becoming more global than ever,
however much some of them may have begun to question the wisdom of
globalization.
The complex interconnectedness among diVerent strands of globalization was evident at a number of international women’s conferences.
The Third World Conference on Women, convened in Nairobi in
1985, brought together over two thousand delegates from 157 countries.
There was also a parallel forum, attended by fourteen thousand women
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representing nongovernmental organizations from some 150 countries.
SigniWcantly, at Nairobi an action paper was adopted unanimously,
whereas at the two earlier conferences (in Mexico City in 1975 and
Copenhagen in 1980), no consensus had emerged about speciWc measures to enhance the status of women.46 The thrust of that document
was to ensure that an international discussion of any topic should
include a women’s dimension. One immediate consequence of this
assertiveness was an active eVort on the part of women’s organizations
throughout the world to meet and arrive at some shared viewpoints in
preparation for the Cairo conference on population and development,
convened by the United Nations in 1994.
The coupling of the themes of population and development, apparent already at some conferences during the 1970s, was now widely
accepted as axiomatic. The problem of population growth, it was
believed, had to be tackled in the context of economic development.
The argument was that as nations grew economically and their per
capita incomes increased, people would give birth to fewer oVspring as
their outlook on life changed; birth control would become more readily
available, the overall level of education would be enhanced, and children
would primarily become objects of education and care rather than
sources of labor. Although diVerent religions and belief systems had
divergent views on birth control, the status of children, and, above all,
the position of women as wives and mothers, women’s groups were
instrumental in ensuring the success of the conference. The drafting and
adoption of the “Cairo program of action,” targeting as a goal a slower
rate of population growth throughout the world, were made possible,
according to a report on the conference written by the International
Women’s Health Coalition (established in 1980), by the fact that
“women [were] engaged at every stage of conference preparations and at
every level to gain access to negotiations.” Because, the report concluded, “women have been most aVected by population policies and programs, they emerged as an unassailable moral force.”47 Also signiWcant at
this conference was that many representatives of nongovernmental
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organizations were included in oYcial delegations. For instance, Japan,
which had hitherto not established a close working relationship between
government and nongovernmental organizations, sent a delegation to
Cairo consisting of representatives of both. A new pattern of close cooperation on women’s issues among states, intergovernmental organizations, and international nongovernmental organizations was developing.
The pattern was conWrmed at the 1995 Beijing conference on women,
oYcially called the Fourth World Conference on Women: Equality,
Development, and Peace. That China hosted such a gathering, not just
of representatives of various governments but also of nonstate actors,
was signiWcant, indicating that even for a country that severely restricted
the formation of private organizations, the state had come to recognize
the worldwide trend toward civil society. The Beijing gathering was preceded by a 1990 forum on Asian women held in Kitakyushu, Japan, and
by the establishment of an Asia-PaciWc human rights information center
in Osaka in 1994. Japan’s Kanagawa prefecture hosted an East Asian
women’s forum just prior to the Beijing conference, which was followed
by an Asia-PaciWc conference on women and development in Djakarta.
Asian women were clearly beginning to assert their rights, and to do so
they were following their Western counterparts in organizing themselves. Many of these organizations sent their representatives to Beijing.
Some served as advisers to oYcial delegations, but the vast majority
joined those from other parts of the world and met separately at a nongovernmental forum held outside the city. Numbering twenty thousand,
they experienced some physical discomfort and, worse, personal indignities as they were often treated by local oYcials as unwelcome visitors,
but even so, women’s groups from Asia, the West, Latin America, and
elsewhere strengthened their networks and reconWrmed their commitment to global dialogue in coping with population, health, and many
other questions that concerned them.
As Leon Gordenker and Thomas G. Weiss wrote in 1996, during the
1980s and the 1990s, “human rights advocates, gender activists, developmentalists, groups of indigenous peoples and representatives of other
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deWned interests have become active in political work once reserved for
representatives of states.”48 Women’s organizations were asserting themselves to such an extent that state authorities would ignore them at their
own risk. Even more than humanitarian relief or environmental protection, however, women’s issues were wide-ranging and complex. Going
far beyond their traditional concern with peace or voting rights,
women’s groups were increasingly paying attention to various types of
domestic violence (including infanticide, abortion, and child molestation), migration (frequently, women outnumbered men among immigrants in advanced countries), family care, discrimination in the workplace, and many problems toward which attitudes would vary from
country to country. Not just contemporary issues but also past injustices
could become a matter of concern, as happened when the Asia Solidarity
Network on the Forced Military Comfort Women Problem was established in 1992 to deal with the problem of forced prostitution practiced
by the Japanese army during the war.49 Because of the political nature of
their work, these organizations gave rise to much controversy, another
indication of the tendency on the part of nongovernmental organizations to intrude upon spheres traditionally preserved for oYcial governmental action.
To note such a trend, however, is not to argue that nongovernmental
organizations as nonstate actors were in fact becoming political players.
Much of their activity was indeed becoming indistinguishable from politics. But that was not the total picture, for the politically active advocacy
groups and their conferences were only a fraction of the transnational
movements that were establishing connections throughout the world.
Global interconnectedness was moving at a fast pace, and part of this
phenomenon involved politics, in the process perhaps transforming the
nature of politics itself. In the context of our discussion, however, it is
equally important to note the growth and vigor of nongovernmental
organizations engaged in educational and grassroots exchange programs. These were among the more traditional eVorts by individuals and
organizations to build bridges across nations; they were the ones that
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had kept alive the vision of global community throughout the turbulent
century. And their activities remained just as important as ever in the
1980s and the 1990s.
Intellectual cooperation and grassroots understanding—the twin
themes of cross-national exchanges going back to the 1920s—took on
new signiWcance in an age of rapid advances in communication and
information technology. Satellite television, the Internet, mobile telephones, and facsimile transmission were revolutionizing the way individuals and organizations dealt with one another by linking all parts of
the globe into systems of instant contact. Millions were sharing the
same information and exchanging opinions electronically, something
unprecedented in that this Xow of information and opinion was virtually
autonomous, not controllable by any state. This provided the setting for
expanded communication at both the intellectual and the popular levels.
The revolution in information technology did have some negative
consequences. The instantaneous spread of pornography through the
Internet was already becoming a serious matter in the mid-1990s.
As noted in the report “Child Pornography: An International Perspective,” prepared for the World Congress against Commercial
Sexual Exploitation of Children (held in Stockholm in 1996), “The
development of home video equipment and computer technology has
revolutionized the international production and distribution of child
pornography. Rapidly expanding international access to increasingly
inexpensive technology has transformed child pornography into a
sophisticated cottage industry.”50 These abuses were obviously not
limited to child pornography. Through the Internet reams of sexually
exploitative images were being transmitted instantaneously across the
globe. To deal with such a problem, international organizations were
likewise indispensable. The just-mentioned conference in Stockholm
was a good example. It brought together representatives of UNICEF,
the government of Sweden, and several nongovernmental organizations to discuss ways to exchange information on child pornography
and to urge nations to undertake legislation to control it. The protec-
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tion of children, the previously mentioned paper asserted, “must
become a global priority and nations must commit their resources
accordingly.”51 The advancement in information technology was calling forth an international organizational response, a characteristic
phenomenon of the age of globalization.
The positive consequences of the global spread of information were
obvious. Thanks to the Internet, bringing together individuals sharing
the same interests and concerns was now much easier. When, for
instance, controversy arose in 1995 regarding a planned exhibit at the
Smithsonian Institution of the Enola Gay, the U.S. aircraft that dropped
the atomic bomb on Hiroshima, an ad hoc committee for the study of
the history of the bombing was organized by American historians and
journalists who were concerned over the tendency to remember such a
past emotionally. Not just in the United States but also across nations,
opinions were expressed through the Internet that were both critical and
supportive of the atomic bombing. Both specialists and laypeople participated in the debate. Whether this new means of communication
would serve to enhance international understanding was not yet clear,
but there was no escaping that the instantaneous exchange of ideas, of
whatever variety, was making the work of nongovernmental organizations all the more critical, for they were in a position to ensure that the
global electronic networks would serve the cause of international cooperation and peace, not divisiveness and conXict.
Apart from electronic communication, the transnational exchange of
information and ideas was also facilitated by the widespread use of such
devices as the copying machine, the cassette tape recorder, and the facsimile (fax) transmission system. As one example of a successful, systematic attempt at collecting and distributing new information, the National
Security Archive, a nongovernmental organization established in Washington in the 1980s, used the Freedom of Information Act to probe into
U.S. archives to obtain material dealing with recent events such as the
Polish Solidarity crisis and the Iran-Contra aVair. The organization
cooperated with others at home and abroad. For instance, it joined the
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Mershon Center of Ohio State University, the Watson Institute of
Brown University, the Ludwig Maximilian University in Munich, and
the Gorbachev Foundation in Moscow to investigate the way the Cold
War had been brought to an end. The Cold War International History
Project at the Woodrow Wilson Center for International Scholars, as
another example, energetically promoted eVorts to obtain access to the
archives of the former Soviet Union and of the People’s Republic of
China.
All these eVorts entailed the networking of researchers across nations,
a remarkable development that was further promoted during the 1980s
and the 1990s by the holding of numerous international symposiums
bringing together intellectuals from the former antagonists in the Cold
War. Without the existence and initiatives of nongovernmental organizations, such gatherings would have been much more diYcult to
arrange. A 1987 Belagio conference, sponsored by the Rockefeller
Foundation, brought together historians from China and the Soviet
Union, as well as from the United States and other countries, to review
the international history of the 1950s.52 The conference was organized
by the Committee on American–East Asian Relations, a scholarly organization on whose board scholars from various parts of the PaciWc would
come to be invited to sit. The International House of Japan sponsored
highly successful international conferences in 1991 and 1995, the Wftieth
anniversaries, respectively, of the coming and the ending of the PaciWc
War. Historians from a large number of countries in Asia, Europe, and
North America came together to reexamine the past on the basis of
newly acquired material.53 By then, the participation of scholars from
China and the former Soviet Union in such gatherings was becoming a
common sight. The Japan Foundation’s Center for Global Partnership—a public corporation and therefore not a nongovernmental organization, strictly deWned, but functioning without governmental control—held a symposium in 1993 on some signiWcant themes at the end
of the twentieth century. (The themes discussed included the collapse of
communism, migrations across borders, human rights, environmental
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issues, and the future of nationalism. No sustained discussion of nongovernmental organizations took place, however, indicating that the
awareness of their existence and growing importance was not yet shared
even by some of the leading intellectuals of the time.)54 The Japan
Center for International Exchange periodically sponsored international
conferences, and in 1995 it established a global “think-net,” a network of
think tanks throughout the world that could be called on to provide
information, insights, and personnel for the discussion of urgent issues
of the day. One such gathering, held in 1998, brought together over
thirty participants from research organizations of eleven countries to
explore the question of governance in the context of an increasingly
globalizing world in which civil society was on the rise.
Even where the construction of civil society was met with a setback,
as happened in China after 1989, when student organizations pushing
for greater democracy were crushed at Tiananmen Square, the overall
trend toward greater cross-national exchange remained. Prior to 1989,
there had been an impressive outXow of Chinese students and scholars
for study abroad. Between 1979 and 1989, some eighty thousand
Chinese were issued student/scholar visas to visit the United States—
almost three times the total number of Chinese students who had come
to study during 1860–1960. By the end of the 1980s, nearly twenty-nine
thousand Chinese were enrolled in American colleges and universities.55 In return, several thousand American students, teachers, and
scholars went to China, making the bilateral exchange one of the fastest
growing in the world. But other countries also became part of the global
network, and as more and more young Chinese acquired higher degrees
in the United States, Britain, Japan, and elsewhere, a signiWcant portion
of them stayed in the host countries to teach and engage in research. To
facilitate exchanges and organize conferences and joint projects, new
organizations were set up, such as the Chinese Association of American
Studies and the Beijing Society of Comparative International Studies.56
Both these (and many other) organizations were created just prior to the
Tiananmen incident, and they continued to function even after the
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event. While China’s suppression of political freedom tended for a time
to isolate the country in the international community, the educational
and intellectual ties that had been built up were never severed. The
development of electronic communication facilitated the process, but
that was not the only reason. More fundamentally, it would be correct to
say that exchange programs involving China were not signiWcantly
aVected by the political crisis of 1989 because they were developing with
their own momentum.
In a book published in 1997, I called this momentum “cultural internationalism.”57 The term expressed the view that cross-national cultural
undertakings had been a signiWcant aspect of twentieth-century history
and that while it was tempting to see such activities as aspects of, or as
minor footnotes to, geopolitical relations among states, they had never
been completely identiWable with those relations. The exchange of ideas,
cultures, and persons had served to develop an international community
that was not interchangeable with the world order deWned by military
power and considerations of national interests. The further growth of
educational and scholarly exchanges between China and other countries
demonstrated that power and culture were not entirely identical, that
power did not always determine culture, and that culture did not necessarily seek the support of power. That was so, in the framework of this
volume, because cultural activities were almost always embedded in
institutions that ensured their longevity irrespective of what was happening at the formal governmental level. Of course, institutional contexts could change, as happened when the United States government
decided to bring the United States Information Agency into the State
Department in 1999; henceforth, the informational and exchange programs the former had undertaken would become a more integral part of
the foreign policies determined by the latter. But it could just as plausibly be argued that United States foreign policy, too, would change now
that educational programs were becoming part of it. Besides, these
changes were taking place within the governmental bureaucracy and did
not aVect cultural agendas and activities undertaken by private organi-
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zations. If anything, their role would become even more conspicuous
because of the abolition of the USIA as an independent entity.
A signiWcant feature of international exchange programs in the last
decades of the century was the mushrooming of grassroots organizations
undertaking such activities. Ranging from sister-city arrangements to
visits by amateur musical groups, from home-stay programs for schoolchildren to concerts by popular singers, mass-level cultural contact
expanded throughout the 1980s and the 1990s. When the Japan
Foundation’s Center for Global Partnership advertised grants for grassroots exchanges for the Wrst time in 1991, it immediately received nearly
eighty applications from local organizations in the United States and
Japan. The proposals included such topics as “lectures and demonstrations by Japanese and American performers,” “a symposium to be
attended by representatives of Japanese and U.S. transport industries,
transportation and environmental agencies,” “a delegation of women to
travel to the United States to conduct a grass-roots study of various
measures designed to deal with the growing percentage of senior citizens in society,” and “a seminar to promote mutual understanding
between American and Japanese labor unions.”58 Such topics were
undoubtedly being discussed among various organizations in other parts
of the world as well.
Were all these activities, added together, creating a global community?
The answer would depend on how one deWnes “global community.” If
the term means the establishment of networks of communication
through intergovernmental organizations and international nongovernmental organizations, that was clearly evident, as seen in the accelerating
pace of interchanges and cooperative activities on the part of those organizations, their increased funding, and the way real-time communication
was becoming possible. That, however, did not mean that the emerging
global community was creating a homogeneous world civilization. The
sociologist Mike Featherstone wrote in 1995, “One paradoxical consequence of the process of globalization . . . is not to produce homogeneity
but to familiarize us with greater diversity, the extensive range of local
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cultures.”59 That did not mean, however, that globalization amounted to
fragmentation. Rather, even as “goods, capital, people, knowledge,
images, communications, as well as crime, culture, pollutants, drugs,
fashions and beliefs, readily [Xew] across territorial boundaries,” as
David Held and Anthony McGrew observed in 1993, an awareness of
diVerences among peoples, cultures, and regions of the world also
grew—to such an extent that in the same year, Samuel Huntington published a widely read essay on “the clash of civilizations.”60 The seemingly
contradictory statements may be reconciled if we emphasize the crucial
roles international organizations have played in recent history. They
have served to link diVerent parts of the world closer together, and in
doing so, diversity as well as homogeneity have, hardly surprisingly,
emerged as central themes. It would be a major task facing international
organizations to try to solidify forces for a global community in which
both themes would thrive and serve the welfare of all people. If left to the
states, it might be more diYcult to do so, given their political agendas and
parochial interests. International organizations, on the other hand, have
proved quite successful in reconciling diVerences because their only
weapons are ideas, a sense of commitment, and voluntary service. They
have not spent billions on arms, nor have they engaged in mass killing.
They are civilized societies, and so they have a mission to turn the world
into a civilized community.

Conclusion

At the end of the twentieth century and the beginning of the twentyWrst, few phenomena attracted more attention, and at the same time
aroused more controversy, than globalization. The twentieth century,
Ralf Dahrendorf wrote in 1998, “has been largely . . . determined by
divisions which led to wars, hot and cold, but which also provided
sources of identity.” All that had changed. Globalization had come to
“dominate people’s lives, hopes, and fears,” and people everywhere had
“to think globally to respond to an increasingly global reality.”1
In the rapid advancement in information technology, in the development of a global Wnancial market, and in the spread of the English language and other manifestations of American popular culture, human
aVairs were unmistakably globalizing or becoming globalized. At the
same time, debate ensued as to the direction and desirability of the phenomenon. Was the world going to continue the process of globalization,
or would the pace eventually slow down or even be replaced by other
developments? Would the people and countries of the world be better or
worse oV when they were more globalized? What tasks should individual states and such traditional institutions as families, local governments, churches, and schools perform in the age of globalization? Such
questioning suggested the fascination with the possible role of global195
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ization in deWning future history. Just as earlier generations speculated
on the implications of industrialization for nations and individuals, now
there was much interest in the impact globalization would have on the
shape of the world to come.
A look at the notes to this book indicates that an increasing number
of scholarly books and articles with titles that included the word “global”
or “globalization” began to appear in the 1990s, especially during the
second half of the decade, suggesting that the term that mass media were
widely using was also gaining intellectual respectability. By then, globalization had generally come to mean not just technological innovations
and economic forces linking diVerent parts of the world, but something
even more extensive; as James H. Mittelman wrote in 1997, “globalization is a coalescence of varied transnational processes and domestic
structures, allowing the economy, politics, culture, and ideology of one
country to penetrate another.”2 Political scientists, sociologists, anthropologists, and economists debated whether such a seemingly inexorable
process should be left to develop with its own momentum, or if it could
somehow be controlled or steered in a desirable direction. In the latter
case, should the state be the key to the future direction of globalization,
or would some other agency emerge to take its place? If globalization
became too “predatory,” to use Richard Falk’s word, what institutions
could tame such a tendency?3 Such debate would undoubtedly continue
and be joined by intellectuals in all parts of the world; this itself would
be an aspect of globalization. As yet few historians were involved in the
debate, perhaps because they had not yet come to reconceptualize history in the framework of globalization.
This book has sought to provide a historical context for the phenomenon of globalization by pointing to the growth of international organizations. This phenomenon has not been systematically examined in the
literature on globalization, but there seems little doubt that international organizations have served to turn the world’s attention to global
issues—humanitarian relief, development, human rights, the environment, cross-national understanding—when geopolitics and military
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strategy have divided nations against one another. Awareness of transnational problems—in other words, global consciousness—is not the same
thing as globalization. One could develop a sense of transnational interconnectedness and at the same time question aspects of globalization,
such as environmental hazards resulting from foreign investment in
developing countries or the use of child and female labor in degrading
circumstances by manufacturers interested in competitive advantages.
The 1999 meeting in Seattle of the World Trade Organization, an intergovernmental organization, drew world attention because many nongovernmental organizations staged demonstrations to protest against
what they took to be the trade organization’s connivance at the destruction of the natural environment and the employment of “slave labor” as
it sought further to deregulate international trade. A Washington meeting in the spring of 2000 of the International Monetary Fund drew a
similar protest from various private associations and groups. These incidents gave the impression that nongovernmental organizations were
opposed to globalization, whereas intergovernmental organizations
were pushing for it, but that was missing the point. Both were becoming
active participants in the worldwide debate on the nature and the possible future direction of globalization and were thus very much part of the
emerging global community. Besides, the protesting organizations were
all making use of the Internet, a crucial means for spreading information
and coalescing individuals and groups for speciWc objectives.4
Most supporters and opponents of globalization alike assumed that
there had to be some universal, global standards, in Wnancial, accounting, environmental, human rights, and other matters. Standardization in
some of these areas would be extremely diYcult to achieve, but the idea
itself would be very much part of the phenomenon of globalization. The
debate in Seattle or Washington was not so much about globalization as
about the speciWc Welds (labor, environmental protection) in which
global standards should be applied. To deny the very idea of universal
standards was, of course, possible, but the majority of the protesters in
Seattle or Washington were not doing so; they accepted the notion of
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transnational interconnectedness. They were keenly aware of the global
issues, and their activities revealed not so much forces opposed to globalization as those that recognized the transnational nature of contemporary issues. Even those opposed to globalization in the business sphere
considered themselves members of a global community, committed to
supporting “poor people in representing their own interests in global
decision making,” as a statement by the American Friends Service Committee pointed out.5 In this sense, the organizations that staged demonstrations in Seattle and Washington were no diVerent from the large
number of international organizations that had, over the decades, been
constructing transnational networks.
And those organizations were more active than ever before. Underneath the headline-grabbing incidents in these cities, various types of
nongovernmental organizations were quietly carrying on their tasks, suggesting that their growth had not been aVected, nor had their activities
been discouraged, by occasional incidents and disturbances. It was symbolic that the Seattle demonstrations coincided with the awarding of the
Nobel Peace Prize to Doctors without Borders for its humanitarian activities. Accepting the prize, the organization’s director, James Orbinski,
stated, “We don’t know for sure whether words save lives, but we know
for sure that silence kills.”6 Two years later, in December 2001, representatives of Doctors without Borders joined those of the International
Committee of the Red Cross, Amnesty International, the OYce of the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, the American Friends
Service Committee, the International Campaign to Ban Landmines,
International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War, and other
organizations in a ceremony held in Oslo to commemorate the hundredth
anniversary of the Nobel Prizes. These organizations were all recipients
of the Nobel Peace Prize, and by participating in the ceremony along
with such individual recipients of the prize as Mikhail Gorbachev, the
Dalai Lama, and Shimon Peres, they were demonstrating that international organizations had played just as signiWcant roles as states and statesmen in promoting peace throughout the twentieth century.7
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In August 2001, Moral Rearmament, a nongovernmental organization established in 1938 by Protestant clergymen in the United States,
changed its name to Initiatives of Change. The idea, according to its
new director, Cornelio Sommaruga, who had served as president of the
International Committee of the Red Cross for eighteen years, was to
work for “globalization of responsibility.” Ethical and spiritual values,
which Moral Rearmament had emphasized over the years, would form
the basis of the organization’s new initiatives.8 The transformation of an
organization that at the height of the Cold War had been closely
identiWed with the free world into a broader global movement—only
one-fourth of its twenty thousand members was now Protestant—was
symbolic of the changing international circumstances at the beginning
of the new century. Likewise, in December 1999, as President Kim Dae
Jung of South Korea, whose personal and political life had been deeply
involved in the vicissitudes of the Cold War, welcomed a gathering of
representatives of nongovernmental organizations from over one hundred countries who assembled in Seoul, he told them that in the coming
century democratic government, the market, and civil society would
constitute the three pillars of national and international development. In
all these three, nongovernmental organizations play crucial roles. At this
meeting, some members of Chinese, Korean, and Japanese organizations conferred among themselves and decided to launch a regional
forum of nongovernmental organizations to which delegates from
North Korea would also be invited. Korean and Japanese nongovernmental organizations, in the meantime, were collaborating in such
diverse Welds as humanitarian relief of North Korea, environmental
protection, access to information, joint inquiry into the past, and assistance to Korean victims of atomic bombings.9
These were typical examples. Throughout the world, nongovernmental organizations were continuing to expand in the number and
scope of their activities. On one hand, many small, local organizations
were being built. Their agendas were often parochial, such as planning
for a park, proposing regulations to restrict automobile traYc, or build-
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ing a community center.10 Others were national in scope, such as the
Community Technology Center Network, established in the United
States to teach how to use Internet-accessed information to those too
poor to aVord computers.11 Regardless of scope, however, most such
organizations were invariably establishing ties with one another, not just
within a country but across nations. When, for instance, in 1995 a faculty member at Peking University opened a small oYce, renting an inexpensive room at a local inn, to serve the needs of women suVering from
domestic violence, job discrimination, and other problems, it quickly
established itself as one of the Wrst nongovernmental organizations in
China concerned with women’s issues. When President Bill Clinton
made an oYcial visit to China in June 1998, his wife included the organization in her itinerary. Nongovernmental organizations from South
Korea, Thailand, and India contacted the Beijing oYce so as to form an
Asian network. Women’s groups in Europe and North America also
came in touch with it through its Internet home pages.12 That this and
many other private associations were created in China in the wake of the
1995 Beijing conference on women suggests the cumulative eVect of
such events. Whereas few Chinese had ever heard of nongovernmental
organizations, by the end of the 1990s over two hundred thousand of
them were said to have come into being.13
Examples can be multiplied. Nongovernmental organizations had
grown to such an extent that Lester Salamon, one of the leading scholars of the subject, was calling it a “revolution,” comparable in its impact
on world aVairs to the emergence of the nation state in the nineteenth
century. His research group conducted a survey of nonproWt organizations in twenty-two countries (thirteen from Europe, Wve from Latin
America, and Japan, Australia, Israel, and the United States) in the late
1990s and found that altogether they employed nineteen million individuals, or 4.9 percent of their combined workforce. In some countries
the ratio was much higher: in the Netherlands, 12.4 percent of workers
were employed by nonproWt organizations, and in the United States 7.8
percent. All these organizations, according to Salamon, produced goods
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and services amounting to $1.1 trillion, a Wgure that exceeded the gross
domestic products of most countries, including Russia, Brazil, or
Spain.14 Although his “nonproWt organizations” may not be wholly
interchangeable with the nongovernmental organizations that this book
has discussed, it is clear that no matter what they are called and whatever
their deWnition, something unprecedented was taking place. Moreover,
while Salamon’s study included national as well as international nonproWt organizations, the distinction between the two was often blurred,
as some of the previous examples suggest. Here was a phenomenon that
demanded attention, a development that had to be incorporated into any
discussion of national and international aVairs at the turn of the new
century.15
A century earlier, some astute observers were noting a new trend in
the world that, they were convinced, would profoundly alter human life.
Some called it “internationalism,” others “international life.” Many had
no precise word to describe what they saw. J. A. Hobson referred to the
“great world forces” that were creating “bonds of interests which band
us together irrespective of the natural limits of the country to which we
belong and in which we were born.”16 H. G. Wells predicted the emergence of “a new kind of people” as a result of these forces who would
come to constitute a “Xoating population . . . , developing, no doubt,
customs and habits of its own, a morality of its own, a philosophy of its
own.”17 These observers were certain that the new phenomenon, which
would in time be called “globalization,” would fundamentally alter the
nature of both national and international aVairs.
From the perspective of 2001, it is, of course, possible to argue that
these prophets a hundred years ago were to be proven wrong, that the
forces of globalization, or whatever term they preferred to use, did not
really transform how nations behaved, either domestically or toward one
another. After all, imperialism, or control by one state over another, was
a powerful force at that time and would remain so for several more
decades. Part of the phenomenon of globalization was undoubtedly
attributable to imperialism, involving the breaking down of national and
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ethnic boundaries and the penetration of “uncivilized” parts of the world
by forces of “civilization.” To say that globalization was imperialism by
another name, however, would be to ignore that forces of globalization
continued to strengthen themselves, while empires came and went—
and they were conspicuous by their rarity at the end of the twentieth
century. Anti-imperialism as much as imperialism proved to be a key
theme of the century, and the former, if anything, was a more global
phenomenon than the latter. Many of the postcolonial states were to be
just as concerned with their self-interests as had the colonial powers, and
the state, new or old, still remained the key unit of human association in
most parts of the world.
Conceptually, therefore, one could write a history of twentiethcentury international aVairs as a story of interstate interactions without
introducing extraneous themes like globalization. This book has argued,
however, that to do so would be a gross oversimpliWcation and that
underneath the geopolitical realities deWned by sovereign states, the century witnessed a steady growth of another reality— the global (and
globalizing) activities by international organizations. Hobson, Wells,
and others may have too hastily concluded that the geopolitical realities
would soon be transformed by newer forces of globalization. These
geopolitical realities continued to shape international relations at one
level, but these thinkers were justiWed in believing that cross-national
movements of men, their ideas, and their organizations would sooner or
later come to revolutionize the way in which people and nations dealt
with one another. They would feel vindicated if they came back to life
today and saw the activities by thousands of transnational organizations.
Will the alleged “revolution” in today’s world, evidenced in the
growth of international organizations, be shown to have been an exaggeration, if not a misperception, a century hence? Will those organizations, no matter how numerous and how extensive, remain largely
conWned to their own spheres of activity and have little impact on the
nature of national and international aVairs? Or will they come to alter
fundamentally how states deal with their own people and with other
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states? Instead of these two extreme possibilities, will a situation develop
in which states and nonstate actors come to cooperate more closely than
in the past and in that process deWne yet another world order?
Any response to those questions must remain tentative and speculative. But even before speculation is attempted, it is important to pay
attention to many issues that have arisen because of the very growth of
international organizations, especially of the nongovernmental variety.
For one thing, such a variety of organizations has emerged that diVerent,
often clashing, orientations and agendas among them have become virtually inevitable. Even in the earlier years, divergent objectives were
sometimes pursued by organizations allegedly sharing a common goal,
such as the conservation of nature or the promotion of women’s rights.
Among intergovernmental organizations, the United Nations’ Economic and Social Council has often been at odds with its other agencies
such as the Human Rights Commission or the International Labor
Organization. With a rapid increase in international organizations, it is
not unimaginable that anarchy instead of order might come to characterize their relationships with one another, just as it has characterized
interstate relations. An example of this took place in April 1999 when
the Armed Forces Communications and Electronics Association, a nongovernmental organization founded in the United States in 1946 to
sponsor exhibitions and conferences all over the world on military communications, electronics, and intelligence systems, ran into opposition
to its plans for holding a European fair in Brno, the Czech Republic. A
founder of the Doctors without Borders in Belgium vehemently sought
to stop the event on antimilitaristic grounds. Even among humanitarian
agencies, there is not always agreement as to how they should aid victims
of earthquakes or volcanic eruptions, and sometime they work at crosspurposes. For instance, the nongovernmental organizations that sent
rescue missions to Colombia when it was devastated by an earthquake in
January 1999 followed their respective agendas and failed to coordinate
their activities, so there was no systematic distribution of food and medical goods sent from overseas.
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To cope with such problems, many individuals and groups have
agreed that it would be necessary to establish a minimum of guidelines
or common standards to govern the conduct of nongovernmental organizations. Already in 1994, the International Red Cross, Oxfam, and
other agencies came together to draft basic principles to guide humanitarian activities, and the document was accepted by over 150 nongovernmental organizations from forty-three countries. Then in late
1998, the United Nations as well as other intergovernmental organizations and nongovernmental groups adopted a list of “minimum standards” for such matters as nourishment, water quality, and toilet facilities in areas where relief work was to be carried out.18 These guidelines
amount to international protocols, akin to treaties and agreements
among states, and provide some order amid the seeming disorder created by the establishment of so many international organizations.
Would it be possible to draft similar standards for international organizations engaged in other than humanitarian work? In the area of environmental protection, international standards have already been promulgated in such matters as the preservation of the whale, the
prohibition of trade in ivory, and restrictions on the emission of carbon
dioxide. The relative success at arriving at international environmental
standards owes itself to a great extent to cooperation among intergovernmental organizations, nongovernmental organizations, and national
governments. On the other hand, establishing global standards in
human rights would be more diYcult. Although such standards exist on
paper, thanks to the work of the United Nations Human Rights
Commission and many nongovernmental organizations, activities by
these organizations have frequently been uncoordinated. When human
rights concern political aVairs, domestic and international organizations
have been able to work together quite well in such matters as the observation of a local election, but applying uniform standards to the treatment accorded women or prison inmates has been more diYcult.19
Nevertheless, the growth of civil society throughout the world may
make it possible to apply certain standards of democratization and
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human rights to all countries. The establishment in 2000 of the
International Court of Criminal Justice is a good case in point. It is seen
as a custodian of human rights everywhere in the world, a reXection of
shared consciences that transcend national boundaries.
Some such institutional framework for coping with transnational
issues has become more urgent than ever because of the increasing number of migrant workers, expatriates, and others who are not conWned to
a given territorial state, as well as the growth of transnational issues that
need the attention of the electorate of more than one country. As David
Held has observed, because “[national] boundaries have traditionally
demarcated the basis on which individuals were included and excluded
from participation in decisions aVecting their lives,” the questions of
representation, legitimacy, and democratic governance might have to be
recast in a globalizing world.20 In this connection, the fact that some
government oYcials and thinkers in Europe have developed an idea of
“European citizenship” is interesting and may possibly be a harbinger of
things to come. A conception of citizenship that transcends national
units is congruent with such other notions as “hybridization” and “syncretism” that have begun to appear in the literature. They all challenge
traditional deWnitions of space, territory, and nationality and raise the
question of just what it is that binds people together, what it is that constructs a human community.21Although no consensus yet exists as to
who would be included in, and who excluded from, European citizenship, the vision seems to indicate the awareness that transnational society is here to stay, even if it is still vaguely understood.
With regard to the work of international organizational activities in
the Weld of developmental assistance, some serious problems have also
arisen. Here, the issue of interorganizational coordination has been
bound up with the very important question of accountability. The
previous chapter illustrated some of the diYculties international relief
organizations faced in administering their aid because of complex local
political problems and divergent perspectives between such organizations and the United Nations as well as some of the nations providing
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peacekeeping forces. Economic assistance programs were even more
complicated because they were designed as long-term projects. The
more numerous such programs became, the more varied grew their
approaches, and above all, the question of how to keep track of their
activities inevitably arose. Were they using their funds wisely? To whom
were they reporting? Who was keeping records? Were those records
available for inspection by governmental oYcials and private groups?
These problems have always existed, but in recent years they have
come to command much public and scholarly attention because of the
very fact that aid projects have come to cover the entire globe. (The
number of developmental nongovernmental organizations registered
with the Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development had
neared three thousand by the early 1990s, and their total spending
approximated $6 billion.22) In a widely read article published in the
Economist in January 2000, the writer chided some nongovernmental aid
workers for bringing in “western living standards, personnel and purchasing power which can transform local markets and generate great
local resentment.” The discrepancy between “expatriate staV” and
“impoverished local oYcials trying to do the same work” was a source of
“deep antipathy.”23 Already in 1988, a scholar was warning that “the corruption of NGOs will be the political game in the years ahead.”24
Scholarly specialists have been raising serious questions about the conduct of aid workers and the organizations they represented. As just one
example, in a book entitled Non-Governmental Organisations: Performance
and Accountability (1995), one of the Wrst serious attempts at examining
the issue of accountability, the editors noted, “Performing eVectively
and accounting transparently are essential components of responsible
practice, on which the legitimacy of development intervention ultimately depends.”25 And yet most of the case studies contained in this
volume pointed out that there had been no standardized system for measuring accountability of nongovernmental organizations. In some
instances pertinent data were missing, while in others data were there,
but the organizations were reluctant to divulge them for fear of political
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or ideological intermeddling with their aVairs. Because donor agencies,
whether governmental or nongovernmental, would want the receiving
organizations to account for the funds they received, Wnancial accountability was often a condition of such grants. But the staV involved in
developmental programs found bookkeeping time-consuming and
thought their time could better be spent in more constructive ways. For
all organizations, a writer noted, “who deWnes accountability, for whom
and why, are questions” that required careful analysis.26
The question of accountability has grown in seriousness in recent
years because of the tendency on the part of a large number of development-oriented organizations to receive funding from public agencies.
Michael Edwards and David Hulme note that already in the mid-1990s,
nongovernmental organizations “which are not dependent on oYcial aid
for the majority of their budgets are now the exception rather than the
rule.”27 In such a situation, it is not surprising that governments would
insist on budgetary oversight of aid programs. But that in turn raises the
question of the proper relationship between governmental and nongovernmental organizations. The latter, according to the Economist, had
become “the most important constituency for the activities of development aid agencies.”28 The symbiotic relationship between the state and
nonstate actors inevitably leads to the question of the latter’s autonomy.
Are they becoming an arm of the state, doing for the latter more informally and cheaply what it wants to be accomplished? With so much
funding coming from public sources, accompanied with the need for
more strict accountability for how the money is used, would nongovernmental organizations be able to remain “nongovernment”?
Could their staV, who are not accountable to the electorate, be counted
on to serve the public interest? Conversely, to the extent that private
organizations work in collaboration with government bureaucracies,
how would the latter be required to share policy deliberations with them
or give them access to oYcial information, however conWdential? Should
nongovernmental organizations be allowed to have an input into oYcial
decision making?
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Similar questions may be raised regarding the relationship between
nongovernmental organizations and business enterprises. Both are nonstate actors, but they have traditionally been distinguished because only
the latter are proWt-seeking. The relationship between the two has more
often than not been adversarial. According to a survey of 140 international nongovernmental organizations, 41 percent of them expressed
such an attitude toward multinational corporations, and 47 percent said
they had had little to do with them. Some, such as Greenpeace, have
organized a worldwide boycott of certain Wrms suspected of causing
damage to the natural environment, while others, such as Transparency
International—established in 1992 to respond to the worldwide “corruption eruption”—have periodically published reports on cases of
bribery involved in local negotiations for establishing plants.29 The
Seattle demonstrations in December 1999 against multinational businesses were but the tip of the iceberg; global networks connected by the
Internet spread information on corporate practices that appear to violate
the principles for which the nongovernmental organizations stand.30
The situation, however, may be changing, just like the relationship
between state and nonstate actors. The line between business enterprises and nongovernmental organizations is becoming blurred as some
business organizations sponsor humanitarian work abroad while individuals with extensive experiences with relief, aid, or environmental
activities are hired by manufacturing or marketing Wrms.31 Moreover,
some multinational corporations have begun soliciting the views of nongovernmental organizations on the impact of their business activities on
local environmental and labor conditions. These instances suggest that
some sort of collaborative relationship may develop between proWtseeking and nonproWt organizations. In the past, regulation of businesses
was largely in the hands of the state, whether national or local. This may
be changing as nongovernmental organizations are steadily gaining in
visibility and self-conWdence. In particular, international nongovernmental organizations, as well as intergovernmental organizations, may
develop a new deWnition of their relationship with multinational corpo-
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rations. If that happens, it will mean that even the notions of proWt and
nonproWt may change. For that matter, the distinction between state and
nonstate actors, state and society, public and private, may also undergo
reformulation. A realization may emerge that all organizations—the
state, business enterprises, international organizations, and nongovernmental associations—will form what KoW Annan, secretary general of
the United Nations, has called a “strategic partnership” in the service of
all people as the world becomes ever more globalized.32
That is a grand vision, far grander than the image of global community that has been proposed by any international organization. Whereas
most ideas of international society, global community, and “planet
earth” have supposed an interdependence of nations and peoples, none
has yet developed a view of the world’s organizations that interact with
one another and promote the common welfare of humankind. That
would be too much to expect at this stage of global history. The global
community that international organizations have been seeking for
decades will be a good beginning. That community has tended to
develop with its own momentum, on a separate level of existence from
the international system deWned by sovereign states or from the business
world. If these separate communities were to come closer together, then
there would truly emerge a human community that would consist of various complementing organizations sharing the same concerns and seeking to solve them through cooperative endeavors. Whether such a situation will ever arrive is far from clear, but to the extent that it is now
possible even to speculate on such a possibility, credit should be given to
international organizations, especially nongovernmental organizations,
for having led the way.
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